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designed, sleeved three-ring binder which will be
far more than just a compilation of the former rules.
Not only are the rules entirely rewritten and
reorganized for clarity, the design itself has
undergone fundamental changes which add play
ability and realism. In fact. our rallying cry
throughout the redesign has been "more playable
than SL; more realistic than Gil" It is a boast that I
am pleased to report that we think we can live up
to. The fundamental changes made in the game
system so far have been almost universally ac
claimed by our testers as major improvements; and
we remain confident that we are on the right track
for the most awaited wargame release the hobby
has yet seen.
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Allow me to disgress a moment for those few
SQUAD LEADER enthusiasts out there who have
not yet heard of the ASL project. ADVANCED
SQUAD LEADER will be the culmination of all four
of the previous SL games. plus one new one (on
North Africa) - one all-encompassing rules system.
The rulebook will take a form of a specially-

Now that BANZAI has been published, the last
hurdle to full-time development of the ADVANCED
SQUAD LEADER Rulebook is behind us and pro
gress should be steady towards a July 1985
publication date. Our effort to date has been ex
tremely encouraging, with the first three chapters
forming a very promising foundation for the work
still remaining to be done.
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VENI'URE offers high adventure in the world of finance and big
business. where budding tyCOI'JllS wheel n' deal-manipulating
V&st holdings and millions of dollars as they strive to build and
control gigantic conglomerates. Often proxy fights to gain con
trol ofkey corporations pit the 2-6 players against each other in
ever-shifting configurations. A great inter-active game. your
decisions will greatly affect the positions of the other players.

VENTURE is the embodiment of big business excitement
without its customary risks to your pocketbook. Now you can do
the "executive" maneuvers you didn't have the nerve to do in
real life. Maybe you will after you've mastered this game.
Learn how the top executives organize their holdings and
acquire ever more wealth-all the things you\~e fancied
yourself doing. Player with the largest grand total of profit is
the winner; the others are simply multi-millionaires.

VENTURE is a quick-playing. readily-learned card game for the
entire family. With two special decks of cards. complicated
calculations are kept to a minimum and intense competition to a
maximum. It is a truly fascinating game of finance. perfect for
the fledgling entrepreneur.

VENTURE is available now for $7,00 from The Avalon Hill
Game Company. 4517 Harford Road. Baltimore. MD 21214.
Please add 10% for shipping and handling (for Canadian
orders. 20%; for overseas orders. 30%). Maryland residents
please add 5% state sales tax.
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Fantasy Roleplaying

Your mounts are thirsty and weary. The green lands of home are many
days behind. You ride into peril and fate unforeseen, for the dangers,
monsters and powers ahead are numerous and unknown. But you and your
friends are tough and cunning, members of old races known for their
courage. You have mastered many of RuneQuest's hundreds of magical
spells. You have chosen well from the many types of armor and weapons
available. Each of your companions is distinct and individual. You have
joined them to accomplish heroic deeds and the mightiest evil will pause
before your determined fellowship.

RuneQuest unites game and imaginative reality. The combat rules are
drawn from the author's long experience with hand-to-hand combat. Using
the magic rules, you can recreate any wizard or mage of film or fiction, or
create new ones yet undreamed. By manipulating a few basic values you can
play unique adventures drawn from the experiences of the ten races in the
game. Unparalleled realism and flexibility are yours, supported by rules easily
understood and enjoyable to play. Though the RuneQuest rules are set in the
Dark Ages of a fantasy Europe, the game system is playable within any fan
tasy framework you care to devise.

RuneQuest is the latest edition of this popular role-playing game from
The Avalon Hill Game Company. The Deluxe Edition includes Players Book
(character generation, game system, combat, skills), Magic Book (spirit
magic, ritual magic, divine magic, sorcery), Creatures Book (over 90 dif
ferent ones, both benign and demonic), GameMasters Book (civilization,
gamemaster instructions, treasure ships, two scenarios, encounter charts),
an introduction to Gloranth (drangonewts and chaos creatures, common
knowledge, the cult of Ernalda), assorted pullouts, Adventure and
Character Sheets, a full-color map of Fantasy Europe, and dice.

Deluxe RuneQuest is avaiJable now from The Avalon Hill Game
Company, 4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD 21214, for $38.00, plus 10%
shipping and handling (20 % for Canadian orders and 30 % for overseas
orders). Maryland residents please add 5 % state sales tax. New scenarios and
creatures for RuneQuest will be regularly featured in HEROES, Avalon Hill's
role-playing magazine.
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( GERMANY

FORTY YEARS LATER, 16 DEC 44
Objectives in BULGE '81

By Bruno SiDigaglio

Forward (0 and over (he Meuse!-Ado! f Hitler,
15 D«ember 1944

The morafe of lhe troops IUking pari was
QStonishingly high 01 rhestarl oflheoffensi¥e. They
really believed victory was possible-lin/ike Ihe
higher commanders, who knew Ihe jac/s.-Von
Rundstedt, After the War

Many wargamers experienced in the play of
BULGE '8/ have comt to the rcaliUjtion that the
Allies have signific8m advantages in the game. The
Germans afC outnumbered, less mobile and ShOTt of
lime. These handicaps must be minimi~cd by the
German player if ony of the possible victory condi
tions are to be achieved. For the accomplished war
gamer, there is no beHer challenge. The intent of
this article is to suggest ways to him to limit the
Allied advantages.

The German commander begins the game with a
combat-faclOr advalilage of 331 to 108. Futher
more, the Allies receive no reinforcemelils until the
17 AM Turn. This gives the German player three
turns to make the best of the "miradeof concentra
tion" against the weakest sector of the Allied line.
Thc Germans must push WeSt, and trapor eliminate
as many Allied units as possible. Lines of com
munication must becleared and Allied lincsof com
munication must be severed. After the initial on
slaught is slowed due to the influx of Allied rein
forcements, the German player must maneuver his
reserves and artillery so that Allied weak spotS can
be overwhelmed and ililermediate objectives come
into focus early: the speed with which these are
secured will have a ripple effect on the flow of the
entire campaign. The location and importance of
key objectives in each quadrant will be assessed
below. German defense plans will be discussed in
the section "Fundamental German Defense
Posture."

FUNDAMENTAL OBJECTIVES

Northeasl Quadrant:
I. ST. VITH (Figure I). Possession of SI. Vith
enables the German commander to shift forces 10
the north, soulh or west. An early capture of SI.
Vith is usually followed by a rapid surge to Houf
falize. In addition, the Fuhrer Escort brigade is
released as soon as possible.

2. BRIDGE AT J11 I (Figure I). The Allies will fre
Quently get to blow this bridge. Send infantry units
infiltrating north and south of the Ambleve to cap·
ture or repair this crossing as soon as possible. Units
can ford the river at JJ I I to allack Malmedy, if the
bridge is blown: however, this will cause a one turn
delay. After Malmedy has been secured, the use of
this bridge is needed 10 outnank Stavelot and fun
nel units to the west.

J. MALMEDY (Figure I). Early capture of the
town releases two panzer divisions at a time when
the American line can most easily be broken. Un
fortunately, Malmedy usually cannot be threatened
until St. Vith is cleared and the bridge at 1111 cap
tured.

4. BRIDGE AT NNI2 (Figure I). Use of this
bridge permits shifting of panzers out of the north
into the celiler. An astute Allied player will usually
interdict this bridge even if St. Vith is lost. The Ger
mans should rebuild the bridge immediately if it is
blown. After its capture, the bridge can be
economically garrisoned by artillery units.

S. BRIDGE AT FFl5 (Figure I). Capture or repair
of this bridge affords German units access to the
very important lateral road that links Bastogne to
Liege. Advancing forces can file west through the
clear terrain between the Salm and the Ourthe, if
this bridge is intact. If the Allies arc able to blow
this bridge they will be able to hold at the AA 17

crossroads (Barague Ie Fraitre) for one or twO extra
turns.

6. MAN HAY (Figure 2). The assault of Manhay
must be expertly timed. The fall of Manhay places
the Allied center and north on exterior lines of com
munication. The Germans' commander should get
a unit adjacent to Manhay if it cannot be rapidly
taken. As the fall of the intersection becomes immi
nent, the placement of Allied units that can shift
between center and north should be noted. If the
American player has nOt planned properly, you
may catch him with a shortage of units in one area.
If that is the case, the Germans should flood into
the weakly held area and attempt to further weaken
i\ by eliminating or trapping as many units as pos
sible.

7. FUEL DUMP AT EE9 (Hex South of Spa). In
the Campaign Game the Germans MUST capture a
fuel dump or a LIEGE hex in order to hold ground
during the dear weather stage. Unfortunately, the
Germans cannot maneuver around the dump in the
Campaign Game as can bt done in the lournamenl
scenario. In the Campaign Game, the 15th Army
offensive must be launched as quickly as possible,
thus the German player must pound his way across
Elsenborn Ridge and through the Hohe Venn. Time
cannot be wasted. If a dump is captured, consider
yourself lucky, otherwise, plan on capturing the ex
posed Liege hex at W3. In the tournament scenario,
the Germans can remain four hexes away from the
EE9 dump until the Allied line is Strung out and a
salient exists. Then the dump tan be frontally
assaulted and hopefully captured.

8. EUPEN (Figure 3). Extremely difficult to take!
If Eupen can ever be taken, even if the odds are slim
(16070), the attack should not be passed up. The fall
of Eupen will cause the collapse of the entire Allied
line in the northeast.
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9. AYWAILLE, VERVIERS, ROTGEN, SPA and
the BRIDGE AT CCS. Besides Malmedy and
Eupen, these hexes must be cleared or occupied in
order 10 launch the 15th Army offensive. Make sure
Rotgen falls before Allied units can slip in from the
north edge 10 reinforce.

Southeast Quadrant:
I. BRIDGE AT HH28 (Figure 4). Swift capture of
this bridge enables your 7th Army artillery to reach
Bastogne one turn sooner than by any other route.
This bridge is also needed for shirting of reserves if
Pallon 3ltacks through Redange.

2. BRIDGE AT ZJl (Figure 4). This key bridge
permits 7th Army units to outnank BaSlogne and
provides a supply route through Neufchateau. The
crossing is also needed for the shifting of reserves
when Patton enters.

Fit." 1

3. BASTOGNE (Figure 4). The town can be by
passed if necessary, bUl evemually must be taken.
In the Campaign Game. the German commander
will pay dearly if Bastogne is in American hands
when Pallon atlacks. Americans in Bastogne will
disrupt Gcrman communications and hamper the
timely maneuver of German reserves. When the
weather clears. the problem intensifies due to Allied
interdiction capability. In the tournament scenario,
the Allies receive bonus points for every turn they
hold Bastogne beyond 17 PM.

4. HOUFFALIZE. Fall of this river to"'n permits
the 5th and 6th Panzer Armies to link up and opens
up alternate route past Bastogne.

Southwest Quadrant:
I. LAROCHE (Figure 5). This town is a bridge
over the Ourthe that cannot be destroyed. Capture
of the hex opens a movement and supply route into
the center of the board. After the fall of LaRoche,
the Allies must fall back a considerable distan~ to
find easily defendable terrain.

2. BR IDGE AT V24 (Figure 5). This is the most im
portant of the three bridges over the southern
branch of the Ourth\,. The bridge at Y2J (Figure 5)
is frequently blown, but it can be bypassed with the
capture of LaRoche. The bridge at V24 however,
must be captured. Remain four hexes from the
bridge until strong German units can move into the
hex and assault the defenders on the opposite bank.
Failure to capture this bridge intact can result in a
situation where isolated Germans must attack at
half-strength against doubled Allied defenders.
Bridge should be rebuilt immediately if blown.

J. NEUFCHATEAU. Provides a supply route to
the southwest and oUinanks the Ourthe river line.
Take it.

4. BRIDGES AT UI AND K24 (Figure 6). One of
these bridges must be captured. The River Lesse

cannot be economically or quickly out nanked. and
an immediately available movement and supply
rOUle is needed for the push to Givet. If possible. re·
main four hexes from one bridge so that it can be
rushed and captured. Rebuild and garrison the UI
bridge if both arc blown. These bridges areespccially
important in the tournament scenario.

5. GIVET (Figure 7). This southernmost objective
of the 51h Panzer Army represems a six-poi III swing
in the tournament scenario. Allied reinforcements
emering in the north must move a considerable
distance to reach Give!. The city should be a focal
poinl for German drives in the tournament
scenario. Futhermore, the hex is the last defensible
position before road exit hex A21!

6. ROAD EXIT HEX A21 (Figure 7). A critically
important hex. [f the Germans can capture Givet on
21 AM, they will almost assuredly be able to exit a
strong force of mechanized units at A21 on the 21
PM or 22 AM turn. Successful exit of mechanized
units can lock·up a tournament scenario victory,
since each exiting unit is worth two points. Hex A21
is far away from American reinforeemellls elllering
in the north, but strong British units elller at the
west edge on the Allied 22 AM turn; thus, the board
edge must be cleared by the German 22 AM turn. In
the Campaign Game. the hex can be used to exit
mechanized units and knock the British out of the
game; however, the German commander must be
sure that such a move will give him a victory. Once
German units leave the map, they cannot return.

Northwest Quadrant:
I. BRIDGE AT V9 (Figure 8). The worth of this
bridge is obvious. It is the best supply route into the
good tank tcrrain in the northwest. In the Cam
paign Game, the bridge is needed for passage and
supply of units that must assault the salient Liege
hex (WJ) from the west bank of the Ourthe. [nthe
tournament scenario, the bridge is needed for
passage and supply of units that must wrest hex pg
(star intersection control hex) from the Americans.
Garrison the bridge when it is intact to prevent it
from being blown by some Allied strategem. Ir
blown, rebuild immediately.

2. HEX P8 (Figure 8), In the Campaign, this hex
has nO particular significance other than the fact
that it controls four intersections. In the tourna·
ment scenario it represents a three-point swing for
the side that occupies it.

3. MARCHE (Figure 9). Thiscity is the doorway to
the clear terrain of the northwest. The German
panzers punching through the Allied center must
capture MarchI',

4. CINEY (Figure 10). The hub of the northwest
quadrant. The Meuss river cities will be harder to
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capture ifCincy remains occupied by Allied units.
German units should take it on the run.

5. LIEGE. In the Campaign Game. Liege should
be avoided if a fuel dump has been captured. [n the
tournament scenario Liege should be avoided un
less the capture of one of the city hexes is certain.
Much efforl and artillery assistance is necessary to
capture a Liege hex. A heavy commitment at Liege
weakens the German drive in all other areas.

6. MEUSE RIVER CITIES. Caplureof fourofthe
five Meuse Cities plus control of Bastogne, 51. Vith
and Spa for four turns will end Ihe game with a Ger·
man victory. This is not an easy task. Ignore
Namur. Go for Give!, Oinan!. Andenne and Huy.

FUNDAMENTAL GERMAN
DEFENSIVE POSTURE

Pulling the reins is easy. Determining when to
pull them is difficult. [n the Herbstnebel, Martin
and Tournament Sccnarios. the German player
need only contain the Allied reinforcementS for a
limited time in a few areas. In the Campaign Game,
he must suffer through ten turns of Allied Air
Superiority, coupled with increased Allied mobility
due to ground freeze. The Germans, on the other
hand. lose 50010 of Nebelwerfer strength and suffer
movement penalties if they have not captured a fuel
dump or a Liege hex. The German player must
assess his situation on the 20 AM turn. Ifit appears
that any of the Antwerp, Liege or Meuse river vic·
tory conditions can be fulfilled in spite of the com·
ing Allied superiority, then the victory conditions
should be pursued. [f one of the above victory con
ditions cannot be attained, the Germans should
prepare to win a Bastogne victory. The following
courses of action should be followed by the German
commander who is forced to fight until January 2.

In The North:
I. [f a fuel dump has been captured, eliminate all

Allied units between the Vesdre and the Ourlhc
rivers and prepare a defense line in the nonheast
that runs ROlgen-Hungen Forest·Eupen·Yesdre
River-Yerviers-CCj-AAj·Yj-Xj·X6. Fall back in
to the rough terrain if you must, but hold as far
north as possible.

2. If the fuel dumps have been blown, capture the
W) Liege hex, eliminate all Allied unils in the
northeast quadrant and prepare a defense line in the
northeast Ihal runs North Edge-Liege-XS-X6. A
fuel supply road from Liege must be held open until
overcast weather returns.

In The Center-North:
I. Fight a delaying action with mechanized unils
using the forest southwest of Liege and the difficult
terrain north of Marche as flank protection.

2. Send infantry units 10 build improved positions
on the east bank of thc Ourthe from the connuence
of the Ambleve to the lown of Holton. This linc
[inks with the German line in the north at X6.

In The Center-South:
t. Fight a delaying action to the Ourthe. Be very
careful in this area. The forests and rough terrain
do not stop Allied infiltration when the ground is
frozen.

2. Use German infantry units to build improved
positions behind the Ourlhe from HOllon to hex
221, where the OUrlhe nows in tWO directions.

J. Use infantry units to build improved positions al
choke points west oflhe Ounhe. These will serve to
assist your retreating mechanized forces. Improved
positions situated in forest hexes have advantages
and disadvantages: Allied units cannOt advance
after combat through forest hexes, but the
defenders will not bedoubled and mechanized units
cannot join in defense of the hex.

7
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In The South:
L If possible, make the south edge from V34 10
LLJ4 very unprofitable for Palloll. Entice Pallon
[0 delay one [urn and enter the south edge to the
west of Neufchalcau.

2. Fall back slowly 10 a defense line lhal uses the
western branch of lhe Ourthe (Z21 to U29) and the
difficult terrain west of Manelansc.

J. Capture Baslognc. The German defense in the
south will crumble if lhe Allies comrol Bastogne.

Summary:
11 would be unrealistic to assume that the Ger

man player can fulfill all the defensive objectives
listed above. A shortage of infantry units will make
the German task even morc difficult, especially in
lhe soulh. If the Germans can achieve a defensive
posture in certain areas and slowly ret real in olhers,
conserving rather than sacrificing units, ~rllaps

llley will be able to launch a successful counler
offensive when lhe foul ....eather returns. A
Bastogne victory can be won with a quick German
offensive in laiC December.

INITIAL AlTACKS
Aside from Bob Beyma's article in Vol 19. No.

2, of The GENERAL, German opening moves for
BULGE '8/ have 1'101 been featured. J have my own
favorite openings, the "Malmedy·Bastogne Blitz"
and "Clean Out 51. Vith."

The Malmedy-Bastogne Blitz:
This plan is designed to push west, nOrth and

south of 51. Vith, wilh Malmedy and Bastogne as
the principle objeclives. 51. Vith should eventually
fall as the lhreat of envelopment materializes. I ex
peet to eliminale or trap five unilS on the 16 AM
turn wilh this plan. 5korzeny auemps to infiltrale
into Rocherath·Krinkelt. Figure II shows the
disposition of lhe aHacking units. An analysis of
each altack follows:

I. 2-1 (- I) Versus 99-393. There is a 16l17~ chance
of eliminating the unit and a 33% chance of trap
ping the unit.

2. 7-1 (- I) Versus 99-395. There is a 50% chance
ofeliminating the unil and a 16"l~ chance of advanc
ing adjacent to Rocherath·Krinkelt. A palh for
5korl.eny is cleared no matter whal lhe die roll.
UnilS advancing afler COmbal will be able 10 sur
round 99-393 on 16 PM if·it is engaged in the battle
above.

J. 8-1 (-2) Versus 14th Cavalry. The Germans
cannot lose this attack. The valuable cavalry will be

W7 \

eliminated five of six limes, and lhe Germans will
advance four hexes if it is not eliminated. If a long
advance is not rolled in the second bailie lisled, one
of lhe Germans advancing four hexes in lhis baule
can go to hex RRIO-culting the road to 51. Vith.
The other advancing German unils can grab hcx
QQI4 and 5chonberg, whicll will apply early
pressure againsl 51. Vith.

4.2-1 (-I) Versus 106-422. This unit will be
eliminated by four of six limes and lrapped at the
worst.

5. 1-3 (-I) Versus 106-423. This unil will be lrap
~d by lhe aHack only 1611;'~ of the lime, but it could
be cut-off if the Germans Advance 4 in the battle
againsl the 141h Cavalry.

6. 2-\ Versus 106-424. This aHack has a 16~/~

chance of eliminating the unil and a 33a/~ chance of
trapping lhe unil.

7. 5-\ (-\) Versus 28-112. This aHack has a 33"l~

chance of eliminating the unit and a 33al~ chance of
advancing across lhe Ourthe to block lhe intersec
tion at hex KK20.

8. 4-1 (- I) Versus 28-110. A Contuc{ can be rolled
in this atlack. bUI there is a 33% chance of a good
advance to capture Clerf and cui the BaSlogne-SI.
Vith road al JJ22.

9. 3-1 Versus 28-109. This baltIc lhe Germans do
nOt want 10 win. An Exchange or Engaged is
preferred (5001~ chance).

10. \-1 (-I) Versus 9th CCA. Thcre is only one
chance in six of a favorable resull in lhis baltle. An
Exchange occurs on the right die roll, pUlling a
serious crimp in lhe Allied response.

II. 2-1 Versus 4-12. This anack has a 5001~ chance
of eliminating or trapping the American infantry. If
the unit is Engaged, other Germans should travel
around behind it to prevenl lhe enlrance of rein·
forcementS on 17 AM.

12. 5korzeny-lnfiltralion. On a successful in
fil1ration Skor:.teny will CUI lhe road bel .....een 51.
Vith and Rocherath·Krinkeh. Better yet, if Ger·
mans advancing from lhe second or third baltle
above have already cUllhe road, Skorzeny takes a
1-2 (-I) Versus 2-23 in Elsenborn. 5korzney has a
50~~ chance of remaining next to Elscnborn, caus·
ing a near panic in the Allied camp on lhe 16 AM
turn.

Clean Out 51. Vilh:
This plan is designed to clean lhe Schnee Eifel

quickly and exerl immediate pressure IIpon 51.
Vilh. After 5t. Vilh falls, lhe panzer forces involved
have a number of options 10 pursue via the roads 10
Malmedy, Vielsalm, Houffalize and Baslogne. As
much pressure as possible is applied in other areas.
Again, it is expecled lhat five enemy units will be
eliminated or trapped. The anacks in the nOTlh and
in the Schnee Eifel are handled qui Ie differently
lhan in the Malmedy-Bastogne BlilZ plan. Skoruny
does not infihrate, but joins in the initial onslaughl.
Figure 12 shows lhe disposition of the auacking
units. A review of each attack follows:

I. 5-1 (-\) Versus 99-393. There is a 33"i~ chance
of eliminating the American unil and a 10001.
chance of taking lhe defender's hex.

2. 2-1 (- 1) Versus 99·394. There is a 50~/~ chance
of eliminating or engaging this defender. If engaged,
the unit will be surrounded on 16 AM by German in
fanlry lhat advanced in lhe baule above.

3.8-1 (-2) Versus 14th Cavalry. No slaek pro·
vided for lhe cavalry. The same odds and die roll
modifier as in the Malmedy-BaSlogne ploy,
although different aHacking unils are involved. An
AI/acker Advance 4 is definitely preferred, but lhe
elimination of the 14th is consolalion. Germans
units advancing will take Schonberg, hex QQI4 and
possibly cut lhe lateral road to 51. Vilh at hex RR 10.

4. 4-1 (-I) Versus \06-422. This American unil
will be eliminated by the end of the 16 AM turn no
matter what the German rolls on his allack. With
lhe cavalry and \06-422 oul of the way. the 155 and
\255 panzer divisions will pass through the Schnee
Eifel on 16 PM to annihilale any surviving 1061h
Division regiments and 10 apply heavy pressure
against the American units screening SI. Vith.



S. I-I (- 1) Versus 106-423. This attack has a 50Q/o
chance of eliminating or engaging the defender;
however, even if an Exchange or Engaged is not
rolled, the defender can be !rapped by Germans ad
vancing after combat in the batlles against 106-422
and 106-424. Altogether, there is a 7QOJG chance of
eliminating or trapping 106-423 on the 16 AM turn.

6. 5-1 Versus 106-424. There is only a 16G/o chance
of eliminating this unit, but if an AI/ocker Advance
4 is roltcd, a rout may ensue in the Schnee Eifel, and
possibly at St. Vith. Note that in the Malmedy
Bastogne Blitz plan this unit is not attacked heavily,
rather the pressure is exerted against 28-112, which
is guarding the bridges al Ouren.

1. 2-1 Versus 28-112. There is a 5Q Qio chance of
eliminating or engaging the defender. If engaged,
the unit will be surrounded on 16 PM by Germans
that fought in the sixth battle.

8. 4-1 (-1) Versus 2g-11O. The same odds and
DRM as in the Malmedy-Bastogne play, but dif
ferent German participants. A 33070 chance of cap
turing Clerf and cutting the Bastogne-St Vith road.

9. 3-1 Vesus 28-109. Again, same odds and DRM
as in the Malmedy-Bastogne play, but different
German participants. The German player would
prefer an Exchange or Engaged, a 50-50 proposi
tion.

10. I-I (- I) Versus 9th CCA. Also identical to the
Malmedy-Bastogne plan. Roll a "I" and wax an
armored regiment.

11.2-1 Versus 4·12. Identical to the Malmedy
Bastogne plan attack. A 50070 chance of trapping or
eliminating the defender.

MATCH PLAY
To those who prefer a game that is evenly

balanced, or who compete in tournaments or
AREA play, there is an allernate way to compen
sate for the Allied advantages. This method of
match play was inspired by Paul Siragusa and Bill
Salvatore. It involves playing a match of two
games, using the same optional rules, with op
ponents switching sides. The winner of the match is
determined by comparing the performance of each
player from the German standpoint. The method
for determining victory is as follows:

I. CAMPAIGN GAME

a. If one player achieved victory with the Ger
man side and with tke Allied side, tken that
player is obviously tke winner of tke match.

b. If both players achieved victory with the
Allied side in games that the British were not
allowed to cross the Meuse, lhe German player
who lost by fewer points wins the match. If the
point differentials for the two games are equal,
usc the tie breaker rule at the end of this article
10 determine the winner.

c. If both players achieved victory with the
Allied side in games that the Brilish were
allowed to cross the Meuse, the match is con
sidered a tie at this point. Usc the tie breaker rule
to determine the winner of the match.

d. If both players achieve victory with the Ger
man side, the winner of the match is delermined
as follows:

(I) Antwerp victory supersedes all other
lypeS of victory. If bOth players achieve an
Antwerp victory, the player who did it so the
earliest wins the match. If both players
achieved victory on the same turn, use the tic
breaker rule to determine lhe winner.

(2) Liege victory supersedes all but Antwerp
victory. If both players ackieve a Liege vic
tory, the player who did so the earliest wins
the match. If botk players achieved victory
011 the same turn, usc the tie breaker rule.

r;~u.. II: Th. Matm<dy·Il'''Of,nc Blitz

(3) Meuse River victory supersedes only the
Bastogne victory. If both players achieve a
Meuse River victory, the player who did so
the earliest wins the match. If both players
achieve victory on the same turn, use the tie
breaker rule.

(4) If both players achieved a Bastogne vic
tory in Campaign Games in which the
British were not allowed to cross the Meuse,
the German player who won by more points

9

wins the match. J f the point differentials for
the two games were equal, use the tie breaker
rule.

(5) If both players achieved a Bastogne vic
tory in Campaign Games in which the
British were allowed to cross the Meuse, the
matck is considered a tic at tkis point. Usc
the tie breaker rule to determine the winner
of the match.
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2. TOURNAMENT SCENARIO

a. If one player achieved victory with the Ger
man side and also the Allied side, that player
wins the match.

b. If both players achieve victory with the
Allied side, see paragraph Ib above (Campaign
Game) to determine the winner of the match.

c. Ifboth players achieved victory with the Ger
man side, the winner of the match is determined
as follows:

(I) Antwerp victory supersedes all other
types. See paragraph I.d above (Campaign
Game).

(2) Liege victory supersedes all but Antwerp
victory. See paragraph I.d above (Cam
paign Game).

(3) Meuse River victory supersedes German
point count victory. If both players achieve a
Meuse River victory, see paragraph I.d
above (Campaign Game).

(4) If both players achieve a German point
count victory, the German player who won
by more points wins the match. If the point
differentials for the two games were equal,
use the tie breaker rule.

3. PLAN MARTIN or HERSTNEBEL
SCENARIOS

a. If one player achieved victory with the Ger
man side and also the Allied side, that player
wins the match.

b. If both players achieved victory with the
Allied side, use the tie breaker rule to determine
the winner of the match.

c. If both players achieved victory with the Ger
man side by fulfilling either of the two German
victory conditions, the match is considered a tie
at this point. Use the tie breaker rule to deter
mine the winner of the match.

4. TIE BREAKER RULE

The German player who lost fewer mechanized
units wins the match. If still a tie, the German
player who lost fewer pure armor units wins the
match. If still a tie, the German player who lost
fewer infantry type units wins the match. If still a tie
after aU the above, the match is considered drawn.

With all this, I would hope that German players
may take heart. Play of the Germans is, I am con
vinced, the most engaging challenge any wargamer
will face. To give would-be German victors even
more to dwell on, a projected Optional Rule for
BULGE '81 is presented.

CORPS AREA CONGESTION
When the BULGE '81 rules are reprinted,

one new Optional Rule may be included. The
new rule, Corps Area Congestion, will more
accurately simulate the traffic problems ex
perienced by the Germans on the first day of the
offensive. For those playing the Campaign
Game, this rule will add a great deal ofhistorical
flavor. Players will note especially the conges
tion in the ISS Panzer Corps area and the in
creased significance of a successful infiltration
by the 150th Panzer Brigade. In addition, the
reduced German mobility will permit the Allies
to hold the shoulders and St. Vith more easily.
The following restrictions are placed on Ger
man movement on the 16 AM and 16 PM turns,
in addition to the restrictions already listed in
Rules 25.2,25.3 and 25.4:

1. On the 16 AM and 16 PM turns, all German
units have a reduced movement allowance of
"2".

2. On the 16 AM turn, all German units move
along roads at a cost of one movement factor
per hex.

3. On the 16 PM turn, all German units move
along roads at a cost of one-half movement
factor per hex.

4. SPECIAL. The regiments of the 326th
Volksgrenadier Division may move into hexes
RR4 and RR5 on 16 AM turn even though such
movement would exceed the 16 AM movement
allowance.
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SERIES REPLAY
BATTLE OF THE BULGE '81

Allied Player-Larry Marotti
German Player-Chris Lingar

Neutral Commentator-Bruno Sinigaglio

This Series Replay involves Chris Lingar and
Larry Marotti, both veteran gamers. Chris likes the
allack and so takes the German side. Bruno
Sinigaglio, whose expertise is legendary, provides
the neutral commentary. Thefourteen-turn tourna
ment scenario ",as played using the second edition
rules, plus one "unofficial" optional rule. The
optional rule (see page 10ofthis issue) is intended to
simulate the road traffic congestion experienced by
the Germans on December 16. At the start of the
game the scenario point count is Allies 86, Germans
3. (The Germans control three towns at the start
-Schleiden, Prum and Pronsfeld.) Bonus points
for Bastogne, St. Vith, Malmedy, hex P8 and the
fuel dumps have not yet come into play.

DECEMBER 16AM:
German: The second edilion rules have neatly
strengthened the Allied flanks. As a result, I pro
pose not to try and take them. Rather, 1 will shift
my armor to the center and attempt to blow it wide
open. If Allied units are pulled out of the north to
assist in the center, then I will push for Malmedy. 1
can't let the Allies retain Malmedy for long, how
ever, because of the bonus Victory Points that will
begin to accumulate. 1 hope to eliminate four units
on 16AM. Skorzeny will attempt to s(jp into
Rocherath-Krinkelt. The first turns must be mine
for the Germans to have any chance at victory. In
the opening battles, the 28/1 12th survives a 7-1
(- 2) attack, but Lehr advances four hexes.
Skorzeny successfully moves into Rocherath
Krinkelt, buying me one or two turns in the north.

Allied: Skorzeny takes Rocherath-Krinkelt, but my
106/424th can hold near Schonberg without getling
surrounded because of the optional German road
congestion rule. The rule also assures that I can
build a fort in SI. Vilh and keep it from being sur
rounded until the 17PM turn. A counter-attack at
11 19 is necessary, but an Attacker Retreat could
allow two units to get surrounded. The 1-3 attack by
106/423rd is done with an Attacker Retreat (two or
tbree) in mind. A good retreat by 423rd will delay
the Germans in the Schnee Eifel. The 28/1 12th just
reaches MM 17. The second edition road movement
rules are more realistic and require a bit more fore
thought on my part. Otherwise, gaps in the Allied
(jne will appear.

The 9CCB wins the battle at JJ 19, but retreat
from Schnee Eifel by 106/423 is unfortunately not
as planned. However, artillery FPF from SI. Vith
will make 106/424th much harder to attack on
16PM for bim.

Neutral Comments: The move by Skorzeny will cer
tainly help the Germans in the north, but tbe Allied
14 Cavalry closes the road to Malmedy. Tbe traffic
congestion rule adds realism, hindering the Ger
mans in both center and south. The southern flank
can be more easily held by the Allies on 16PM and
St. Vitb would be better defended if the Germans do
not advance three or four in the attack against the
cavalry. The score after 16AM: Allies 84-Ger
mans 5.

lUustraCioD t DispOSilion of German and Allied units after 16AM
Allied turn. Allied FPF for 16PM i, al,od.pitled.



Res"lI. of German 16AM allacks: 2-1 (- I) vs 99/393. Exchange: 8-1
(-2) .. 99/394 in SSIO. DE·AA2; 7·1 (-I) vs 14 Ca,' in 13. DB3
AA2; 2-1 (-I) YS 106/422 in ITIS. DE.AAI; 2·1 vs 106/424 in
PPI8. Contact; 1-1 (-I) \·,28/112in 20. D84-AA4; 1-3 (-1)"
106/423 in SS17. Engaged; 2·1 (-I) vs 28/110 in LL23. DB2-AAI;
)·1 .s 281 109 0029. Exchange; I-I (-I)vs9CCA inSS12. Engaged;
2-1 .s 4/12 in VV33. Engaged. Results of Allied 16A latlacks: I-I YS

lehr/901 in KK20, Conlact; 1-3 vs 62/164 in ITI1 and 621183 in
TTI6.ABI·DAI.

DECEMBER 16PM:
German: The traffic congestion rule has a drastic
impact on the my 16PM turn. The 55 panzers can't
get anywhere. It was nice of Larry (0 give me a unit
to altack at PP I I. The 1st 55 couldn't have moved
past PPIO anyhow! The 106/424 near Schonberg
cannot be surrounded because of the reduced move
ment option. Without the (raffic congestion op
tion the Allies cannot hold east of 5t. Vith without
getting surrounded. The rule adds realism, but the
Germans have it tough enough already. r will prob
ably have to take St. Vith frpm the north now. The
capture of Rocherath-Krinkelt on 16AM permits
the commandoes to move west unmolested.

Four more Allied units gone after this turn. The
Allied line could colJapse with another turn like this
one. Needless-to-say, I like the turn-around. Those
two exchanges made (he difference.

Allied; Bad news! Eight dead units on the 16th.
Dice Kill! ow I won't be able ro hold 5t. Vilh. The
219th eliminates the commando at Malmedy. If
not, iL would have stopped at Malmedy Lo fortify
and the 14th Cavalry would have moved onto the
ridge at LL9. With one more unit I could have held
QQ5. QQ7 and Elsenborn with only two units. The
J7AM air units provide air defense support for
Elsenborn and interdict the road through Ettel
bruck. The commandoes in Eupen slow up my 406
Artillery. The 106/423 trapped in Schnee Eifel will
die in a J-7 attack.

eutral Commentary; Another good turn for the
Germans, but the Allies can stiIJ form a line-just.
Chris will be able to put early pressure on Malmedy.
The 102nd takes up a doubled blocking position in
the center, but leaves a Blitzkrieg attack possibility.
Larry gives air defense to Elsenborn_ 1 like to inter
dict the Ambleve at NN 12, because it limits German
lateral movement. The score after J6PM: Allies
8f-Germans 8. Germans did not enter Clerf, so
the Allies still count that town.

Resull50fGerman 16PM altacks: 2-1 vs 99139S in QQ7. ABI-DAI;
3-1 vs 14 Cav in PPII. DB3-AA2; 2-1 vs 106/424 in PPIS. Exchange;
1·2os 28/112 in MMI7, AB2-DAI; 1·1 vs 106/423 in 511. Contact;
4-1 vs 14 ca. and 333 An in LLIS. DB2·AAI; S·l vs 9CCR in 3322,
Exchange: (-2 VS 28/110 in 3324. AB3-0AI; I-I "s 9CCA in L JI.
Conlacl: 3·1 (+ I) Y5 4/12 in VV33. DE·,\AJ. Results of Allied
16PM aU3ck: 1061423 eHminat~ in rorced 1·7 altack.

DECEMBER 17AM:
German; Two high-odds attacks versus 102nd and
9CCB with - 2 die roll modifiers could eliminate
two units in the Allied center. His 2/23rd will be
Lrapped east of the Ourthe river when I occupy
JJ 17. The 4-1 (- I) allack against 219 has only one
chance in six of not pushing defender out of hex; a
Contac versus 219 will permit a possible counter
attack against my artillery on LLIO-I must noi roll
a six on that attack. The Von Der Heydle airborne
drop at JJ6 is an unexpected success. I should be
able to take Malmedy on the 17PM turn, and thus
release (he reserve 55 panzers immediately on the
18AM turn,

But, things turn sour sometimes. There was only
a 161110 chance that both 9CCB and the 102 Cavalry
would survive the die rolls. They did. To make
things worse, 1rolled a Comact against 219 on LL9!
Now I must recover and prepare myself for a fight.

Allied: German airborne drop in for the holidays.
However, the weak German units on LLIO wiIJ per
mit me to counterallack to hold LL9-as long as I

don't roll an Exchange on the 3-1. The German
commandoes play havoc wilh the Big Red One. The
2/23rd. an elite infantry unit, will have to chance a
1-3 attack to escape from the poor position it oc
cupies. If 2/23 should die, twO air units will have to
interdict the VielsaIm-HHl7 road to prevent the
surrounding of that vital town.

Escape by 2/23 is successful! The soak-off t9
hold hex LL9 costs me an infantry unit, but it was
surely worth it. My units held up by the airborne
drop will now get to Malmedy before heavy Ger
man units. After attacks, the very important bridge
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Illustration 2 Dis-position of German and AJlied units afltr 16PM
Allied lum. AJ)ied FPFand airsuppon for I1AM is alsodepicled_

at JJ 11 blows saving me an interdicling air unit. It's
still a near thing, but I've a momentary respite.

Neutral Commentary: The special German units
have done a great job slowing the Allied rein
forcements in the north, but the abortive attack just
east of Malmedy has ruined the German plan. The
two S5 divisions should have been attack.ing in the
north to consolidate the advantage gained by the
daring Skorzeny move. The Allied attacks this turn
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were well executed. The retreat of the German
artillery across the J1 11 bridge and then the blowing
ofthc bridge was extremely fortunate for the Allies.
The score after 17AM: Aflies 77-Germuns 12.

Result, ofO<'mon I7AM .lloch: \-2 v.9'9/J'<S in PN. "Bl·OAI:
4·1 (-!jV$219in lL9. Contat"!: j·1 .. 18/112 in 1(1(14, "BI-OAI;
(;.\ (-2)v.9CCB in JJ16. DBA·A"'4: 7·1 (-2) •• I02CavlnGG12.
l\S4·AAJ; 1·1 .. 28/110 in 11HU. Conlacl. For ' ..nil' of Allied
17...1>1 .uacks, ,<fe, 10 1Il.,lr.''''" 3.

DECEMBER 17PM
German: II now appears I have scm 100 much into
the center. Il:anjust barely mount a 3-1 against LL9
this turn. By permitting the Allies to retain a block
ing hex at LL9, I have given away the advantage I
gained with the 150 Brigade infiltration. But, as it
(urns out, I've nothing to complain aboullhis turn.
Two Allied unils eliminated and 1 win the )-1 to
take LL9. The bridge at JJII must be rebuilt.

Allied: The restriction against the Germans cross
ing the Roer River makes it reasonable to hold
Elsenborn Ridge and the northern flank. I would
like to get a unil into hex RR3, but Ihe ~rman in
RR4 would have to be attacked. The 10th Armored
Division moves into Bastogne. IOCCA and IOCCB
must hold AA27 10 prevent 3-1 against that hex.

Bridges at Z31 and FFI5 are blown. I will send
my air defense on ISAM to Malmedy and Trois
Ponts. The Stavelot fuel dump blown. Chris moved
within range of the dump without hesitating. Blow
ing the bridge at Z31 means that I won't have to in
terdict it, and I can use the air unit for air defense.
The Allies bave Finally besun to react to blunt tbe
German drive.

Neutral Commentary: Two more Allied units were
knocked out this turn making a total of eleven. The
number of Allied units being eliminated each turn
has dropped, as expected. The Allied northern posi
tions are solid and it is unlikely that the Germans
can capture the entire northeast quadrant. If Ihe
Allies are not careful, however, the center could
collapse with a few unexpected exchanges and it ap
pears that Bastogne will not be held for bonus
points due to the shortage of units in the south. Still

much too close to predict a winner, or even judge
these first two days. The score after 17PM: Allies
74-Germons 15.

Resull' or Getman 17PM a",ch: 1·1 \"$ 21)8 in MM7....82·P... t:
J·I t _I) •• 14 Co. in LU. 082-AAI: H ., \lCCB and 174 Art in
GCIS. COlIt"": 8·1 (- 21 \"$ 2123 1118, OE·i\AI: 6-1 \"$ 28/110 in
EEl). DE·...Al: 4-1 v. 102 Cavin fF26. DB2·...AI ....lIi.. <Iimin.,<
,.m.aini"ll oommand<>es .nd blo", Stav.lot Dump .nd b'idS" In
h<xesfflSand Zll.

DECEMBER 18AM:
German; The Fuhrer Escort and a shuttling of
strong units from center 10 north enables me to get a
4-1 (+2; -I) on Malmedy. Hardly a great allack,
but it's the best I can do. Malmedy should have
fallen lasl turn, releasing twO reserve SS panzer
divisions this turn. I need to remain adjacent to
Trois Pants 10 limil Allied mobilily for Illy move
ment into the center. Houffalize should fall this
turn opening the roads north, southwest and south.
Larry receives Iwelve units this turn. I need a
breakout soon or I'll face a solid defense all across
the board.

Malmedy and Houffalize are captured, but the
only casualty is German. Two SS Panzer divisions
enter the next turn, and a Panzer Grenadier division
on 19AM. Not a momenl too soon.

Allied; One victory point for Bastogne, but
Malmedy falls unexpectedly. I should be able to
form a continuous line next turn. One air unil is
reserved for a possible counterattack at Neuf
chateau or on hex RR3 on the Roer River. With an
air unit, I can take RR3 and really strengthen the
north edge. The 1/16th infantry moves into woods
at ZI9 to make any Blitzkrieg attack nearly impos
sible. No bridges to destroy this turn. Looks like
we're holding.

Neutl1ll Commentary: The Allied defense at
BastOgne is excellent. Larry may well get another
bonus point for Bastogne. The Allied placement of
the 9CCB at CCI8 is much bener than placement at
CCI9. If CCIS is held, the German mechanized
units eannot blitz out of the woods directly from
CCI9 to BBI9. Even if9CCB was at CCI9, a B/itz-

IlIu'l ...Uon J Fisu ... d.pit" I7AM Allied ""o"l<tall,ok in Elsenborn
..... 7CCR and l/Ui roll. Con!>" in .l·1 .. l26/7SI. p<rmillinJ
tit<: AIIi<> 10 hold the ridg< nUr MOlUCh"u. 7CC.... 7CCB and 187
Anillety <liminal. Von 0<, H.yt. al 8-1. Ad''3n<' aft.. Oombal inlo
JJ~ 14C.v. 406 ...nand )jl An for« G<,m.n9NW, 17NW .nd40l
ArllO r<1f<.,lhr« h.... ocr"" the brids< at 1111 ...... r'loll. I~
AUi.. ""Id lh. ridg< ro, .n<>tlt<:, lurn. To mak. m.".., ..·0.... I~
bridse in h.. 1Jl1 i, blo"'n durin8Allied Ensin.., Ph.se. 219 islosl
in .... k-off 10 hold hex LJ.9. Tit<: German I7AM .d...n« in ,~

«nl.. and ",ulh (n<>< .""..·n) oI.a,«I Sl. Vith. Ett.Ib,"ok and lh.
ro...h l<rr.in "'<>, ofClerT.

krieg altack would be unprofitable because 1/161h
would have to be pushed west to permit an unblocked
path. A possible blitzkrieg out of 0012 exists, but
lhal would be risky because the advancing unilS
could be isolated and surrounded. The German
drive may soon stall. The blown bridge at FFl5isa
great defensive boon to the Allied player. The score
after ISAM turn: Allies 71-Germans 18.

R<>ullS OrG<,man 18AM a"a<:ks: 1·1 ... 2/38 in LL7. En&a8td: ~·I

(. I) •., 7CC", .nd 14 Cav in Malmtd~, OB2·i\AI: I·S •• 7CCB in
HHIO. AE; 1·1 .,28/112 in GGII. Con"OI: J·I (+ I) ... 1/18 in
EE12. COn,"Cl: 4·1 (-1) ... \lCCA in CC21. D81·AAI: 4·1 (-2) ...
102CavinCC26,D82·AAI.

DECEMBER 18PM:
German; Two SS panzer divisions enter lhis turn. I
can take a 6-1 (+ I) shot at Monschau and break the
ridge line in the north. Thc eatch is Ihat the two
panzer divisions will be far away from the main
effort. In the center a desperate gamble is requifed.
A 4-1 (-I) blitz out of 0012 is a good bet 10 cut the
Manhay-Webomont road. Unfortunately, only
116/156 can blitz out of 0012 because the IWO
panzers cannot cross the river. [ should have had
lhe Panzer Grenadiers at EEI3 last turn. In the
Houffalize area even more desperate altempts are
needed. I plan 10 attack his 1/16 in the woods at6-1.
I am sure to push it back and lhen I lry a 4-1 (- 2)
Blitzkrieg attack from CCI 9. I need to roll a oneon
the blitz attack to blow Larry's mind. The
American 2/38, which was engaged last turn, issur
rounded this turn near Malmedy.

The panzers pounce. Four ones rolled in a row
to blitz in the center. but then I roll a six on the4-1
north of Baslogne. But I shouldn't get greedy! Two
units are cut-off near Malmedy and two more are
cut-off near Houffalize. Allied air dies out next
turn.

Allied: Holy cow! Got raked ovcr the coals this
turn. Things would not be half as bad if Chris
hadn't rolled the one on the Blifzkrieg allack near
Houffalize. The "Blitz 4" has trapped 9CCB and
isolated the 406 Artillery. The arty can make a
break-out attempt, but the 9CCB is going nowhere.
Fortunately, there are no German units on CC20.
so 9CCB can move uncontested to CCI9and block
the road west to isolale the Fuhrer Escort. I hope
Chris takes Ihe 2·1 against Bastogne. That attack
would take 44 faclors and give me a chance to
recover in thecenter. I could surround 116/156, but
1 would have to place my artillery al B812 where it
could be plastered by his 18/295 infantry and Ger
man artillery. Ret.reat is necessary in the north-I
should have kept two units in Monschau.

The 406ArtilJery gets away by relreating to Z15,
but it cannot provide FPF as it started the turn
isolated. The counterattack versus 116/156 was
judged successful, since I didn't roll an Exchangeor
an Engaged.

Neulrlll Commanlary; The Allies get a second poinl
for Bastogne and manage to keep at least one road
open west through the W25 intersection. The Ger
man Blitzkrieg attacks were fantaslic; however, if
Chris had rolled high the Germans would have been
in sad shape. The Allies would have been able to
seal off all roads west with stacks of units. The Ger·
mans are staying more than three hexes away from
the EE9 full dump, but they will have to move in



IlIUSlrstlod" [)]sposiLion of G~rma.n and AJlied units after IBAM
Allied lum. Allied FPF and nir SupPOl! for ISPM is 01<0 depieted.
Allied 82nd .nd lOIS! Airborne 10 Ihe west en rOUlelO fronlline.

sooner or later to clear the Malmedy-Werbomont
road. The score after 18PM turn: Allies 7J-Ger
mans 20.
Resu!ts of aerm." ISPM .It.cks nOI depicted in Illustration 6: 6-1
(+ l)vs7CCR in Monsehau. DB3-AA2: 3-1 ys2l38 in LL7. Con..el;
1·1 vs 7CCA and 30/120 in l17, ContoCI. Resulls of Allied ISPM 01
l.cks; 2138 eliminated in forced 1·7 "ltack; 3-1 (-I) vs 1161156 in
0012, Cont.ct; 1·2 vs 18/295 in CCI6. ABI-DAI (isol"ed 406 Art
escapes): bridges at he. Y23 blown.

DECEMBER 19AM:
German: High odds attacks in a few places, but not
high enough. The Allies will finally lose an armored
regiment however. The 116/156tb is isolated, but
valiantly allacks Manhay at 1-2 with artillery sup
port. If I roll low at Manhay, the lateral road will be
cuI again. Bastogne gets plastered after I pound
that armored regiment out of AA24. A Blitzkrieg

15

UluSlfallon 5 Depicls Ihe German .macks in (he center on (be t8PM
lum. 4-1 (-1) blitzvs 1/18. Blill3: 6·1 (-1) v, 1/16, DE·AAI; 4·1
(- 2) blitz v, 9CCB. BlilZ 4: 2·1 YS 9CCA. Eng.ged; 4-1 Ys IOCCA.
Eng.ged.

out of Y22 looks inviting, but I can't get a 4-1 blitz
and also pound AA24.

The attack at Manhay worked, bUI hardly any
thing else was worth the effort. There was little
advance by the Germans or retreat by the Allies Ihis
turn. Unfortunate.

Allied: Must fall back slowly in the north. I will
disengage the 7CCA to prevent it from being sur
rounded. The lone units in the Spa area invite an
altack, but the large dump can be blown if the Ger
mans move close. The green coats retreat in the
south, but I have decided to hold Bastogne with a
full division! Chris will need to commit J08 factors
and almost aU of his artillery to have any decent
chance of taking the town.

Ah. The bridge at U26 doesn't blow-up. I need
to blow those at U26, V24 and Y23 to cripple the
German southern mobility.

Neutral Commentary: The Allies gel their third
point for Bastogne and leave 18 factors in the fort.
Not having the two armor units could be costly if
the Germans roll toO many exchanges in the next
few turns. If the Germans do Dot take Bastogne,
they will have to take a Liege hex or break through
the Meuse River line to win. The score after the
19AM turn: Allies 7J-Germans 2J.

Res"l" of German 19AM allacks: 2·1 vs 99/395 In NNI. Eng"god:
5-1 YS 1/26 in LL4. COnInCI; 3-1 ys 7CCA in JJ6. Engased, I-I YS
30/120 .nd 14 Cay in 1I7. Conlncl; 1-2 vs 28/112 and 621504 and
621505 in Manh.y. Conl.el;S·! (-I)Y'30/117 inAAl6. BD2·AAl:
1·1 ys9CCA in W20, Engaged; 6-1 YS 9CCB in CCI9, DE·AAI; 5--1
(-I) vs IOCCA in AA24. DB3·AA2; I-I ,,821508 and 821325 in
Y23. ABI·DAI.Allies blow bridg< in hex BBIO_
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lIl..,..,!<>m 6 Di,p<>I;,ion of G<rm.n and Alli<d uni" aft., 19AM
AlliC'dI",n. AlI~ FPFf.,. 19PMi,.l.Io"'o~n.

DECEMBER 19PM:
German: Well . I guess BaslOgne doesn't get
plastered this turn, Larry has enough units to form
a strong line and sli/l hold Bastogne. If IITy to take
BaslOgne and fail on the first roll, Ihe game would
be over. I couldn't chance anything less than a 3~1

wilh 60 factors orarti1lery, and thai would only give
me a 67"10 chance of laking the cily. It is not worth
the risk, because Iht Allied line would gel a rest each
turn 1attack Bastogne. I am going to Iry a 8lil~krieg

aUack to get adjacenllo lhe three-point fuel dump
and hope il doesn't get blown-up.

Excellent results in my operations this !Urn! I get
next 10 the fuel dump and cul-off the armor and
cavalry regiments at 116. Il's 100 bad I didn't move a
Volksgrenadier to 115, in which case Ihe armor and
cavalry would be in a much worse predicament. But
who could CllPe(:1 such luck.

Allied; Burned by a BUlzk,ieg again! The units in
Ihe north can counleraltack, bUI I wish I had one
more artillery unit to throw in. I am one artillery
unit short of a minus one die roll modifier. I'll get
one chance 10 blow the EE9 fuel dump. The
American line is stronger in Ihe center than in the
south, but it doesn't look like Chris will turn south
away from the important attack routes.

Burned again! I rolled an Engaged on Ihe 4-1
attack versus the surrounded 55 Panzer Grenadier
and the fuel dump doesn't blow. Besides thai, the
14th cavalry is eliminated in the soak~ofr. If I had
won Ihe 4-1, thecavalry would have survived the 1-6
wilh an open relreat roule.

Neutral Commentary; A taclical mislake by the
Allied player by not keeping artillery in groups of20
appears. There are IS factors in the north and 15 in
the south. As a result, lhe Allies cannot get a minus
one die roll in either seclor without some planned
reshuffling. Chris has decided to give away I I
points for Hastogne. which means he muSI breakout
across the Meuse. The score afler 19PM: Allit$
69-Germo"$ 24.
R<WI"ofGcm....n 19P.\! 'Hocks: 2-1 "s99IJ95 in NN1. ABI_OA1:
1.1 "s 7CCA.nd 14 Cal' in 116. Conl.C" 4·1 blil< ... 7CCB InGGl.
B11" I; 2·1 ( <- II "s 10/1191n FFIO. Enll."Onse: 4_1 "s lOIll1 in Yl~,

80]·AA2: ].[ t-I),·.9CCA in WlO. OIW-AA): 2_1 .s8U$OIX22.
Enpse<l; '·1 t -II vs IOCCR in V2J. OV4_AA); ]·1 t- II 1·.8lIJ2j;
inTI6. OB2·"'AI. Rt>ullSOT Allied 19PM .u.ck,,4·1 ,.. 12SSlUiin
HH7. E.....ed; 14Ca>'ril",inotedin<O.ak...,ff.

DECEMBER 20AM
German: The road west Ihrough Werbomont will
probably be cut this lurn. Allied units will now have
10 travel a long roule to shift from north 10 center,
After the fuel dump is safely secured my panzers
will head west. Larry can have lhe Vesore river
cilies. Those Bastogne poinlsgel uglier each turn.

lust give me one more !Urn like this one. Five
Allied units knocked out this turn. Things usually
open up a bit For the Germans when the Bastogne
Manha)' road is cleared. I've got four of my turns to
attack before Ihe British enler.

Allied: Now that I've permitted Chris to cut my
Ihroat, [ might as well attack in the norlh. Really
though, I must attack the Volksgrenadiers at 114 to
prevent them from surrounding my Iwo engaged in
fantry unils on HHS. If I am lucky, even Ihe 7CCA
mighl escape. I'll have to shifl more units inlO the
center as my reinforcements enter Ihe board.

Two Volksgrenadiers bite the dust. In addition,
1/26 and 9/47 get 10 retreal inlO a good defensive
position. [suspect that Chris is trying to capture the
critical bridge al V9-he is not going 10 get near it
until he can move righl onto it.

m"lf'llio. 7 DiI~I'ion nf G<nn.n .nd Allied units aI'" 19PM
Allied 'urn. Allied FPf (os ZOAM i, .1", d<pi<led.
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By Bruno SinigagLio

BULGE '81 ERRATA

"-Fuel Dump at EE9 captured equals three points at the end of the game. TOlal final German point
count, 48 3 = 51.

Note, Allies receive no Bonu Points for St. Vith, Malmedy nor hex PS_ Total final Allied point
IOta I 41 10=51.

TABLE 2-Turn Statistics
Game Allied Point Count German Point Count Units Eliminated
Turn Towns Bastogne Towns Allied German

16AM S4 5 4 2
16PM SI S 8 4
17AM 77 12 9 5
l7PM 74 15 11 5
ISAM 71 +1 IS II 6
ISPM 69 +2 20 13 6
19AM 68 +3 21 14 6
19PM 65 4 24 16 7
20AM 62 +5 27" 21 11
20PM 57 +6 32· 24 13
21AM 54 +7 35" 26 14
21PM 52 +8 37- 31 J7
22AM 45 +9 44" 36 20
22PM 41 +10 48· 44 22

TABLE I-Die Roll Distribution
Roll German Allies

1 20 10
2 20 10
3 IS S
4 19 10
5 20 9
6 IS 9

48.2 Rule should read a follows, "This
cenario has been designed for play at the Ad

vanced Level using all Optional Rules except
British commitment."

49.4 The statement on improved positions is
missing. STEP J should read, "The German
player check hi ISAM supply status and in
dicates which of his units are building forts or
improved position ".

49.5 In STEP 2, substitute FPF for the typo
"PFP".

Example of Play On page 19, the 3rd and 4th
examples of ZOCs begin with the words, "The
following diagram"; ubstitute the phrase,
"The above diagram ".

Example of Play On page 21, in the example of
armor advancing across a river, the Fuhrer
Escort is inadvertently depicted as an American
unit. It should, of course, be German.

Order of Battle The 4th Nebelwerfer and 3SSth
Artillery tan anywhere in Area B, while the
17th Nebelwerfer and 405th Artllery should
stan anywhere in Area A. (Players of the
Optional Corps IntegrilY Rule need not make
use of this change.)

The following are errata to the latest print
ing of THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE '81.
Players hould nOle these changes in their copies
of the rules:

3.3.7 Arlillery supporl counters should lolal
24, not 23.

12.3 At the end of the paragraph, the phrase,
"That travels from the unit to the supply road
hex" hould read "and which leads to afriendly
supply source". For clarification, refer to the
first edition rule.

16.11.1 Phrase is out of place. The rule should
read, "The following cities are defined as Meuse
River cities in all references to Meuse River
cities: Givet, Dinanr, amm, Andenne and
Huy.'

29.2 In en is between "it" and "outside" in
fifth line.

47.2 Rule should read as follows, "This
scenario has been designed for play at the Ad
vanced Level using all Optional Rules except
British commitment."

to hold at all costs. If the tanks at Marche had been
trapped, Beauraing would have been taken by a
German four-hex advance after the elimination of
an artillery unit. All Allied artillery moves west.

eutIal Commentary: The German almost trap
ped or engaged every Allied infantry and armor
unit, but too many correct die rolls were needed. It
is going to be very difficult for the German io over
come the 1I points the Allie will receive for
BasLOgne (I point for the LOwn, plu 10 bonus
points). The core afler the 21AM turn: Allies
61-Germans 38.

Resuh. of Germ"n 21AM ,"acks: I-I ,., 101/327. Engaged in E27:
3·1 (-I) ,-s 821505 in J23, E~chonge; 5·1 (- I) 'os 102 Cnv in M20.
DE·AAI: 2·1 \'s 821325 ,n MI. Eng.ged: '·1 vs 3/33 nnd 9C III

Morene. ABI-DAI: 2-1, 4/334 II. ng.ged: 2·1 (-I) ,., 3/32
III 9, Eng.ged: 2·1, t/18 in CC9. Eng.ged: I-I 'S 7CCB in DD6.
Cont~ c(.

Resuhs or Germ.n 20P~1 ,"acks: 3-1 ( I) vs 991395 in Rotg.n.
DE-I'i\I: 2·1 vs 7CCB in EE7. ConlOcl; I-I \'s 1/26 and 9/47 in
liH~, ,'BI-DAI; 2-1 "S 1/18 In C9, ngaged: ~·I vs 28/112 In
Werbomont. E.cnange: 4-1 (-11 "S 9C 'A ond 10CCR ,n Marcne.
E.cn"ngc; '·1 \', 82132S III N23. AB2·0AI: 6-1 (-I) "S 102 Cav III

0\126. OB3-Ai\2.

DECEMBER 2IAM:

R«ullSofGermon 20AM 'lI.ck>: 3·1 " 50'! inTII. ~ ·n.ngc: ~-I

(-I)" 101/502inT22. DE·AA4; 7-1 \5 2/508 in X22. DE·AAI:6-1
v, 101/501 in Q29. .«n.ngc; 3-1 v, 30/120 in GG8. OE·AAI; J·I 'os
1118111 009. Con'.": 2-1 (+ I) vs 281112 in WerbomoUl. Engnged.
Re,ulls of Allied 20A~1 ."acks; 3·1 ,277/990 .nd 277/989 in JJ4.
OE-AA2; 2-1 "S I255-26 In HH6. ABI·DAI.

DECEMBER 20PM:
German: The key altack this lurn i a 4·1 (- I)
againSI the Marche fort. I mu t take Marche im
mediately and open the road west and north. There
is a 33010 chance of taking Rotgen this turn; if I
don'l take it now, I won't take it during thi game,
because the 9/60th infantry will move in and make
it impossible 10 capture. Werbomonl is surrounded.
The two Yolk grenadiers hould nOI have been
eliminated-I placed them poorly, and permitted
7CCA to escape the trap.

Rotgen falls, but the attack at Marche fail.
That Exchange at Marche wa a minor con olalion,
however.• 1354556 " is not a phone number, only
obscene die roll .

Allied: I hope the German tide has finally ebbed.
The lankers in Marche take heavy losse , but hold
the inrersection. The 3rd Armored is a nice asset,
and alway eem to arrive at an opportune time. I
believe I can hold the rest of the town in Ihe north
east. I would have had a slight problem if the bridge
at CC5 was blown, but why worry about that when
J've enough other problems.

eulnll Commentary: The German attack at Marche
took a lot of resorces, but il was the correct thing to
do. Attacking hex 020 would have been less fruitful,
becallSe the Allie could lill fall back inro
Rochefort. The German allempt to blow CC5
bridge was inreresling. During Ihe engineer pha e,
Ihe attempt to blow the CC5 bridge was pos ible,
becau e the 2S/l12 at Werbomonr wa eliminated:
the upply line Ihus pa sed behind Allied lines over
the V9 bridge and through Liege, imulating the
Skorzeny demolition commandoes (IWO teams).
The score after the 20PM turn: A /lies 63-German
35. The Germans have not yet passed through
Bertrix, so they did nOI get that point.

Neutral Commentary: The Allie are hanging by a
shoestring. The northern sector has been weakened
and the cenrer/south almosl collapsed. Another
turn like this and there will be no American units 10

hold the line althe Meuse. I have watched a number
of game get blown open in a BULGE tournament
at ORIGINS when Ihe Germans rolled a fair
number of exchanges on con eculive turns. The
core after 20AM turn: Allies 67-Germans 30.

German: Marche i suddenly much stronger than it
wa last turn. I will be forced 10 abandon the heavy
commilment at Marche and turn elsewhere. The
I-I a saull again t Marche doe give me a 67f1!o
chance of trapping the two armored units, however.
The failure to lake Marche last lurn will now make
it more difficult for the Germans to capture the
critical P8 inlersection control hex by the end of the
game_

So close. 1 won every battle except the one at
Marche. I rolled five Engaged re ults, a Contact in
the northeast, IWO kills and a lousy Allacker
Retreat at Marche. If the battle at Marche had been
successful, the Allies would have had to use artillery
units to hold the front line in twO areas. My armor
would have had a field day.

Allied: Close caIl! Allies were almost Kaput! One
die roll from disaster. The 33rd Artillery will have
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DECEMBER 21PM:
Gerrnlln: With 14 dead units, the Germans look a
bit thin. [have had to spread out to maintain max
imum pressure and stretch out the Allied defense.
I'm going to take a chance with all the artillery I can
muster against the lone unit on P12. If I roll low, I
can cut the Ciney-09 road. Even if that works, I will
still need some luck to pull this one out. The
southern defense starts 10 form this turn.

Good results! Five dead units and the 09-Ciney
road cut. Mixed emotions at Beauraing however.
An Exchange eliminated 3/33 armor, but I must
lose 116/16 (lO factor unit). I can't lose one of the
nebelwerfers in place of it, because I have just
enough artillery for three die roll reductions in the
center.

Allied: Screw these exchanges! I think the chance
factor has swung a little too much in Chris' favor. I
can still hold enough towin even if I 10seGivel. Ger
man mechanized units must not be permitted to exit
the board at Givet (two poinlS for each). And I
don't think the Germans can deprive me of the P8
intersection points. So my strategy is fairly obvious.

Neutral Commenl.uy: Larry commented about die
rolls Ihis turn, hut made no menlion of the German
move to cut Cine)' road which could be crucial and
the deciding factor in this game. One infantry unit
with artillery managed a three-hex advance [0 cut
the road-an excellen! taclical move and a good die
roll. It appears that the Germans will capture Givet
and cause a six-point swing; however, it will prob
ably not be enough. If the Allies keep hex P8, they
will get three points. while the Germans will gel
nothing if they take the hex. That three point dif
ference will probably not affect the outcome-bul
nothing is certain. The score after the 2lPM turn:
Allies 6O-Cermuns 40, not counting hex P8 yet.

Res.lI. of Gtrm... 21PM all.do: )·1 vs 1/18 in CC9. Ea<h....~;
S·I vs IU/HS In 1'12. OBol·AAl; t·1 .. l/ll in Ta. Con'acI; 2·1 ..
84tH4 in $22. E.<cha~; S·t (-I) vs!ICCA In 017. OE·AAl; 2_1
.. I2Il2S in M18. Engqed; 6-1 .. BJ All in 109, OE·AA4; )·1
(-t) ., )/3) In Beauraln•• E.<ch'IIi~; I·J .~ IOt/)27 in Godin"".
ConI"". Resul" of Allied 211'1>1 ",uok" bridse. In K24. OW .nd
Gl2 blovo·n.

UluJtra...... 10 ~m.n inves'menl of h.. 1'8 on ,he 22PM 'u'n.
Gorm.n .tt.ok, ..""nd ,bo box I<.ul, in: )·1 VI JOII17, DB2·AA2;
6-1 .. )"6. DE·AAl; 8-1 (- n .. SCCR. DE·AAI; I·)" II26.nd
9/47,ABl·DA2.

llIu....lIon 8 Di."",i,lon ofG<rm.n .nd Alliod uniu In lbo noflh·
.....' .nd SOU,h"-n1 .fler ,"" 2JAM Allied lurn. Allied FPF fo,
21 PM i. al", deplored.

DECEMBER22AM:

~rmBn: Not much left to say. Two turns remain
ing. I move through Bouillion this tum and Bertrix
next tum. Ciney will fall this turn, and with luck,
maybe CelJes and Give!. The 3-1 versus 9/39th and
9/47th is vital this turn-l must get next to hex P8
and force the Allies to counterattack.

What can I say but fanlastic luck. A slight
dilemma near Givet. I cannot advance into the city
with the nebelwerfer, and then reach Dinan! on
22PM. But it can now be attacked by twO artillery
units.

Allied; Good Grief! Nine Allied units waxed on the
past two turns. But at last the British arrive. My
turn to shoot. I will hold hex P8 this turn with a 2-1
(- l) attack. The airborne will altack Givel al 1·2
odds-a 33'Jo chanceof remaining adjacent. Patton
goes for Martdange, while twO units move out of
Bastogne to assist.

J hold hex P8 wilh an exchange. The attack at
Givet had a 160;'0 chance of forcing a German
counterattack by a halved and surrounded unit.
And the attacks by Pallon went well, except lhat the
Germans were able to relreat into Martelange where
they can now build a fort. The bridge al V9 does not
get blown.

Neutral Commentary: Both sides' allacks went very
well this turn. The four-hex advance by the ~r

mans anacking Ciney will permit an attack on
Dinan! next turn. The fight for hex P8 rages and
Patton threalens to take Manelange. The place·
ment in the soulh of Pauon's forces was well done.
The two Germans al Martelange cannot be rein
forced. One or twO more German unilS were needed
to prevent any success by Patton. The score after
the 22AM turn: Allies 54~Germarls47.There area
number of possibilities that will determinc Ihe final
score. The bonus for hex P8 is not counted until the
end oflhe game. II is difficult 10 pinpoint the final
disposition at this time. An exciting last turn nears.

rOt r..ul1> of O".....n 22AM .flock•• _tIlUJIf1,ion LO. Resul" of
AlI'od 22AM .".oks: 2·J (-I) ' .. 9SSI9. 2/)04 aDd lSS/) rn QIO.
Eaoh.n." 1·1 ,.• 2/l in GI...,. En.qed: 2·1 vs lS2I911 In Z27,
8D2·AAl; )·1 t .. l) .. 212/42J in Zll. 8D2·AAI; 6-1 (. I) ..
212ll16inCClJ, DB2·AAI; $·1 ".mw in C21. D84·AAl.

DECEMBER 22PM:
German: The Germans have a numbef of objectives
this turn. Take Dinant. Take Aywaille. Move
through Bertrix. Attack 101/506 to prevent it and



lll...uolioo 9 Getmananack, bdorcthc M.o"" on tho 22AM turn:
.·1 .. Jill, E:<cha_: )·1 Vi91lhnd 9/47, DBl·AAI (ponz<"ad·
...nco ..... ta PS): 5·1 j-2) Vi 406 Art and 84/lJS in Cit>t}'. DIW·
M. (pan«" bt"'OUI and trap AUied uni" in C.lln): 4-1 "
&4/H) in Colin. DE·AAI, S·l ., SUllS, DE·AAI, and l·1 .,
Brili,h 291h lido in Gi.... ""<h...... T1>o posi,ian ar the Gorman
oni" pr....nl> lho Allied play.. rrom blo,,·ins , ... bridle in H19.

any other unit in Bastogne from assisting Patton in
the aHack at Martelange. Attack the units adjacent
to Pi at high odds and advance as many units as
possible adjacent to Pi. The highest odds I can
aHain against hex Pi is a 2-1 jf I go for a 3-1 (- I) at
Dinan!. If I allocate enough artillery versus hex Pi
to gel a 2-1 (- I), then I only get a 3-1 even-up at
Dinan!. I will have to neutralize Pi indirectly. By
advancing stacks into the hexes adjacent to Pi, [
will force Larry into low-odds counterallacks. The
chances of gelling hex Pi this way are slim, but I
would only have a 160Ja chance of taking the hcx on
a 2-1 anyhow. Larry's defense around hex Pi is
excellent.

Finished with elan. The successful 3-1 versus
30/117 isolates hex P8 and the high odds attacks
against the nanks of P8 eliminate two enemy units.
Dinan! falls and three British units go to hell.
Aywaille falls also on another good roll and an
American unit accompanies the three Britons. At
this point [have a two point lead (52-50), counting
cities, Ihe three-point fuel dump and the Allies' last
bonus point for Bastogne, If Larry holds hex Pi,
the Allies win 53-52 regardless of the attack at
Martelange. It doesn't look promising, but [least I
am in the lead and a 22PM Allied response is
necessary. I've Ihrown the burden of winning on his
shoulders.

Al1led: The loss of Aywaille was unfortunate. I
should have placed 9/60 in Eupen and 7CCA in
Aywaille. All the Allies need do is retain hex P8,
however, so I can't complain. The infantry in Pi is
isolated and attacks at half-strength, but W+ fac·
tors of artillery gives me a I-I (- I) chance of occu
pying P8 after the turn-only a six will spoil the vic
tory. In addition, Americans and Brits team up for
2-1 versus Givet (33% chance of retaking town) and
Patton has a 67"70 chance of capturing Martelange.

Bad die rolls. I rolled the die five times this turn.
If I had chosen the proper sequence, hex Pi would
have been held. Instead Patton takes Martelange,
but the attack al Givet Fails. The score after all ac
tion is completed stands at 51-51! The eliminated
units total 44 Allied and 22 German. Chris wins by
the narrowest possible margin. A tied score, with at
least twice as many Allied ullits eliminated as Ger
man. Revenge is sweel though-Chris, time for a
game of WAR ATSEA.

Neutral Commentary: Tough game Larry. Things
went Chris' wayan the last turn. The Germans
managed a len point swing with the capture of
Dinant, Bertrix and Aywaille. Then, Larry gal
burned out of three points when he roUed a six on
his I-I (-I) at hex P8. The game eQuId have gone
either way on the last turn. The Allied defense of
Bastogne alone merited a winning decision. Larry
received II points for Bastogne (I for holding the

IU."nUa. II AlliO<l .ffall to hold he. P8 on ~2PM turn. Allied
all.ck, around th.........ult in, I·J v, 4NW, 2SSlland 9SS/20,
ABl·DAI: 1-6 Vi 9SSI9 and 2SS/4. ABl·DAI; I-I {- I) .. JI8/29
and 26119. ABI·DAI. Tloe ,u,n end, wilh Ih. Germ.n. "' ...ndn;
;nlo .... P8.

city, plus I point each turn starting on ISAM). In
addition, Ihe units at Bastogne teamed with Patton
10 take Martelange, which would not have occurred
if they were not available to raise the odds t06-1.

But neither player can blame excessive luck.
Table I shows that the spread of die rolls is even for
both players, given the number of rolls each made.
The main emphasisof this replay must be the tactics
of mounting a successful assault in theccnter. Chris
played a superlative game-skill tinged with luck.
And that's what wargaming is all aboul. A cumu
lative slatisical summary is found in Table 2.
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TOTAL WAR
Club Rules for THIRD REICH

By Alan Emrich

"Club Rules for THIRD REICH" are standard
variations used by its hard core players here at the
Strategy Game Conference in Southern California.
All of these variations have been tested extensively
and. while some are a compilation of other
designers' efforts, most of these have been revised
through constant testing.

Expres.sly included for the non-military histo
rian but useful as designers note for everone, is a
brief explanation following each rule. Hopefully, if
the "legalese" doesn't cover every possible ca e:
the designers' intentions may help resolve disputes
regarding application and extent. These variations
may be used separately or in combination, each
having its own effect on play balance and game
length. Playability has not been sacrificed for the
realism added as THIRD REICH's dynamic game
system is already complex enough.

1. The use of club ·rules and any additional
variants are to be agreed upon at the start of the
game, before sides are chosen and before players
know which nations they will have.

[An alternative would be to use these varian IS as
a SOrt of "handicap" 10 help oul players needing il
afler delermining who's who.]

2. All die rolls must be on the lable and flalto
qualify as legitimate. For example, a die cocked by
a counter, the map edge or a stack of papers must be
re-rolled. A die Oat on a game component or paper
is good.

[II is never a bad idea to spell these lhings oul al
Ihe beginning. How many limes haveyou seen argu
menls of Ihis nalure spoil a good game?]

3. The following Major Power's BRP growth
rates begin at 20070 with tolal war (full growth rate)
activation criteria as listed:

FRANCE and 8RITAI N go to total war on the first
YSS after Germany takes an offensive option in the
Wet.

GERMANY goes 10 IOtal war on the YSSfollowing
the YSS in which the Allies have taken the initative
on the Spring turn. (Presumably total war will begin
with the 1944 YSS).

To the Allies (France and Britain) it wa just a
"Phony War" until the point was driven home by
German allacks into the west. Russia, of course,
lived (and lives) at a full wartime economy and
therefore had no peacetime economic stature. Italy,

conversely, has no real wartime economy and never
really did.

For Germany it was a matter of "Guns and But
ter" for political reasons until America's presence
was felt and the tide began turning on the Russian
Front. Germany was able to fully mobilize her war
effor! during 1943 and 1944. In game/history terms
thi work OUI very well, indeed. Too often the Ger
mans have amas ed such a huge BRP base mag
nified by a 50"70 growth rate) by 1943 that the Allies
are hard pressed to even get the initative (and thus
knock Italy out). With this simple bit of history in
cluded, no longer will an outnumbered (in term of
units and total combat factors) Germany be able to
allrition the Allies to death due to a gross economic
superiority. The economic " hoe", therefore, is
back on the "right foot" of history now, thanks to
this simple variant.

4. In the following situations, ground combat
units suffer a Reduced Defense Multiplier (ROM).
That is: they defend at face value in clear. terrain
and are only doubled when defending in moun
tains, swamps, behind rivers, and on beaches facing
invasion. Units defending behind fortress hexsides
are not always quadrupl.ed however; as a direct
variance to rule 5.54, units being attacked from· the
rear of the Maginot line or West Wall defences are
considered on clear terrain.

RDM UNIT CRITERIA:
A. All minor country units, except for those

listed in #5, below. Note that this includes most
Axis minor allies as well.

B. Units in non-city hexes attacked by ex
ploiting armor through at least one hexside not ad
jacent to the attacker prior to exploitation move
ment.

C. ALI Russian units on the first turn of an Axis
DoW except for those meeting the criteria of "B",
above, which remain doubled.

D. All Italian units unless Italy is played by an
independent player playi ng for separate victory
conditions or Axis variant #22 (revitalization of
ltalian armed forces) in effect.

Two variations on this concept which you may
wish to try are:

1. Exempt all armor units. (For reasons of mobile
defence).

II. Exempt all German units. (For exercising a doc
trine of mobile defence).

5. Spain, Turkey, Poland, Greece, weden and
Finland may spend up to 1/4 of their BRP value
(rounded up) each turn to rebuild lost ground and
air u.nits as long as they have not been conquered by
a Major Power.

6. Minor Country Force Pool Changes:

GREECE-Add one2 Naval Unit.
YUGOSLA VIA-Change force pool lo
eight 1-3's and a single 1-4 air unit.

Variants #4, 5, and 6 should be considered as a
group. Regarding the ROM of minor countries,
keep in mind the very bad defences most put up.
Surprised and disorganized against prepared at·
tacks, such usually fell quickly. The easy conquests
of 1940 and the Russian breakthroughs on the
flanks of Stalingrad in 1942/43 are good examples.
However, some of the larger and better organized
minors (those listed in #5) were quite capable of sus·
taining a war effon by themselves and were attune
to the politics beyond their borders.

The force pool changes reflect the Greek navy
and the weak and scattered rabble of a Yugoslavian
army. In game terms, Yugoslavia can hold out a bit
longer against an Italian invasion (an historical
likelihood) while German conquest will be made
easier (as proved the case).

The armor exploitation rule causing an ROM
tends to draw the most reaction from those who
have never tried it. Devastation on the Russian
steppes is instantly envisioned. However, the game
as history hould be considered for a moment first.
In history, it is reasonable to accept that units in a
prepared defence accepting an expected attack
should be doubled and tripled. When dealing with a
breakthrough, however, units were often com
mitted piecemeal to meet the threat, and therefore
those that didn't leave their prepared defences often
found themselves being hit from the flank or rear by
surprise, reducing their effectiveness on defence.
Armor outrunning its infantry support though,
often found defended cities easy to isolate but dif·
ficult to crack. Now re-read 4B.

In game terms, how often are you willing to risk
expensive attacks of pure armor and air against a
doubled infantry unit in the face of a devastating
exchange? The practical upshot of this rule puts the
attacking player squarely on the horns of an



historical strategi, dilemma. Even though his odds
will be beller in exploitation wmbat, an ex,hange
still looms large and attading into a pocket defeats
the purpose of aeating it in the first pla,e! The
effects of this rule are far more subtle than they
appear and greatly help to add realism, simply and
elegantly.

As to the point behind the ROM of the Soviet
Army on the launching of an Axis DoW. remember
how woefully unprepared Russia kept her defences
so as not to provoke a German attack, and the
results of the first weeks of the Russian campaign.
Italy's war record also needs lillIe expounding
upon; the Germans had to send units out to bolster
failing Italian defences all over the Mediterranian.

7. Odds of 6·1 or higher are considered to be an
overrun during the movement phase. An overrun
may only be conducted through one hexside by the
stacking limit of t,,·o units (exception: airborne) at
the ,ost of one additional movement poim which
must be spent 10 occupy the overrun unit's hex. If
the overruning units do not have sufficent move·
ment points, the overrun may not be conducted.

At the moment of overrun, a die is rolled and on
a roll of one the allacker suffers an "exchange"
result. Overrun units are then removed during {he
movemenl phase and the overrunning units may
continue moving up to their movement allowance
(including further overruns) and may conduct nor·
mal combat and exploitation that turn. An overrun
may be assisted by available offensive air (not air·
borne drops, see sequence of play) for ground sup
pOf!, provided the allacker can demonstrate the
ability to negate any possible defensive air support
by providing an equal number of uncommitted
potential inter,eplOrs within range at the time of the
overrun. Air combat need not take place at this
time, unless specifically requested by the defender.

Let's consider for a moment the "lightning"
campaigns and movement of troops during WWII,
and how.lhis is simulated by the THIRD REICH
game. Look at the German invasions of France and
Russia-set piece·attritional slugging away. The
usual Russian invasion barely penetrating in the
first year. with the Wehrmacht gasping to reach the
1942 start line by that year's end! And consider the
role of the Luftwaffe. In Russia providing the occa
sional odd factor to gain odds or provide "ex
change bait", while the bulk of the air for,e sits idle
as potential defensive air. Now consider the l1uidity
of the Balkan, African, France '44 and Russian late
offensives, and you can sec where THIRD REICH
bogs down imo a-history by the very nature of the
game mechanics.

Now with the simple addition of Reduced
Defence Multiples (RDMs) and overruns, the game
is set for some "broken field running". ConCentra·
tion on weak points, air forces supporting advanc
ing armies as they overrun. quickening rises and
collapses as it was during WW[J. The war was far
more nuid than a double line defence (no matwr
how weak) allows.

8. French armor may not create breakthroughs
nor exploit until the YSS after France is invaded or
the French Armor variant is in effect. They do
retain their ZOC.

France was simply too poorly trained and
organized to fight a mobile war and her tank
employment la,ked considerably. To sec thcm roll
over Italy or invade Germany is to ask "How"?
Retention of ZOC was kept for playbalance.

II. Should the Allies suffer losses to V·boats,
they must react to it with l1eets in a similar manner
as the Germans do air units for losses to Bombers.
The Allies must either (a) break down a 9·factor
Atlantic based f1ect and exchange at least as many
factors to ASW as there wer, excess V·boats, or (b)
convert an entire 9·factor l1eetto ASW. (Note that
in this way no more than nine naval factors may be
commilled to ASW per SW phase.)

This is the only time the Allies may break down
a fleet. Fleets are returned from the SW box when
thcre are no losses to V·boats during the SW phase
at the maximum rate of nine per YSS. they are placed
in the allowable builds and a year is required to
rebuild them.

Winning the war in the Atlamic was the Allies'
first priority. It is odd, therefore. that while Allied
Bombers invoke desperate Germao retaliation, the
V·boat scourge draws no reaction at all. Now
another level of strategic planning is added as the
Allied player faces decisions regarding how far to
react to the V·boat menace.

10. The Vnited States may spend up to 15 a!o on
Strategic Warfare.

Ameri'a, arsenal of democracy. was the builder
of strategic weapons during WWI[. In game terms,
the Allies are more likely to penetrate German
defences if the right allocation of resources is made.

II. Germany may break down her l1eet to send
out Surface Raiders during any Axis movemcnt
phase if. at the begining of which, she controls
either Norway, France, or Spain. A one· or two·
factor naval unit equals one Surface Raider and all
Surface Raiders must depart from and return to
Atlantic ports. Only one Surface Raider may be at
sea at a tim, for control of each, Norway, France
and Spain. with a limit of s,ven during a Campaign
Game, five during the 1939 Scenario, two during
th, 1942 Scenario, and none during the 1944
Scenario (this number is increased by two per year
that the Z·Plan variant is in effect). A Raider
ending its second turn at sea is returned to port and
not counted against the above limit and may be sent
out again on a later turn.

To assist in destroying Raiders, the Allies may
designate nine· factor Atlantic·based l1eets during
the "supply fleet designation" step in the sequence
of play. Like supply fleets, they may perform no
other function except "Anti· Raider". At the end of
each game turn, a die is rolled for ea,h individual
Surfac, Raider with lhe following modifications:

+ I During 1939 and 1940
+ I During 1942 vs. VS.
+ I [f the Kriegsmarine Z-Plan is in effect.
+ I Each for Axis control of France. Spain and

Gibralter.
+ I If the Allies suffered losses to V·boats duro

ing th, prcvious SW phase.·
-I If they didn't. •
- I For each year aft,r 1942 (i.,. 1943,44, etc.)
- I For a one (I) value Surface Raider.
-I For each designated "Anti-Raider".

• '" Not applicable until 1941 since there will be
no opportunity for V·boatlosses until then.

A number of BRPs equal to 112 the net die roll
(round 1/2 fractions up to the next whole numbn)
are deduct,d from either the British or V5 current
total, as designated by the Germans before rolling.
If losses exceed current totals. deduct from next
YSSs base as per Strategic Warfare.

If the net die roll is "I" or "2", one fa'tor of
the Raidcr is d,stroyed. If the net die roll is "0" or
less, the entire Raider in question is destroyed. Any
destroyed result counts the mission against the
above limit of Raiders allowed per game/scenario
and the Allied player must check for naval losses if
he had any designated Anti-Raidcr neets that turn.

A separate die is rolled for Allied naval losses
against destroying a Raider. On a die roll of" I" or
"2". the Allies loses one less factor than the Raider
lost. On a die roll of "3" or "4", the Allies lose as
many factors as the Raider lost. On a die roll of "5"
or "6", the Allies lose one more factor than the
Raider lost.

Example of Surface Raider usage: It is the Axis
Winter, 1940 player turn (they are first) and since
France and Norway are both controlled, Germany
decides to send out the two Raidcrs she is allowed
for their control. A one·factor and a two·factor
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Raider are placed aside in the Atlantic. During the
Allied player turn, Britain designates two l1eets on
Anti·Raider patrol, aware that this thrcat combined
with the upcoming V·boat resolution will spell a
serious BRP drain if quick action is not taken. At
the end of the game turn, Germany rolls a die for
each Raider. Modifiers in use are + I for 1940, + I
for wmrol of Fran,e, - 2 for the Anti-Raiders, and
the one·factor Raider has an additional -I. Gcr
many rolls for the one·factor Raider first, tossing a
"6" which is netted down to a "5". Britain loses 3
BRPs. The two-factor Raider tosses a "2", destroy·
ing I British BRP and eliminating one factor of
itself in the process. This Raider counts against the
mission limit (the surviving factor returns to port
immediately) and now the British player rolls for
Allied Anti·Raider casualties since the Germans
were successfully hunted down. Britain tosses a
"2" losing one less factor than Germany lost,
which equals no losses to England. The surviving
Raider remains at sea until after this phase on the
next turn, while the destroyed Raidcr may be
replaced at Germay's next opportunity.

Allowing both sides more of history's strategic
options, Germany raised quite a few alarms and
caused considcrable physical and psyological dam
age to Allied naval plans with her Surface Raiders
and masked merchantmen. [n contrast, the Allies
have to weigh lhe importance of using fleets to
destroy the Germans piecemeal on the high seas, or
to defend the Home Islands from invasion threats,
or to support efforts abroad. The thin spreading of
Allied naval resources is now far more ac,uratcly
renected as crisis after crisis develops.

12. The following German 1944 force pool ad·
ditions are made in 1942 instead: Three 1·3's lind
three 3·3's.

When Hitler ordcrcd the demobilization of the
infantry forces during the Summer of 1941, the
German army not only remobilized these forces,
but expanded the infantry arm as best it could after
the Wimer campaign and before Stalingrad. So
now, like every other country during the 1942 YSS,
Germany may expand her historic force pool as
well. The armor units added in 1943 and 1944 (ISS,
GSD, and 25S) were "political" creations, as were
the remaining three I·Ys which represented the
German Volksturm units.

13. Seaborne invasions are limited to bea,hes
within seven hexes of a pOrt controlled by the in
vading side at the beginning of his player turn. This
port need not be used in the invasion. it need only
exist.

Exccpt for Narvik, (which is off the map to the
north) no real·war invasion was beyond the seven·
hex limit. [n parti,ular this eliminates such impos
sible fantasies as an Allied invasion in the Adriati,
early in the war or Italian landings in the extreme
eastern and western Mediterranean.

14. Add to allowable Allied Partisans:
two in Poland
four in Spain

Add to allowable Axis Partisans:
onc in Finland
lwo inSpain

Polish resistance during its oc,upation is wcll
documented; and if in the game Russia occupies
Finland instead of just leaving a border garrison,
fears of Finnish resistance are rightfully placed by
the addition of a partisan for that country. Spain,
having recently finished an extremely divisive Civil
War, not only had sympathizers on both sides, but a
wcll·armed population of experienced guerrilla
fighters as well!
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GAMBIT
By Jon Mishcon

What is a gambit? A gambit is a chess term used
to denote the sacrifice ofa piece in order to obtain
an improved position. SQUAD LEADER players
shoud be able to make usc of this concept of Irading
units for tactical advantage in their play.

For SQUAD LEADER, and this article, usage
of a gambit is the "offered sacrifice of one or more
units, perhaps with support weapons, in order to
force your opponent out of position". NOle that
this is nOI the same as a trap. Sudden or concealed
counter-punches that damage him more than you
are fine in their own right. No doubt killing more of
the enemy than they kill of us is the keystone to win
ning 90% of all games. Gambits, however, call
specifically for you to lose something material in ex
change for the possibly nebulous advantage of
altering the relationship of where the opposing
forces arc.

A good gambit is one of the most difficult
moves to accomplish for a number or reasons.

First, it requires correct evaluation of your
opponent's pysche. Is he a gambler or conserv
ative? Is he overly concerned with leaders or
machineguns? You mUSt vary the bait according to
the fish you wish to catch.

Second, the bait cannot be too great nor too
small. If you make the target too juicy, its loss will
impede your ability to accomplish your mission.
Cheapness permits your enemy to ignore the
"prize" while the bait's placemelll may divide your
own forces.

Third, the location of the bait must vary with
both the location of his "fish" and your "hook",
The worst of all possible worlds is to have your
adversary gather up the treat and then scamper
back to proper position before you can take advan
tage of his "misadventure".

Fourth, the bait should be a treat in its own
right. It is not enough to dance sugarplums before
his eyes. Your enemy must be aware that if he lets
the sugarplum go, it can become a thorn in his side.

Lastly, you must have a special goal to reach in
response to his snatching the bail. The moves of a
gambit should be made like a choregraphed dance
step. In response to his overreaching you must
know e~actly where to thrust.

When should a player consider trying to offer a
gambit? Generally speaking, gambits are best used
against eitller a player you are trying to size up for
future scenario play ("Is he a plunger?"), or some·
one you know very well ("He can't resist trying to
capture MGs,"), Trying a gambit on someone you
don't know and who you'll never play again issimply
a fancy title for wild gamble. Further the gambit
should pull him away from wllere you 1I0pe to
move. Naturally if you can impede the enemy's
movement by poor terrain or fire, tllis allows less of
a physical shift. This migllt mean !Tying to suck
armor into woods or infantry into tile open,
depending on whetller you're atlacking or defend
ing. Gambits are generally ofliule value if you can't
maneuver around your opponent.

Tile mechanics for seuing up a gambit are
relatively simple. In essence, you maneuver a force
tOO weak to go it alone into a position where you
cannot adequately support it but where it is just
beyond the enemy's grasp, At tile same time tile rest
of your units prepare to move to a specific point
tllat furthers your drive to victory that will become
open if the bait is swallowed. Experienced players
will see tllat every step in this process iffraught with
danger.

Tile dangers inherent in a gambit are obvious,
involving the loss of time and material, and their

use is limited to specific tactical situations, Why
sllould a player waste time considering tlleir use?

I feel that to occasionally try a gambit is one
mark of the master player. Even attempting a gam
bit may give the essaying player the initiative. See
my Clinic article "Concelllration of Force" (Vol.
20, No.4) for the inherent advantages of initiative,
And, the ne~t time you make a miSlake ("Yes,
Virginia we all make lousy moves."), you'll keep
your enemy wondering-is this a gift or poison? As
a corollary to this, and most important of all, is that
you open a whole new realm of terrors for your
worthy opponent to contemplate. Forcing lIim to
think about the invisible advantages to your
"lousy" moves keeps him off-balance. Every last
Illlie thing he has to mentally juggle is another nail
in his coffin.

Finally there is the ego gratification of triumph
by finesse. Sometimes you must use the rapier in
stead of the club. However, even in those scenarios
where my side carries a big stick, I personally, find
personal satisfaction in winning in the most efficient
manner possible.

Due to the highly specialized nature of gambits.
tlleir obvious usc in published scenarios is limited.
An example of a "made-to-order" gambit might be
Scenario 29, where the choice of whicll three
counters are exposed and where sets the lOne for
both attack and defense. An MMG and squad in
2R2 is a standard ploy. Ho"'ever, rather than ex
posing a second squad consider the advantages of
placing an 8-0 leader in hex 7H10. Vulnerable to
cross-river fire, subject to interdicting fire if lie tries
10 cross the road in 211 and possibly representing
the demolitions expert, this exposed piece can betlle
key to luring the Germans into trying the west



bridge. Conrrarywise, depending on your foe, it can
nudge him eastward. The key is "reading" the
mindset of the opposing player.

A new scenario is appended to allow players to
experiment with the ideas herein proposed.

After Action Reporl-Aachen's Pall
This nOle continues the series of commentaries

in lhe Clinic pertaining [0 the scenario published in
a previous GENERAL (Vol. 21, 0.2). The intent
of these reports is to provide the player with one of
numerous possibilities for defensive setup, allacker
initial position and basic taclical approach. Having
had several months to examine your own ap
proaches to our Clinic scenario, the reader can now
compare his findings wilh our summation.

GERMAN: Recommend you set up the 10-2 with
HMG and two squads on econd-Ievel of hex H5.
The 8-0 and twO squads with HMG on second-level
G6. One squad on first level of F6.

AMERICAN: Set up M 12 in bypa sin L6, truck in
L5; three squads and M Gunder 9-1 on Ihe
ground level of J4. One quad and Ihe 8-0 go in J8,
three squads and two bazookas in 17.

ATTACKER'S TACTICS: Sustain fire from the
MG and stack al the Germans in H5. Fire at the

larget in G6 a well. Move the leader plus squad into
18, lhen advance the squad imo hex H7. Assault
move three-squad stack into 17. On the second turn,
generate smoke with either the squads or M 12 in H6
and assault the building. Try to leave the bazookas
outside the building. Remember, you need not take
the building, just break the inhabitants.

DEFENDER'S TACTICS: Whenever possible,
hoot at US squads rather than the M 12. Fire sus

tained a lot; the scenario i too brief to mess
around. Fall back and pray for lou y American die
rolls. Try to block the tairwell with one squad; if
the American troops gets into CC with you, all your
morale and HMG advantages are losl. {{

NEW SQUAD LEADER
BOARDS

Eight new geomorphic mapboard ,destined
for inclusion in the first two AD VA NCED
SQUAD LEADER modules scheduled for June
1985 release, are now available for separate mail
order purchase. Board /6 depicls a few farm
houses surrounded by large cultivated fields.
Board /7shows a small village wilh large wooded
areas, orchards, fields and even a pond or two
about. Gently roUing level-I hills interspersed
by gullies appear on Board 18, while Board 19
has a large open plain dominated by dense
woods along one edge. Board 20 is one of the
densest city boards with both large industrial
complexes and plenlY of row houses, wilh a gully

CONVENTION CALENDAR
THE GENERAL will liS! any gaming convenlion in Ihis

space free of charge on a space available basis provided that we
are nOlified at least four months in advance of the convention
datto Each listing must include the name, date, sitt. and conlact
address orlhe convenlion. Addilional inrormalion orioieresilo
Avalon HiU gam~rs such as tournaments or CYCniS utilizing AH
games is solicited and will be printed if mad~ available.

The A"'alon Hill Game Company does nOI necessarily ata
tend or endorse lhese gatherings, nOr do we guarantee thai events
using AH games will be held. Readers are urged to COnlac( the
lisled sou.rces for further informalion before making plans to
attend.

OCTOBER 20-21
COGACON '84, Columbus, Ohio
COlltact: Paul Rigel, 6119 East Main Street
#202, Columbus, OH 43213. (614)863-1897.

NOVEMBER 3-4
MDG WrNTERCO GAMEFEST '84, Dear
born, Michigan
Contact: Metro Delroit Garners, P.O. Box 656,
Wyandotte, MI 48192.

DECEMBER 8
PEARL HARBOR n, Wichita, Kansas
Contact: Wichita Wargamers Association, 507
East William, Wichita, KS672I9.
Note: A unique annual rc-enaClment of the

Istrike on Pearl Harbor using theAF/DL syslem;
the public is welcome.

MARCH 29-30-32
CON-TESTn, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Contact: Tactical Simulation Society, P.O. Box
4726, Tulsa, OK 74159.

APRIL 27-28
GOLDCO m, Pompano Beach, Florida
COli/act: Mr. John Dunn, Omni Box Office,
BCC onh, 1000 Coconut Blvd., Pompano
Beach, FL 33066. (305) 973-2249.

MAY 25-26
4th A UAL SQ AD LEADER OPE •
Charlotte, orlh Carolina
Contact: D.R. Munsell, 6101 McBride treel,
Charlotte, C 28215. (704) 535-7401.
Note: Five rounds of SL and its gamettes.

to keep things interesting. Board 21 is a city sec
tion dominated by a large cathedral and central
cemetery. Board 22 has a typical section of the
outskirts split by a stream. And on Board 23 Ihe
edge of the city is marked by a canal running
lengthwise along the board able to mate with
river Boards 7 and 8.

It is stressed again that these boards will be
available in future modules for the ADVANCED
SQUAD LEADER system. However, for those
impatient few, they may be ordered direct from
The Avalon Hill Game Company (4517 Harford
Road, Baltimore, MD 21214) for $4.00 each.
Please add 100J0-Sbipping and handling (Cana
dian orders 20070; overseas orders 30070).
Maryland residents plea e also add 5070 state
sales tax.
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AREA TOP 50 LIST
Times Previous

Rank Name On List Rating Rank
1. K. Combs 40 2598XOV I
2_ B. Dobson 15 2368RJR 2
3. P. Siragusa 34 2157EHJ 7
4. D. Burdick 39 2156GG 3
5. B. Sinigaglio 25 21S0GHI 4
6. W. SCOll 37 2082KIU 8
7. F. Preis Ie 37 2074LNX 9
8. J. Beard 29 2071 HIP 12
9, H. ewby S 2066MHH 17

10. J. KreUl 34 2063GGL 10
11. E. Mineman 10 2045CEE II
12. D. Garbutt 38 2038GIN 6
13. D. Barker 5 2014GHM 13
14. P. Landry 14 2012HHL 14
15. T. Oleson 49 2001XYZ. 5
16. B. Rem burg 23 1996GIP t5
17. M. Sincavage 29 I993EEJ 16
18. P. Ganman 5 1975HGI 22
19. S.Sullon 7 1975EGK 18
20. F. Freeman 14 I964EFG 21
21. D. Munsell 35 1958HHM 20
22. P. Rory 16 1920DGI 24
23. G. Charbonneau 3 1908GFI 28
24. R. Leach 42 I9061 LS 25
25. F. Reese 20 1898HDF 26
26. L. Kelly 33 1889WWZ 27
27. M. Simonitch 10 1874DEH 23
28. R. Beyma 15 1871CDF 29
29. B. Schoose 5 1856GHP 30
30. C. WannalJ 16 1852HLP 31
31. F. Ornstein 23 1843FHL 32
32. . Cromartie 25 1838GHO 34
33. R. Berger I J833CDE
34. J.Sundc 15 I830KKS 35
35. B. Downing 29 1830FHL 36
36. J. Baker 12 1829CEt 42
37. P.OeVolpi 6 18280EO 38
3B. W. Ownbey 9 IBI2CEI 39
39. J. Anderson 16 1809DDF 37
40. R. Phelps 21 1806HJP 33
41. B. utton B IB06DFE 40
42. P. Ford 5 I797GCP 43
43. M.MilJer 26 1795GHO 49
44. R. Shurdul 6 178SODJ 44
45. B. Salvalore 8 1782FFN 45
46. D. Greenwood 40 I779FFJ 46
47. K. McC3nhy 5 1770CEH 47
4B. J. White 7 1769CFI 48
49. E.O'Conoor 1 I760EFL
50. L. Carpenler I 1754CEF

r. Pat Flor i 35, married, and
own /manages a game store in ew London,
Connecticut.

rovorile Gome: HE RU IA CAMI'AIG
AREA Roted Gome': D-DAY. TRC
AREA \V-L Record: t5-2 ". Time PUM: 90'1.
Gaming Timr/Wrd:: 1 hr~. Phl)' Prereren~: PBM
Hobbies: Only ~aming.

Pel Peeve: Wtnners who don'. send symparhy cards (or, a
gre.ater one. Iho3t who do).

Mr. Flory comments on the advantages of
double matches:

"The ability to playa multiple number of
games simultaneously by mail is often nOI fully
appreciared. The AREA tourneys are a good ex
ample of how this can be applied. Still another
application is in Ihe playing of double game,
simultaneously, against a single opponent such
lhat whoever wins either game fir t-wins the
match. The double game is treated as one for
rating purpo es. Key die roll can be common
for both games in a double match. In TRC for
example, the weather should be identical in both
games. This is accompli hed by both players
adding a weather die roll with their second im
pulse (Russian move); the one with the latest
CTO is used. Using the latest CTO precludes a
player bein$ able to do his Russian move while
knowing what the weather will be nexi tum."
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WHO WAS THAT 10-3?
The Men Behind the Cardboard

By Patrick Callahan

The response 10 Mr. Callahan's firSI efforr or
looking or rhe leaders of SL (Vol. 21, o. 1;
Scenario 43) was so popular, we felr beholden ro
presenr here anorher. At rhe very leasr, his arricle
provides Ihe in-deplh prelude and aftermarh which
Ifeel rhescenariocards, due 10 conSlraifllsof pace,
lock. II is rhal extra {Quch of "color" rhar makes
SL, for me, rhe penultimate simularion.

Some time during your hitch a a SQUAD
LEA DER aficionado, you have probably
wondered about the leaders in the game and the
men they repre enl. Have you ever asked who these
faceless bits of cardboard were; how did they get to
this spot in hiSLOry, at just the moment our "game"
begins? Did they survive? What happened to them
later? Other than a few important individuals, the
leaders in the game are just counter with no
history, no identity and no personality. But war is,
in the final analysis, a very individual experience.
Let us look al another cenario and honor those
who fought the war.

Scenario 41: Swatting at Tigers
The invasion of Sicily wa the moment for

which James Maurice Gavin (10-3 American leader)
had trained for all of his adult life. It wa the oppor
tunity to meet the ellemy face to face. He was ready;
his men were ready. The time had come for America
to liberate Europe. But ... their arrival was less
than auspicious as Gavin's 505th Parachute Regi
ment was scallered over the hill of Sicily. Gather
ing a small force, Gavin set out to find the war.

His first brush with that enemy came not long
after landing, and was in the form of a lone Italian
soldier walking down the road, whistling "0 Solo
Mio". The Italian was quickly captured by the
small group of 20 men and questioned. The
prisoner, fearful that one of Gavin's best staff
officers, Captain Ben Vanderoovt (one of the 9-1
leaders in the scenario), would rearrange certain
parts of his anatomy with a jump knife, could only
moan "Mamma Mia, Mamma Mia" over and over.
No intelligence whatsoever was gained from this in
terlude. Gavin couldn't even confirm that he wa in
Sicily. Then to add insult to ignorance, the prisoner
escaped. So ended Gavin's long-awaited confronta
tion-something of a anticlimax. But, oon there
would be other opportunities. Gavin kept moving
toward the beaches.

Gavin's military career, up until the time of his
entry into airborne training, could be best char
acterized as the slow, steady advance ofa promising
young officer, who performed by the rules and who
would "probably pan OUI in the clutch." When the
clutch finally came, in the form of a United States
unready for world war and later on the battlefields
of the ETO, the "probably" changed to did. Thus
Gavin was propelled on his way to high command
and a chance meeting on a lonely Sicilian hill ide.

A West Point graduate in 1929, he had served in
a number of duty stations during the early part of
his career. Just before America's entry into the
Second World War, he was on the teaching staff at
West Point in the Tactics Depanment. When the
opportunity [0 join the newly forming US Army
Airborne came along, he jumped at the chance, not
only because it meant promotion but becau e he
was fascinated with the whole concept of vertical
envelopment as a viable military tactic. While at
West Point he had done extensive research into the

unique airborne operations that the Germans had
conducted in Holland and Crete.

Getting in on the ground floor in Augu t 194J
proved to be a boon for the young captain. During
this time the airborne concept was experimental,
and contro ersial in the American Army. It was up
to Gavin, as operation and training officer, to
figure out all the details of a successful airborne
operation. Everything from plane capacities and
night pallern • to jump loads and as embly pro
cedures were dumped into his lap for development.
Throughout the time of building and training the
fledgling airborne force, Gavin relied on ajudicious
combination of talent, luck and militiarydemeanor
to take him through the ranks to field grade. By the
time of the Siclian invasion in July of 1943 when he
jumped into combat for the fir t time, it was as full
bird Colonel of the 505th Parachute Infantry Regi
ment.

Because of the incredibly bad drop, Gavin spent
his first two days in Sicily marching nearly 20 miles,
moving to the sound of guns. He had another brush
with the enemy but finally arrived at the lines of the
45th Divi ion with just six other officers out of his
original 20. Most of the others, not being a
motivated as Gavin, couldn't keep up. After re
entering friendly lines, Gavin heard rumors of more
paratroopers ahead, toward Gela. Borrowing a
jeep, he proceded up the road and, much LO his sur-

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

prise, ran inLO Lt. Colonel Edward "Cannonball"
Krause sitting on the edge of a foxhole dangling hi
feet. Krause had collected about 20 troopers of hi
3rd Battalion of the 5051h. They were lounging
around in a field of tomatoes when Gavin arrived.

Ga in wa non-plussed at the sight. He inquired
why Krause had not moved to his objective (the
high-ground north of Gela) several miles to the
wesl. Krause replied that the reason was that •'there
are Germans up ahead and the45th Divi ion is hav
ing a rough time." After the frustrations of the last
two days Gavin didn't have the patience for the
whining. Within minutes he had the whole battalion
on their feet and moving toward the objective with a
piaLOon of the 307th Parachute Engineer. com
manded by Lt. Ben Wechsler (9-1 leader), acting as
point.

After advancing about a mile, the engineers
approached the base of the IOO-foot high Biazzo
Ridge. Suddenly, there came the crackle of small
arms fire. Gavin had finally gotten the engagement
he had been waiting for.

At this point the scenario begins.

The Battle and Its Aftermath
What "Slim Jim" had run head-on into,

allhough he didn'l know it at the time, were the lead
elements of the eastern pincer of the German

Gavi,,'s
Landing

CROCE
CAMEBINA



oounler·allack on the Gela beachhead. The troops
in front of him were from the Herman Goring
Division-,,·ell-disciplined, well-armed, and well·
led. The paratroopers were facing the best that the
Axis had on Sicily.

Gavin deployed the engineers. and up the hill
they went. The fire at the crest was inlense and
Wechsler was wounded. Judging the volume of Ihe
opposition, Gavin decided thaI this was no small
platoon action. Seeing thaI more force was needed,
Gavin returned to the base of lhe hill to organi1.e lhe
reSl of the batlalion for an assault. Krause, oddly
enough. was missing; he had gone back to the 451h
Division Headquarters "to let them know what
Gavin was doing."

Wasting no time on the whereabouts of Krause,
Gavin grabbed everyone that was available, in
duding some 45th division men and even a few
sailors, and had them assault lhe Ilalians on the
ridge. The allack carried the crest and continued
down the olher side, where it suddenly mel wither
ing small·arms and mortar fire. Gavin now became
worried lhat he had bilten off more than he could
chew. To his front was a Sliffening force of
unknown strength. and to his righl and left there
was nothing, JUSl empty nanks dangling in the air.

Al thaI moment, a 75mm Pack howit1.er ap
peared on lhe scene and was deployed at once by
Gavin on the crest of the ridge to supply some much
needed support for his infantry. No sooner had the
gun gone into place when lhe firSl Mark VI Tiger
edged around the side of a building at the bottom of
the hill and began to fire. The crisis had arrived.

The troopers tried at first 10 tackle the Tigers
with their puny bawokas. This didn't work. The
rockets simply bounced off the tough hides of the
pan1.ers as they came roaring on to overrun the
Americans.

Shortly thereafter. lhe elusive "Cannonball"
(ll. Col. Krause) re-entered the picture. bUl only
briefly. From over the ridge he came to Gavin, say
ing that his battalion was either killed. wounded, or
pinned down and had become tOlally ineffective.
He lhen did a crisp aboul-face and left for the rear.

Al aboul lhis lime lhe crack German infantry
was rushing forward to engage the paratroopers in
close combat. The Grenadiers hides proved to be
nOI as tough as the 6O-ton Tigers, and many were
killed storming lhe American positions. But they
never faltered, and lhe fighting was intense. In a
maller of a half-hour, the German point troops had
been decimated.

Meanwhile, on the top of the ridge, the 75mm
was engaged in a direct-fire shoot-out with the Ger
man armor. They pumped round after round at Ihe
exposed German tanks. knocking out one with
HEAT and forcing anOlher 10 retire 10 cover with
damage to its turrel. The howit1.er had been lucky
lhus far. Right al lhe beginning of the bailie, after
firing JUSt a couple of rounds, an 880101 shell ex
ploded directly in front of the gun. The concussion
had knocked lhecrew, and Gavin (who was direct
ing their fire). over like ten pins. But they rose to re
man the gun and carried on, firing as the barrel
grew red·hol.

Eventually, because their infantry support had
been stripped away by Ihe staunch American
defense and Ihe lerrain was broken, lhe Tigers
became vulnerable to the small knots of para
troopers swarming the hillside. By rushing the Ger
man tanks and dropping grenades into the hatches,
the onslaught was finally stoppcd. But nOl without
cost; more than 50 Gis had been killed and three
times that number wounded.

The casualties included Gavin himself. who
woke up the next morning with his right shin
swollen and bloody. He later surmised that he had
been nicked by a shell fragment, and in lhe con
fusion didn'l even know it.

Gavin's meeting engagement on Biano Ridge
proved to be his springboard to high command. By

the time of the Normandy invasion in June of 1944,
less than a year after Sicily and due 10 his cxploits
and nerve there, he was a brigadier general and
Major-General Mall Ridgeway's second-in
command of lhe 82nd Airborne. (II should be noted
here lhat while in Normandy on D-Day, "Cannon
ball" Krause redeemed himself, with the help of his
battalion, by capturing and holding Ihe key town of
SI. Mere Eglise. Krause was wounded lwice in the
process.) In October of 1944, ncar the end of the
operalions in Holland, althe age of 37 Gavin got his
second Slar, making him one of the youngest major
generals in American history.

If Gavin's talents were recogni1.ed by those
above him, they were recogni1.ed by those below
him as well. His "up fronl" philosophy, his
courage, and his readiness to endure whal any
doughboy on the line had to endure. gained him the
respect of the men he commanded. In combat,
Gavin was indistinguishable from other troopers,
whelher plying his rine from the line or helping with
supplies and wounded. His youlh, dress, and lack
of prelense, blended him into the scene in such a
way that, to anyone watching, he could have been
any dog-face Joe in the outfit.

After "Market-Garden" in Holland. Gavin and
the 82nd saw aClion in the Baltle of the Bulge and
along the Rhine River. Because of numerous
casualties sustained in these actions, the 82nd was
nOl included in the jump across lhe Rhineat Wese!.
Though riddled by losses, the SHAEF planners had
not forgOllen Gavin and his unil. The refit "All
Americans" were slated for something more spec
llicular than a set-piece river crossing.

It was to be the final reckoning, a drop on
Berlin. Fortunately (or unfortunately) depending
on the point of view, the jump never took place.
The fate of the capital of the Thousand-Year Reich
was taken out of the hands of Gavin and his ball Ie
hardened men and pUl into lhe paws of the Russian
bear. To Ihis day, Gavin claims Ihis was a mistake.
At the very leaSl, it remains a fascinating "what-if"
for wargamers and historians.

Gavin eventually anained three Star-rank before
retiring from military service. He was ambassador
10 France during the Kennedy adminstration, and
later president of the Arthur D. lillie Company of
Boston, where he now lives wilh his family. Since
the end of the war Gavin has authored several
books, including Airborne Warfore (a prophetic
look at airborne operations of today, wrillen in
1947) and his best, On 10 Berlin.

His exploits, though, reside in another place-a
personally hand-carved niche in the American pan
theon of military heroes. '1::r
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PI1ysically, this product will be second to none.
The rulebook will be lavishly illustrated will full color
diagrams and charts and be fully indexed. Each
chapter will be color·coded and separated from the
others by a two-ply, fold-out fiberboard dividercon
taining both a chapter table of contents and
duplicates of all charts contained therein. The in
evitable errata and a listing of Questions/answers
will be furnished free of charge in the form of
replacement pages to be inserted into the binder
and sent out yearly to those buyers requesting
same with the coupon provided in each set, It is by
far the most ambitious project The Avalon Hill
Game Company has ever undertaken and we hope
it will set the standard by which all future work of
this type is measured.

As indicated, the ASL rulebook is divided into
chapters. Afler each chapter is completed. we
send it and the updated preceding chapters out for
blind playtesting. With each new chapter, we in
crease the number of blind playtest groups so that
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some of the testers are reading the initial chapters
for the first time. This insures that we will be con
stantly receiving valuable feedback on not only the
neweSI sections, but on the preceding framework
as well. We do this primarily to avoid "playtest"
fatigue~a malady best described as a proclivity
towards slipping over previously read sections and
not noticing the important changes found therein.
Consequently, we now have gone through three
different polished drafts of the initial chapter on In
fantry and have another three drlats to go before
the effort reaches fruition. The Terrain and Ord·
nance chapters are in their second and first polished
drafts respectively at this writing. and undergoing
blind testing while the fourth chapter on Armor is
being written in preliminary form. For those who
think we just throw these rulebooks together, it
may prove enlightening to discover that we have
three preliminary rough drafts during the initial
stages of writing rules before we get even one
"polished'· draft for playlesting.

Following the Armor chapter will be two more
sections on Airpower and Miscellaneous subjects
which will complete the basic ASL game system.
However, there will still be many auxiliary chapters
to augment this enormous system. Current plans
include chapters for" A Basic Squad leader Train
ing Manual" for beginners, complete TO&E listings,
postal systems, tactics and strategy analysis,
"Design Your Own" procedures, campaign games,
the "Desert War", and a "Deluxe" ASL version. At
some point in the future, an additional chapter will
be added for the Jaoanese.

Deluxe ASL is a project especially dear to Don
Greenwood's heart. Put simply, it is merely ASL
played on 2.2 inch hexes. But "simply" is the key
word here. The only new rules for Deluxe ASL are
conversions of existingASL rules to account for Ihe
necessary wording changes in a game where
stacking has been all but eliminated. Play on the
large hexes is extremely pleasant simply because
stacking and all its attendant problems have
vanished. (Too. miniaturists will like it for the new
boardS will allow them to substitute their figures for
the counters.1 Even in the highest piece-density
scenarios, all the occupants of a hex, and their
status and weapons, can be identified at a
glance- flom the highest building level to the sub·
street sewers. Facing and Field-of-Fire determina
tion is effortlessly and unmistakably displayed by a
unit's location within a hex. Possession of support
weapons is readily apparant without the slightest
trace of hindrance to playability. Deluxe ASL will be
the ultimate in a playable yet detailed game
system. Special geomorphic mapboards will be
made available in modular format, complete with
specially designed scenarios. To start with, we've
limited the Deluxe ASL mapboards to city and
village depictions lotake advantage of their primary
asset: the simplification of high-density combat
situations.

The initial reaction to ASL by our playtesters
range from surprise to muffled groans over the ex
tensive nature of the changes to the game system.
However, those reservations have given way to ris·
ing excitement as virtually all have embraced the
new system with enthusiastic praise fOf the im·
provements. We think your reaction will be similar.
Nobody wants more rules, but ASL ;s not more
rules- it is a better system with a sounder founda·
tion, finely organized with far less verbiage than the
lour gametles which preceded it. The new
counters will allow us to improve Ihe game system
with a free hand and insure that everyone will
finally have matching colored counters designed
and printed at the same point in the evolution of the
game system.

The most telling description 01 ASL that I can
give you in a few wordS is that it has become fun to

play again. *
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SOURCES OF STRENGTH
SOURCE OF THE NILE With a Vengeance

By Tim Williams

Have you ever been trekking through the
African wilderness, for God, King, philanthropy,
fame and/or fonune? If so, have you ever wished
that you had had time to explain to your now
absent guide that you really weren't (too) angry
with him for leading you in endless circles through
lhe swamp? Have you ever howled in frustration as
your askaris. bound (0 the point of lunacy to that
peculiar authoritarian codeoflheirs, desert you one
after another simply because necessity has dictated
that you must debase yourself by carrying a few in
dispensible items? Have you ever longed for even
just a few more versatile, competent companions
on your long, hazardous journey? And perhaps
most of all, have you ever virulently yearned for the
ability to repay tenfold a hostile tribe for p3.5t in
dignities?

You probably have if you've ever played
SOURCE OF THE NILE, Avalon Hill's immensely
emertaining game of African exploration in the
19th Century. It is an experience fraught wilh
triumphs and frustrations, and those who enjoy the
game realize Ihat lhe laller are a large part of the
game's challenge. But it often seems that the in
dividual explorer is not given a fair number of
options to deal with lhese all too frequent prob
lems. What follows is an anempl, via several op
tional rules, to enhance nOl only the general flavor
of the game but also lhe role-playing element
already evident in SOURCE OF THE NILE.

I. Leadership
In any group endeavor, excepting perhaps a

riot, leadership is a vital factor. African expeditions
were no different, and the extent to which an ex
plorer could influence his men often meant the dif
ference between lhe success or failure of an expedi
tion. This factor is largely absent from SOURCE
OF THE NILE, except in the few cases in which a
missionary may prevent superSlitious bearers from
bolting into the jungle or when lhe odd explorer
regains the confidence of his wavering askaris by
killing an animal or defeating a hostile tribe. While
it would be a mistake lO inje<:t overly complex
leadership rules into lhe elegant simplicity of
SOURCE OF THE NILEs system, some effort in
this dire<:tion seems in order. Thus the LeQdership
RQling (LR) is assigned as an abstracl representa
tion of an explorer's charisma and powers of per
suasion (or more simply lhe influence that an
explorer can exert in a crisis).

At the beginning of each game, each explorer
rolls one die. On a roll of I roll again. On a roll of
2-6, lhe result represents thaI explorer's permanenl
Leadership Rating (EXC: missionaries). This
number is wrillen on the logsheet next 10 the ex·
plorer's name. Due 10 the extremes of anitude
engendered by the peculiarities of their lrade, mis
sionaries will Qlwoyshave an LR of either 2 (on a die
roll of I-J) or 6 (on a roll of 4-6). This drives home
lhe distinction between the more benign advocates
of Chrislianity and the more radical "Fire-and·
Brimstone" types (lhe Spanish missionaries in
CONQUISTADOR are similarly distinguished).
The LR is ulilized when a "Leadership Che<:k"
(LC) is required. To make an LC, roll one die. If lhe
result is equal to or greater lhan the explorer's LR,
lhen the che<:k succeeds. Otherwise, it fails. An LC
is required under lhe following circumstances:

A) To rewln 0 guide when Ihe porly becomes
losl. If the check succeeds, lhe explorer is
forgiving and the guide does nOt desert lhe
expedition this turn.

B) To retain askoris when the explorer does
"bearer work". If lhe che<:k succeeds, an
askari due 10 desert lhis turn does not do so.
A check must be made each \Urn lhe explorer
does "bearer work".

C) To deol wilh ArQb oskoris (see Section Il).
D) To altempl 10 incite one notive Iribe to

auack allother (see Section Ill).

Note lhat an explorer's LR never changes nor is
modified for any reason, a LC roll of I always
resulting in failure and a 6 always resulting in
success.

II. New Character Classes
In spile of the game's continuing excitement,

there is one element in SOURCE OF THE NILE
that becomes markedly stale after some time. This
is the explorer's cast of supporling characters. The
fierce askaris are vital, but lack versalility-being,
of course, 100 good locarry anything but a muskel.
Bearers are also oflen indispensible, but often do as
much eating as carrying and are first choice for dis
missal and suffer numerous disasters. Guides are
expensive mouths·withoul-hands who desert al the
drop of a pith helmel and are on the receiving end of
just about every disaster in the card deck. To
remedy this, add any or all of the following three
new character classes.

A) Arab Askaris
The first Arabs from Oman arrived in East

Africa in the 8th Century; eight centuries later an
expansive Omani Empire drove the Portuguese,
who had conI rolled all of East Africa's coaslline,
south of the Rovuma River into Mozambique. Due
to these migralions (and the lucrative slave·lrade in
lhe area), lhere were plenty of Arabs in East Africa
by the mid-19th Century and it was not uncommon
for expeditions orignating in this arca to consist at
leasl in part of Arabs. The average Arab was some
whal more ruthless lhan lhe average African, were
somewhat bener shots and somewhat more prac·
tical, but in general tended to be less stout·hearted
when things got really dangerous.

Arab askaris are available only in Khartoum,
Mombasa and Zanzibar. Each player beginning an
expedition in one of these ports rolls one die and
adds "2". This result is the maximum number (J-8)
of Arabs that may be hired by the explorer in that
port for that expedition. Arab askaris COSI $60 each
and, as African askaris, provide their own muskets.
Due 10 marked religious differences, missionaries
may not hire Arabs. The special features of Arab
askaris are as follows:

I) Each Arab may carry up to his normal
capacity in items (i.e. 10), row canoes and
lead animals with no ill effects on any African
askaris present.

2) Each time a disaster actually occurs, lhe ex·
plorer musl make an LC. If lhe che<:k fails,
one Arab askari will aUlomatically desert. If
any desert, roll one die for each remaining
Arab, each of which will also deserl on a roll

of I. (Arabs tend lO stick together, a
"clannish" SOrt.)

J) In combat with a native tribe, each Arab is
counted as I 1/2 (round down) African askari
if on fOOl, and is counled as 2 African askaris
if mounted. At least every se<:ond askari lost
in a combat with a native tribe that involves
Arabs must be an Arab. (Thus. for example,
if five are 10Sl and lhe party conlains Arabs,
two of lhose removed must be Arab).

4) Before any ballle with a tribe that will involve
Arab askaris, the cxplorer makes an LC. If
the check fails, roll one die for each Arab pre
sent. Each Arab will desert on a roll of I or 2,
taking wilh him any items or mounts in his
possession.

S) When looling a native village after a victory,
add one to each die roll determining the
amount of items taken, ifany Arabs arc pre
sent (i.e., a small village would yield 2·7
looling rolls. a medium village 4·14, etc.
Arabs were prodigious looters).

B) Boers
Fiercely independent, fanatically pious and

despicably racisl, the Afrikaners of the Cape
Colony were the African equivalent of the hardy
American frontiersmen. These sturdy individuals
were occasionally available for service in mis
cellaneous African expeditions originaling in lhe
Cape.

Boers are available only in Capelown, Durban
and Port Elizabeth. Each explorer beginning an ex
pedition in one of lhese ports rolls one die. The
resulting number is lhe maximum number of Boers
that lhe explorer may hire in thaI port for that ex
pedilion. Boers cost 575 each, provide their own
muskets, and for each their own mount free of
charge (ignore lhis procedure if a canoe expedition
is contemplated). The special features of Boers are
as follows:

I) Each Boer may carry up to his capacity in
ilems and lead animals. but only so long as
there is no one else (i.e., bearers) to do so. In
other words, a Boer will carry nothing but his
musket as long as the lotal amount of items
carried by lhe expedition does not exceed the
capacity of any bearers present. A Boer may
always row a canoe. Boers doing "bearer
work" have no effect upon any African
askaris.

2) Boers kill dangerous animals on a roll of 5 or 6.
J) In combat with a native tribe, each Boer is

counted as 2 normal askaris. At least every
third askari lost in a banle with a native tribe
muSt be satisfied by eliminating off a Boer.
(Thus, for example, as above five are lost;
one Boer must be removed.)

4) Boers will never desert lhe explorer for any
reason. They may be dismissed as per normal
askaris, but if a particular Boer brought his
own horse, it muSl go with him. Boer horses
will always be lhe last animal shot to provide
food. (The Bocrs, yesterday and today, prove
themselves extremely loyal if treated with
respec!.)
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If the explorer so desires, one of the Boers deter
mined to be available at the out et may be des
ignated as a Boer Guide. He has all the normal
capabilities of both Boers and guides, with two ex
ceptions, these being that they never desert simply
because the party becomes lost under their guidance
(they'll blame you for misinterpreting their direc
lions), and they cost $150. Boer guides can be af
fected by disasters applying to both a karis and
guides, and can be taken as required askari
casualties in ballles with native tribes.

C) Mercenarie

In practically every major selliement on the
African continent could be found men of varying
degrees of scrupulousness willing to offer their serv
ices for a price. These might be ex-soldiers,
deserters, itinerant big-game hunter, fugitives
from justice, unemployed slavers or simply border
settlers, all of whom might have some ability that
could prove useful in an expedition into the in
terior. 0 simulation of African exploration can be
really complete without some provision for the in
clusion of these colorful, albeit often shady,
characters. For convenience we will refer to them
simply as Mercenaries.

Mercenaries may be hired in any port. At the
beginning of each expedition, each explorer rolls
one die and divides the result by two, rounding up.
The resultant number is the maximum number of
mercenaries that may be hired by that explorer in
that porr for that expedition. Mercenaries cost $100
each, provide their own musket , and have the fol
lowing special abilitie :

)) For each mercenary hired, generate a Leader
ship Rating as for an explorer. In the event
that the explorer is ill and being carried, the
mercenary with the lowest-numbered LR is
considered to be in temporary command of

the expedition, and utilizes his LR for all pur
poses normally applied to the explorer. As
soon as the explorer recovers, he is once more
in immediate command of the expedition. A
mercenary may not continue the expedition if
the explorer dies. The player must start over
again as normal.

2) For each mercenary hired, roll one die. A
result of 1-3 means that the individual is an
ex-soldier, possessed of some military skill.
Effects of this are described in section 4
below.

3) For each mercenary hired, roll one die to
determine if the individual is possessed of any
special skill (aside from military. if ap
plicable). On a roll of 1-3, the mercenary has
no special skill. On a 4-6. roll again, with the
following results: I-Doctor; 2-Botani t;
3-Geologist; 4-6-Hunter. Note that the
first three mentioned skills can be used
exactly a though the mercenary were an ex
plorer of that profession, but only to avoid
disasters. No discoveries normally made by
explorers of those professions may be made
by mercenaries. Hunters kill dangerous
animals on a die roll of 5 or 6. and count as
two askaris for hunting purposes.

4) In combat with a native tribe, each mercenary
is counted as two askaris for combat pur
poses. In addition, if any of the mercenaries
present has military skills (as determined in 2
above), the explorer may re-rollthe result for
the Charge or Ambush Tables once for each
such mercenary. The last result rolled,
however, is final.

5) For each askari, Arab or Boer lost in combat
or via disaster. rolllwo dice. On a roll of 12
one mercenary (if any are available) is killed

instead. Needless 10 state, if no askaris,
Arabs or Boers are available, then mer
cenaries must be eliminated instead.

6) If the expedition is defeated and the explorer
captured. roll one die for each mercenary pre
sent. On a roll of 4-6, that mercenary is also
captured. Each turn that an explorer at
tempts to escape, roll also for each mercenary
also held captive. If the explorer escapes, any
mercenaries that also escape that turn will re
join the explorer's expedition, but may only
bring any muskets and rations (not members)
gained on the Consequences of Defeat Table
during the escape attempt. Any mercenaries
who fails to escape, or who escapes on a turn
prior to the explorer's escape, are lost per
manently.

7) Mercenaries may never be dismissed during
the course of a single expedition, and will
never desert the expedition-except in one in
stance. Any time an expedition enters a port
and does not return to Europe, roll one die
for each mercenary present. On a roll of 1 the
affected mercenary disappears into the port's
underworld (brothels and bars) and is never
seen by the explorer again.

8) Mercenaries who are not in temporary com
mand (see ection I above) of the expedition
may do "bearer work" without affecting any
askaris present.

9) Upon returning to Europe, an explorer roUs
one die per surviving mercenary in his expedi
tion. The sum of any die rolls made is equiv
alent to the number of Victory Points lost by
the explorer for that expedition. This loss of
ViclOry Points is due 10 the mercenary in
question "spilling his guts" in public and to
the "Yellow Press" about the particular

lnter-Tribal COMBAT RESULTS Table
dice roll odds-ratio

1-3 1-2 2-3 I-I 3-2 2-1 3-1

or ess
3 D D D D D D

D D

W W

W W W

W W

Comb•• Resull

D =AIIQcking tribe is d(/eO/ed. Returning the explorer counter 10 aU3cking tribco·s hex. Roll
,wo dice .nd consu!llheCon••quencr. of o.r••, T.I. (••e b.low). Al.o. roll One die. On.
roll of 4-6. Ihe expedition also consuhs Ihe regular Consequences of Defeat Table.

- = No Effl!Cl. Explorer COunter 15 returned 10 attacking tribe"s hex:.

W =AllQ~kers hO'oJl defeoled lorgel tribe. Roll on Tribal Consequences of Defeat Table (see
below) for def.nding tribe. For th. exp<dilion. roll On both ResullS of Victory T.ble•••
normal t bUI any askari losses arc always delermined utilizing the I·S·· cotumn of Table A.
Even ir all the explorer"s askaris are killed. the result does nol change. The expedition
automatically finds the native ....iIIage and may 1001 and lake prisoners as normal.

Modifi...

+ I ror cycry three: muskels taking paIl in balileon 81l3ckingsidc, up 10 a maximum modifica
tion of +J. The: expedition ma)' give (nol loan) extra muskets [0 th~ auacking tribe to increase the
tOlal number of muskeLS used ror that om: baltic-only. Any given or tfaded muskcLS will not be used
in subsequent warS.

T I if any Mercenarie with military skills (as delermined in Section Il)are prcscml in thecxpcdi·
lion.

Column hUts

Shift one column lerE if larget lribe occupies mountain. swamp. or jungle and 31lacker isn'l
nalive to Ihe same terrain Iype.

Shin one column righl if largel tribe occupies veldt and attacker is nalive to moum3in. swamp,
Or junKIe.

Inter-Tribal Bellicosity Table
dice roll result

2 No War. Tribe ambushes explorer. The tribe is no longer friendly,
but may be approached again by the same explorer

3 No War. Explorer is expelled from the tribe. The tribe is no
longer friendly, bUI may be approached again by the ame
explorer.

4-5 No War. Explorer must leave tribe's hex next turn, bUltribe re
mains freindly to that explorer.

6-8 No War. No effect.
9 Limited Raids. No war. Explorer loses I Victory Point. but

gains I captured native and 10 rations free of charge.
10-)) War. Proceed immediately to Step 3.

12 All-Out War. Any "no Effect" results on the Inter-Tribal Com
bat Result Table are ignored and dice are rolled until a final
result is achieved.

Consequences of Defeat Table
dice roll results

2 Tribe Destroyed. Remove the losing tribe's marker from the
map.

3 Population Loss. The losing tribe's size decreases by one level. A
small tribe is eliminated.

4 Tribe Migrates. The losing tribe moves one hex away from the
victor. Determine the direction of the move randomly. The hex
entered by the moving tribe may not be a hex adjacent to the vic
tor or one that is already occupied by another tribe. If no hex is
available, the defeated tribe remains where it is. If the defeated
tribe moves into one of the pre-printed hexes on the map it is
removed (but is not counted as destroyed). The hex entered may
be blank.

5-9 No Effect.
10 Tribe Subjugated. The losing tribe is taken over by the winner. If

the tribe friendly 10 the explorer wins, then the loser becomes
friendly also, and is treated as a friendly Iribe on subsequent
turns. If the t'llrget tribe wins in this case, the attacking tribe is no
longer considered friendly to the explorer.

II Population Loss. Same as in 3 above.
12 Tribe Destroyed. Same as in 2 above.
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other than simple military means for response
turn to the heart of the game, diplomacy.

With a good position, your best bet is to con
vince your enemy that you're not pushed off
balance by his temporary coup, and it would be best
for him to disengage, give back his ill-gotten gain,
and try elsewhere (perhaps with your aid). If it
looks as if your position will deteriorate further,
you will need allies in your fight. After all, if your
enemy will make significant gains (and you can
always claim "my home center" as a sizable gain
by itself), it may be worth another player's while to
stop him and help you. If things look really bad,
you may want to try the "suicide ploy". This is a
touchy matter which I'll take up in detail in my next
column.

Regardless of which diplomatic option you may
decide upon, remember that the most important
response to the loss of a home center is to remain
cairn. Likewise, remain fiexible. It may be well to
consider, however, how you appear to react as
opposed to how you're really reacting. You have
two choices, each with its own advantages.

You may appear calm and collected, and let
your opponent know that you intend to resist him
firmly. This sort of calm resolve may be the exact
opposite of what he's expecting, and may make him
reconsider his whole strategy. It may actually give
you the diplomatic initiative with him, even though
he has the military initiative on the board.

On the other hand, you can pretend 10 go to
pieces. Forewarned is forearmed as they say, and if
you let your opponent know you've got yourself
composed, he will playa careful game and keep all
his fences mended. If, however, he believes you've
become a sitting duck, he may miscalculate some
swift and easy gains. He may play less carefully
against you and he might get careless about keeping
his allies happy. His allies might also construe your
performance the same way ... he's going to get
much larger very quickly at your expense and they
may put pressure on him to stop. All these things
can work to your advantage, especially if coupled
with shrewd negotiations with your opponent's
allies and/or neighbors.

Remember, if a good act can earn millions for
somebody in Hollywood, it ought to net you atleasl
a couple of centers in DIPLOMACY. The best act
of all, sometimes, and the worst of all, sometimes,
is the one called "suicide". We'll look at it next
time.

~be (!Compleat lltplomat

ONLY LONDON? SO WHAT

[n my last column, I discussed the probable
effects on your victim of a stab which grabs a home
supply center. Anyone who plays DIPLOMACY
for a while will see ... as [ have seen ... a player in
an otherwise fairly good position simply fold up
and die because he lost a home supply center. And
there is no denying that the psychological shock of
uch a loss is often great, especially in a high stress

game like The GAME.
Suppose, however, that you are the victim. The

last thing in the world you want to do is fold up and
die. Why give the other guy that satisfaction? Last
Column I suggested that this sort of ploy was just
the sort of thing to do as a way of demoralizing your
victim. This time I will suggest some ways ofdealing
with the tactic when someone else uses it on you.
The regular reader may recall an earlier column,
"Is Munich Burning?" (Vol. 20, No.3) in which I
discussed this problem from the specific point of
view of a 1901 situation in which France occupies
German Munich.

If one loses a home supply center, the first thing
not to do is panic. That's what the enemy hopes you
will do. The first thing you hould do then is to
reassess your situation. [f this is the latest loss in a
position that has steadily been going downhill, then
you may be hard-pressed merely to survive. For
now, however, assume that the capture of a home
center is a first or early stage in an attack on you at
any point in the game. It is a shock to you and, as a
tactic, was intended as such. In tead of being un·
nerved, ask yourself two questions, First, "What
have I really lost?" Second, "How strong am I right
now?"

What have I really lost? It is important to realize
that the difference between a home center and any
other is fairly minimal. If, for instance, you're an
eight-center Germany and somebody grabs Den
mark away, you might vow to get it back and punish
the transgressor, but in and of itself it's not that big
a deal. However, if instead of Denmark, you lost
Berlin, should you go to pieces? Decidedly not.
Germany still has seven centers instead of eight.
The only thing lost is a build center. You still have
two left (although admittedly it becomes more dif
ficult keeping one open for a build). In this situa
tion you need to stay calm treat this loss as no
greater than any other.

How strong am I right now? First of all, assess
how strong you are against the obvious threat-the
guy who grabbed your center. The loss of a home
center can involve a serious breach of your defenses
if all your units are on another front. But if you
hold the line against this new enemy, you're in good
shape. [f not, try to find any line you can hold, and
any place you can delay hi advance for as long as
possible. [f you have a good opportunity for a
counterattack, so much the better. And there are

discoveries made during the expedition. Am
bitious and often inebriated Europeans exer
cised far less discretion than natives, Arabs,
or disinterested Boer farmers I

Note that in the case of starvation, Arabs will desert
as normal, but Boers and mercenarie will remain
with the expedition and be considered sick (as in the
case of an explorer). In the case of any disaster af
fecting askaris, Arabs and Boers and Mercenaries
may (and sometimes must) at the player' option be
taken in place of regular askaris. Record keeping
for Mercenaries, Arabs and Boers may be handled
on a modified Expedition make-up sheet, keeping
in mind that Mercenaries have special sldlls and
Leadership Ratings and that all three new character
classes contribute to the carrying capacity of the ex
pedition. Note that it is impo sible to have Arabs
and Boers in the same expedition.

Continued on Page 31, Column 3

m. Inter-Tribal Warfare
There are no rules in SOURCE OF THE NILE

provid.ing for deliberate attacks by an expedition on
a native tribe. Of course, any explorer might at
tempt to deliberately provoke a tribe in hopes of
winning a victory and gaining loot, but this sort of
thing entails enormous risks. The various European
societies which financed expeditions into Africa did
not generally encourage open confrontation with
the natives, that being after all the business of
governments and their armies. Warfare between
African tribes, however, was no les frequent than
that occuring between the civilized nations, and a
clever explorer could often utilize inter-tribal
enmities to his advantage, playing off one native
tribe against another. The Arabs successfully did
this for several centuries. Players who wish to do
this (for loot, revenge, or both) may use the follow
ing rule.

Any explorer who is nOt a Missionary, Doctor,
Ethonolgist/Anthropologist may allempt to incite
warfare between adjacent native tribes. The tribe an
explorer is attempting to incite must be friendly.
During the phase normally reserved for bartering,
the explorer wi hing to incite warfare must use the
following procedures:

Step I: The explorer in question makes a
Leadership Check. If it fails, no war is
possible this tum, and play proceeds as
normal. If the LC succeeds, proceed to
Step 2.

Step 2: Roll two dice, add or subtract any ap
propriate modifiers, and consult the
Inter-Tribal Bellicosity Table detailed
below. If the resulting number is 10-12,
then proceed immediately to Step 3. If
not, proceed as normal with the turn.

Step 3: Move the explorer counter into the hex
with the target tribe. This must be an ad
jacent hex. This in effect represents the
movement of both the friendly tribe and
the expedition into the target tribe's ter
ritory. The expedition must participate
in any war it incites.

Step 4: Determine the basic odds-ratio. Each
tribe has a basic strength according to
its size. A small tribe has a strength of I,
a medium tribe has a strength on, and a
large tribe has a strength of 3. The
strength of the incited tribe is compared
to that of the target tribe to gain the
basic odds ratio (a large tribe attacking
a small tribe would yield 3-1 odds, etc.),
which is then found at the top of the
Combat Results Table (see below).

Step 5: Determine any appropriate column
shifts and dice roll modifiers, roll two
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THE GRAND ART
Tactics in FREDERICK THE GREAT

By W. Woon

Never in lhe history of warfare has the practice
of deciding national policy by force of arms so ap
proached art as in the formalized and carefully pro·
fessional wafS of Frederick, lhe So[dier·King. The
Avalon Hill Game Company's FREDERICK THE
GREA T highlights this art as no other game.
Frederick. enlightened despollhat he was. SCt down
his thoughts on Ihe conduct of war in the classic
Military Instructions. Although recommended
reading to all students of warfare and the period, it
is a difficult piece of writing, Frederick rambles on
about every aspect of war. and patience must be
exercised to cull the true gems of his technique from
the pages. He does stress repeatedly Ihe three most
important activities of the army-siege, maneuver,
and bailIe. Not surprisingly, these selfsame three
aspects are highlighted in the game. Since the in
stinct of most garners is, unfortunately, to get on
with the fighting fast rather than using finesse, let
us turn our investigation of taetleS to that first.

Battle
In FREDERICK, ballie is not an end to itself,

but only the means to an end-victory. The main
aim of any battle is to either demoraliz.e or destroy
an enemy field army so that a siege may proceed un
disturbed, This must be kept firmly in mind. Caus
ing casualties is but a s~ondary consideration.

It is most important to fight only when
necessary. Do not give battlejust for the sake of giv
ing baltle, When a fight is inevitable, the attack
must be made at optimum odds. Unlike other
games, the strongest attack is not always the best
battle.

Example I: A Frenchfone led by French LJ (IV:O)
pounces onfive SPs led by Hannover/an L3 (I V: I).
Thinking that more is beller, the French pfayer re/n
forces Ll with more SPs under L4 (lV:I), /0 make
the 10/01 odds 18 SPs to 5 (3000/0 odds). The French
player rolls a 4, which is not modifiedas thecombllt
bonllses cancel alii. Man D/eu! French lose 2 SPs,
Hannover/ans I SP. Hannoverians toke 2 SPs of
French troops prisoner. The remaining !4 SPs are
demoralized and must re/real, Final score: French
I, Hannoverlans 18. This Is IlOt afreak result; the
odds ofit happening were 5 out of 6!

The difficulty of obtaining an optimum attack
(and the consequences of not making an optimum
attack, as illustrated in the above example) makes
battle a dicey proposition to be risked only for
assured gain. The first general rule when one must
fight is that one should know the strength of the
enemy force. A little dcduetion from initial force
levels should provide a maximum; needless-to-say,
a player should keep tabs on all force reorganiza
tions. To determine the minimum, a player should
gather as large a force as possible and allempt an
overwhelmingat13ck. If the attack succeeds, well and
good; even if it fails, valuable intelligence will
nevertheless have been obtained about the mini
mum strength of the enemy (simply divide the
number of SPs in the attacking force by four and
round the result up to the next highest SP; the
enemy must have at Icast that number of SPs).
Using these techniques a player will be able to
establish roughly how strong the enemy is. Never
attack unless this is done.

A more preeise method is possible when one has
a superior leader available (i.e., a leader with a
higher IV than the enemy leader). The friendly
leader should be marched into the hex to be recon
noitered in the Forced March Phase with no more

than five SPs. This force will have first option to
initiate combat during the ensuing Combat Phase
by virtue of the leader's superior IV; attack! The
opposing player will have to reveal the exaet
strength of his force. If the altaeking force is less
than 33~0 as strong as the defending force, no com
bat will occur and the attackers escape unscathed.
They can use the following friendly March Phase
either to escape or to reinforce in preparation for a
serious attack. If an attack is possible (i.e., the
attacking force is at least 33~0 as strong as the de
fending force), the most that a force of five SPs can
lose is one; the least that the defender will lose is one
SP (see the Percentage Loss Table). The actual
losses being equal, the force with the inferior leader
will be demoralized. When using this tactic, it is im
portant to ensure two things: first, at least twO
leaders must be present in case a leader loss result is
rolled; secondly, the enemey should not be allowed
to initiate combat-an attack at 4000/0 odds will be
disastrous.

Having determined the strength of the enemy,
the next step is to make an optimum attack. This
does not mean getting there "furstest with the
mostest". Combat in FREDERICK belies the
canard that God (or at least Lady Luck) is on the
side of the big battalions. Table I shows the most
likely results of attacks on the enemy by forces of a
cenain strength. The number to the left of the
stroke is the likely loss to the altacker; the number
to the right is the defender's probable loss. Note
that unless a 4OO~0 attack is possible. piling men on
sometimes reduces the chances of a favorable
result. Even one superfluous SP can turn certain
victory into abject defeat. In Example I the extra
SPs that the French use did nothing to increase their
chances of winning; by placing them on a higher
line of the Percentage Loss Table. they only served
to swell the casualties. The moral is clear; do not
under any circumstances employ more than is
necessary to get the exact odds. An extra SP may
well result in defeat snatched from the jaws of
victory.

An optimum attack docs not demand the
highest odds obtainable. Such an attack is defined
as an altaek that guarantees the demoralization of
the enemY,-or failing that, a draw {i.e.. neither
side is demoralized)-without risking the demor
alization of the friendly force. Table 2 shows the
optimum attacks against enemy forces of the in
dicated strength. Note that combat bonuses have
been left out of the caleulation; a positive or
negative net bonus will affect the optimum,

Note lhat attacks requiting more than 50 SPs
are omitted from Table 2 since it is usually impossi
ble to field such a large force. To illustrate the
dangers of believing that higher odds are always
better, consider the following:

Example 2: Austrian L5 (IV:O). commands aforce
of 15 SPs. He Is allacked by Prussiall L4 (IV:/). If
the Prussians allack with five SPS (33% odds),
demoralization of Ihe Austrians is guaranteed. If
the Prussians employ len SPs (66% odds) their
chances a/winning are now lout of6; there ISll516
"hanceofa draw. If the Prussiansadd IIfllTtherfive
SPs (lo/alling 15 SPs, 100% odds) they actually run
the risk (a 116 chance) of loslngl

As a matter of general doctrine, a leader should
not attack a superior leader. If the differential is - I
there is, under certain conditions, a possibility of a
draw, no more. If the differential is worse. only
those with lemming-like tendencies will con-

template attacking.
A leader faced with a belter-led force should

blend into the background and try to avoid combat.
Combat with a leader who is superior by one in
initiative can be risked only when leading a force of
16 SPs or more (to avoid the five·SP attack. dis
cussed below). The best form of defence is to con
ceal the true Strength of one's force to preclude the
possibility of an optimum attack upon it.

When faced with an equal leader, attack at
200~0 odds or beller. This is only a general rule.
Consult Table 2 for exceptions. When defending,
the larger the force commanded the better, to make
it difficult for one's opponent to get the requisite
odds.

A superior leader has nothing to fear except his
own incompetence. Provided that no superfluous
strength is used, a superior leader can attack with
impunity. Of course, if one is playing the Allies, a
draw is counter-productive. A superior leader has a
devastating tactic at his disposal: the five-SP at·
tack. Examine the Percentage Loss Table. A force
of five SPs can lose no more than one SP, Examine
the Combat Result Table. Any attack, even at the
worst odds, is guaranteed to innict at least one SP
loss on the enemy. If a force of five SPs attacks any
enemy force of 15 SPs or less, the guaranteed result
is Ill. In such a case, the defending force will be
demoralized because of its inferior initiative. The
five SP attack guarantees the demoralization of the
enemy at a minimal cost. Hence the need for an in
ferior leader to keep his force at least 16 SPs strong
so as to avoid this devastating attack,

A superior leader can rest easy in the knowledge
that no attack by a force led by an inferior leader
can demoralize him. One should beware of the
possibility of being whittled down so that an over
whelming attack can be conducted, however,

Maneuver
There are only six reasons to move at all in the

game:

I) To attempt to capture enemy fortresses;
2) To defend against such an attempt;
3) To destroy or demoralize an enemy force;
4) To avoid destruction ordemoralization;
5) To cause enemy losses through attrition;
And 6) To avoid such losses.

Any move that does not lead directly or indirectly to
the atlainment of one of these objectives is a
pointless move and should be eschewed. The first
and the second reasons will be discussed in con
nection with Siege Tactics below. Let us coneen·
trate on the others here.

The easiest way to force a battle is to advance
into the enemy's hex during the friendly Force
March Phase. This may cause march attrition, but
if the battle is necessary (and only necessary battles
should ever be fought) that must be taken as part of
the cost. If it is desired to avoid a disadvantageous
battle, it is essential to maneuver so that the enemy
cannot e10se during the Force March Phase. This
involves keeping the Friendly force at least seven
M Ps away from the enemy at the end of the friendly
March Phase. The enemy will then be forced to use
both Force March Phase and March Phase to close
for combat. Combat can easily be avoided by force
marching out of the hex. The desideratum is to be
exactly 7 MPs away from the enemy; close enough
to threaten his supply line, yet far enough so that he
cannot close in the Force March Phase. This tactic
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TABLE 1:
Likely Losses Attacking Force (AF) vs. Defending Force (DF)
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3/3 3/3 3/3 3/3

16

5/1

but have not yet trapped it by besieging the city. The
Russian force is supplied through a chain ofdepots
ending at 3332. This depot isgarrisoned by two SPs.
The Prussians cannol save Colberg by attacking the
Russian army. Nor do they have to. They should
salty forth in the Force March Phase with aforce of
nine SPs (the extra is fO compensate for possible
march attrition), overwhelm the depot and return in
the March Phase. Because they are leaving supply,
they will lose another SP to supply al/rilion. In
return for the possible loss of two SPs, the Prus
sians will have captured the two SP Russian army
out ofsupply. The entireforce of24 SPs will have to
march post-haste back into supply, without even
pausing to chastise the impudent Prussians. More
importantly, the siege ofColberg wilt have been set
back at least three game turns.

When attempting to cut enemy supply lines the
Austrians should not neglect to use their zecs.
One way to do this is to leave only one SP at a
strategic spot rather than risk the entire field army.
This should be done during the Austrian March
Phase. [f the Prussians overwhelm the gallant
defenders in their Force March Phase (hopefully
having lost a SP by march attrition) there is always a
chance of getting them back through exchange of
prisoners. [f they remain unmolested, they can be
recovered in the Austrian Force March Phase Of

March Phase. Needless to say. this tactic should be
used sparingly.
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How one achieves this depends on whether one
is willing to risk a battle or not. If one does not wish
to fight, one should maneuver against the enemy's
supply depots during the friendly Force March
Phase. The object is to make an overwhelming at
tack against a crucial depot or attack it when it can
not be reinforced, then march to safety in the im
mediately following friendly March Phase. There
are three risks inherent in this course: first, by mov
ing in the Force March Phase one risks march attri
tion. Secondly, if the maneuver requires the friendly
force to leave supply, SPs will be lost through sup
ply attrition. Finally, there is always the risk that
the friendly force will not be beyond retribution at
the end of the March Phase. Such is war. To com
pensate, there are several benefits to be gained,
Firstly, there will be the capture or destruction of
the enemy depot garrison. Next, the enemy will be
forced to retreat, losing time and SPs. Third, the
enemy's offensive will be in abeyance until the
laborious and time-consuming task of rebuilding
the depot is completed. Finally, the bad experience
will force the enemy to be more circumspect in his
future advance, causing him to detach troops to
garrison his line of communications, to the de
triment of his spearhead force.

Example 4: (continued from Example 3): The Rus
sians have bottled up the Prussian corps in Colberg,

is especially effective against forces led by a 2 or 3
IV leader. Substantial losses can be caused to the
enemy through march attrition.

If the enemy is not so cooperative as to allow
one to close with him, he must be forced to come to
the friendly force. The most effective way to do this
is to sit on his sole supply source during the friendly
March Phase. A leader with an IV of I or 0 who
begins a friendly Movement Phase (march or force
march) out of supply must move back into supply.
Ideally, the enemy will be forced to actually enter
the hex occupied by the friendly force, which can
then attack. Even if this does not happen, there is a
chance that losses will be caused by march attrition,
or through supply attrition, or preferably by both.
This tactic is best used in the supply deserts (viz.,
Poland, Bohemia between Prague and Koniggratz,
and the German States north of Frankfort-am
Rhein).

Example 3: 24 Russian SPs under LJ (IV:)) desire
10 crush a cheeky Prussian force of Iwelve SPs led
by L4 (IV:)). The Prussians unsportingly refuse 10

cooperate. The Russian should wail until Ihe Prus
sians are norlh-eaSI of Colberg, say around hex
3534, threatening the Russian depots in Poland.
During Ihe March Phase Ihe Russians should ad
vance onto Colberg ilself, even ifIhis means leaving
supply (Ihey wilt nOI suffer attrilion unlil Ihe Prus
sian player turn). The next Phase is the Prussian
Force March Phase. The Prussians must attempt to
re-establish supply. To do so they must return to
Colberg which is the nearest supply source (it is im
possible in this case to reach a port from which they
can be supplied from Stettin or Kustrin). With any
luck Ihe Prussians witl lose SPs force marching.
Moreover, once the Prussions enter Colberg they
can be bottled up (if they enter the fortress) or at
tacked (if they do not).

If both players play well, it will often happen
that neither will be able to force a decisive engage
ment. Losses will then be caused by attrition. Attri
tion losses occur from force marching and supply
attrition, Thus one should aim at placing the enemy
out of supply, This will force him to force march,
thereby risking march attrition, or lose strength
through supply attrition (see Example 3).

Siege
A properly defended fortress is extremely dif·

ficult to capture. One cannot often simply overrun
it and must instead starve it out. [n FREDERICK
siege is a very time consuming process and requires
great precision of play. However, it is usually
necessary to capture only one or two enemy
fortresses to ensure victory.

In order to conduct a siege unmolested it is
desireable that no undemoralized enemy force be in
the vicinity. This requires that the enemy be
brought to battle and demoralized as soon as possi
ble. Since it is a rare enemy who will obligingly
march into the lion's mouth. a bailie must be forced
as described above. Alternatively, the enemy can be
forced to fight by threatening effectively to capture
a fortress .

It is possible to forge ahead and damn the
torpedoes. However, such a bull-headed advance
usually ends in a rabbit-footed retreat. Rarely will
one be able to capture an enemy fortress by a direct
advance without lengthy and careful prior prepara
tion. FREDERICK is not a game for the savage
minded and inelegant.

A siege should be supplied from at least two
sources. The best sources are friendly fortresses,
since these cannot be destroyed. However, it is a
rare siege that can be supplied by two friendly
fortresses (exceptions being a Prussian siege of
Koniggrau and a French siege of Munster). It will
therefore be necessary to construct at le.ast ol1e. and

7,13,19,29,38

LD ~ Lead.rship Diff.r.ntial. i.•.• lb. JV of lh. attacking lead.r
mi.nus the IV of tbe defending leader.

• ~ A draw is lh. only possibl. result (or ,h. mOSI liJce.ly resull).

TABLE 2:
Optimum Attacking Forces

LD -I 0 +1 +2,+3
DF

I A 2· 3·
• • •

3 A 3·5·6·9·
• •

5 A 5· ,8·,10· ,15· 5,8,10,15 5.8.10.15

5,7,11,1421 5,7,11,14,21
•

569141827

11 22· 5·,2233 5.8·,18.22,33 5,8.11,18.2233
•

5,9,13 20,26,39

A = An auack On such 3 force should be avoided. DemorallzalioD
of lh. auacking force th.lik.ly result.

= No oplimum attack possible. The snaCK given is the best
llnder tbe circumstances. There is a risk of the attacking force
being demoralized.



more likely IWO, supporting depots. The reason for
having twO separate sources is so that the enemy
cannot disrupt operations by descending on one's
sole source of supply at an inconvenient moment (as
was done by the Prussians in Example 4 above).
This of course takes time. The job should never be
rushed. Remember only a couple of fortresses need
to be captured.

The placement of supporting depots (the ones
directly supplying the siege) is important. The first
rule is that they should be placed as far apart as
possible, to preclude their destruction by the enemy
inone fell swoop. The second rule is that the depots
should preferably beplaced at least seven MPs from
the fortress to be besieged. This will prevent the
enemy from sallying forth in his Force March
Phase, destroying a depot, and returning 10 his
sanctuary in his March Phase. By placing the depot
at least seven MPs away, any enemy force that at
tempts to deslroy it lays itself open to retribution.
Thirdly, if possible, the depots should be situated
outside enemy supply range (i.e., so placed that an
enemy raiding force must march out of supply to
reach them). This is only possible for the Allies. If
this is done. often the depot will be impossible to
destroy, given the restrictions on leaders operating
out of supply.

These supporting depots should be garrisoned
with as large a force as possible. Two SPs is the
minimum if there is an enemy field army active. Use
at least two unit counters: the top should be a one,
the bottom can be anything up to eight SPs. This is
loconceal the true strength of the garrison from the
enemy and to make it difficult for him to gather
exactly enough for an overwhelming allacl::. These
principles apply equally to any depot threatened by
an enemy force.

There are twO ways of defending against a
siege-direct and indirecl. Both should preferably
be wed in conjunction. A direct defense consists of
having a field force in the vicinity of the threatened
fortress. This field force would threaten the enemy
supply line, preventing the establishment of the
double supporting depot system. One method has
been illustrated in Example 4 above; this should be
done if battle is to be avoided. Alternatively, if an
optimum attack can be made, it should be made.
However, if the enemy is competent, this course is
usually out of the question. If all else fails. retreat
the field force into the city when it is on the verge of
being invested. The chances of capturing a fortress
defended by a I IV leader arc lout of 3: if defended
by a 2 IV leader, the odds are lout of 6. A fortress
defended by Frederick himself can never be cap
tured. The disadvantage of this course is that it
removes valuable leaders from the field. Moreover.
onee the city falls. the enemy may sacrifice the SPs
to capture the leader (by demanding surrender).

The more effective way 10 defend against a siege
istocounteratlack an enemy fonress. For example,
a thrust against Koniggratz could be met with a
counter-thrust at Neissc. This sort of aggressive
defense is to be preferred to a direct defense of the
threatened fortress (an essentially passive course).
The enemy will be tempted to divert troops to con
tain tlte threat. to tlte detriment of his own offen·
5ive. Two specific situations will serve to illustrate
the proper mode of conducting a siege.

Example5: Hannoverian siege of We.5el. We.5el i.5 in
supply range of the Hannoverian fortress of
MUrl.5ter. The tempTOtion is to leap OntO We.sel 0.5
soon aspossibleand begin digging. This rempfalion
must be resisted. The French can ea.5ily COUnfer rhis
by beseiging Mun.5ter irsel/, being .5upplied from
DUS5eldorf. Insfead. the Hannoverians should con·
struct a supporting depot al 2(j{)(j, A depot .5ilUated
Ihere will be oUI.5ide French .5upply range. /I can be
Quacked only by a Frenchforce led by a II V leader
Ihat begins its Force March Phase in 2204, 2205, or
211)6 if a Hannoverian force OCt:upie.5 the We.5el

hex. (This is because a leader with all IV of / mUSf
rerrear ifhe begin.5 a movemenf pho:;e out ofsupply;
rhe.5e are Ihe only hexe.5 where such a leader can be
in supply and yet reach Ihe depot in one pho:;e.)
Since it is seven MPs from Wesel, il cannot be
reached from that city in one phase and is conse
quen/ly safefrom altack by a Frenchforce ba.5ed in
the city.

The best French defense consist!i of a counter
siege of Munster. This can be supplied from
DU!iSeldorf. The Hannoverians cannot continue the
siege of We!iel as well as interrupt the !iiege of
Munsrer wifhout reinforcemen/S. The re!iu/f will
probably be a /rade-off. Westl for Munster.

Example 6: Coalilion siege of Dre!iden. A .5iege of
Dresden ha!i 10 be !iupplied fhrough depots. Since
Prague i!i so easily neufralited, if would be unwi!ie
fa use ir 0:; the !iole ferminus of Ihe depol chain.
Therefore it is necessary fa conslruct two chains:
one from Prague and the other from Nuremberg.
A IIea:;r rhreedepot!i will be required. Theconslruc
fion of rhese will take !iome time, !iO it is essential
that Frederick be distracted by operalion!i else
where while the !iiege is in progress. /1 i!i al!io
de!iireable Ihat any Prussian field forces be
demoralized; accordingly, ir is recommended thOl
Ihe siege be conducted by Austrian L3 assisted by a
French corps ofatlefl!it 1/ SPS led by a I /V leader
and the Imperial corps at Nuremberg.

The French and Imperial troops should con
struCf thedepotsconnecled ro Nuremberg. The/irst
should be in either 12/7 or 1//9; the latter location
is preferable since the mountains form a barrier
against the Prussians in Saxony. The second depot
(the supporting depol) should be construCled in
/420. This localion hasseveral advanlOges. Being in
a moun/ain hex, a defending force will receive the
defensive benefit. Secondly, a depot located there
threatens both Torgau and Dresden, This depol
should be garrisoned by Ihe entire French corps.
(Imperial trOOps may garrison the other depot.)
Alterna/ively, for grealer!ieCUrify, the depor can be
built in /322, connetfing also with Prague. (If this is
done, it is important not ro allow it to be caplUred
in/act. !iince Ihis will allow the Prussians TO conduct
a siege of Prague from rwo bases immediately.)
Meanwhile, Ihe Austrians should construct a depof
af 1225. This is seven MPsfrom Dresden. In addi
tion, itwi!l be connected to Nuremberg through the
depot or 1322 (assuming thedepof is built there).

Once fhe Coalition completes fhe depot system,
the fall of Dresden isjust a mailer of time. To save
fhe city, the Prussians may have fa fighf. If Ihe
Coalifionforcesureled by rhe Ausrrian L3, fheonly
leader who has a chance of victory is Frederick.
Thus Ihe only defense against an offensive like Ihis
is fa prevent the establishment ofthe depot sySfem.
If the CoaWion manages to complete Ihe IWO sup
poning depor!i, the Prussians will be in a lot of
trouble.

To Summarize:

I. Since tlte capture of only one or two fortresses
will guarantee victory, decide at the beginning of
tlte game on your objectives and stick to them.

2. Do not make pointless moves that do not con·
tribute towards the attainment of your chosen ob
jectives, especially during the Force March Pltase.

3. Remember that battle is only the means to an
end (the capture of specific fortresses) rather than
an end in itself.

4. When a ballle is necessary (and only necessary
baltles should be fought), attack with the optimum
force; more is not necessarily beller.

In short, to succeed at FREDERICK THE
GREA Tone should cultivate an eighteenth century
altitude towards war: leisurely, scientific and averse
to unnecessary bloodshed. You'll find it works

quite well. *
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dice and cross-reference the results with
the odds-ratio on the Inter-Tribal Com
bat Results Table. This yields the result
of lhe war.

Step 6: Applylhe resullSOfthewar immediately.

'1ote that on a "0" or "-" result on the Inter·
fribal Combat Results Table, the expedition must
return to the attacking tribe's hex. On a "W"
result, however, the expedition may remain in the
defeated tribe's hex at the explorer's option. If for
any reason a tribe's original hex is vacated, roll one
die. On a roll of I the victorious tribe immediately
occupies the defeated tribe's former hex. Note that
if the tribe friendly to the explorer is forced to
migrate, the expedition may (but is not required to)
accompany that tribe to its new hex. Note that if a
tribe incited to war by an explorer is defeated, that
particular tribe may never be incited to war by that
particular explorer again. (No dummies here!)

For each war actually incited (i.e., where the
Combat Results Table is consulted), the responsible
explorer loses 3 Victory Points. If either tribe is
destroyed in a bailIe. the explorer responsible loses
3 additional Victory Points. unless the explorer in
question is a Journalist, who loses no additional
Points (makes exciting copy for the home
audience).

IV. Odds and Ends
Considering how important horsef1esh was to

the nalive trade (it was the third most in-demand
European article, after guns and ardent spirits,
respectively), it seems odd that no provision was
made in the original rules for bartering them. To
remedy this, allow explorers to offer horses in trade
to a native tribe. Each turn, a tribe will pay the ex
plorer "X +3" (4-9) gifts for each horse offered in
trade. The rate of exchange for horses varies each
turn just as it does with all other tradeables. Camels
may also be bartered in this manner, but only to
triDes located in a desert hex. Horses may never be
traded 10 natives located in swamp or lake hexes
(they'd only eat them).

If any explorer receives the bonus discovery
"Friendly Chief signs over all his lands to your
mother country", note the tribe Ihat does so. If the
explorer in question publishes that hex, the tribe in
question is permanently removed from the map (it
suffers the same fate as the many triDes who no
doubt occupied the pre-printed hexes that ring lhe
game map).

If an explorer receives the "Stop War" or
"Witness Large Tribal BailIe" bonus discovery,
tlten there will certainly be a tribe in an adjacent
hex. If there already is. do nothing further. If not,
determine the hex randomly. The hex in question
may be blank, but may not be a pre-printed hex. Do
not determine the size of the new tribe until an ex
pedition actually enters its hex.

And finally, may I suggest that when an ex
plorer receives tlte "Elephant Stampede" disaster,
add +4 to the Consequences of Defeat Table dice
roll, instead of 2. If only 2 is added, it is possible
that a bizarre situation may occur-fancy elephants
taking prisoners!
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A PERSPECTIVE ON
SOLITAIRE METHODOLOGY

Going It Alone in FORTRESS EUROPA
By Terry Alan Baney

Of latc, the question of solitaire play in the
hobby has taken on a sudden notoriety. Just why
this is so is nO! altogether clear. although the solo
implications of computer-style gaming may have
something to do with the trend as well as the flurry
of [ellers appearing in The GENERAL in recent
months. The irony of all this lies in the fact thaI solo
play has long been a part of simulation gaming
while direel attention to its lurking presence has
been marginal. As a devotee of such gaming for
over twO del:ades. [ have occasionally sensed the in
equities in this silUalion bUI found lillie cause for
complaint. After all, most of the simulations we[e
readily conducive to solitaire and most of what ap
peared in the hobby journals was every bit as viable
to my styleof playas it was to the morecompctitively
oriented garners. Who could argue with improved
orders-of-baltle, optional rules and variants, or in
depths analyses of the strengths and weaknesses of
a game's counter mix? Indeed, it could even be said
that solo wargaming directly benefited from the
hobby's maturation process which increasingly
focused upon historicity and realism at the expense
of pure playability.

Still. 1am not certain that this was what the fuss
was (or is) all about. Perhaps the hobby has reached
the point where it must face up to political implica
tions regarding the status of its membership. Butl
tend to doubt it. The notion of a ··national front for
the liberation of solitaire" seems strangely in
congruous-probably even to solo gamers them
selves. More than likely. gamers simply want to get
on with their gaming without having to worry about
questions of Status or what others in the hobby think
of them. If the ORIGINS convention is any indica
tion. we certainly come in all shapes and sizes
anyway.

While there do appear to be those in the hobby
who feel somewhat slighted as a result of their
solitaire preference, I suspect that it may have more
to do with game design questions than with political
ideology. As our games have become more histor
ically recognizable as simulations, the impact upon
solitaire play has produced mixed blessings. Theera
during which uncertainty was simulated largely by
the roll of a die on a combat results table has given
way to more elaborate efforts. Among the concerns
frequently addressed in newcr "state·of-the·art"
designs are limited intelligence subsystems and
"fog of war" inclusions. This could mean anything
from hidden or simultancous troop movement \0
secret allocation of air or naval forces. For the
solitaire player this means either a reluctance to
purchase these items or a decision to purchase
coupled with the hope that some home-made
remedy could be fashioned that would render the
game playable.

Occasionally a bit of tinkering is feasible
especially in those designs wherein the obstacle is
but a minor inconvenience to overall thrust of the
game. Avalon Hill's reworking of John Edward's
FORTRESS EUROPA comes to mind. Here the
most notable impediments to solo enjoyment arc
the deployment of German panzer forces not
already determined by the set-up guidclines, and the
allocation of both Allied and German air units to
the variety of missions depicted. To the designer,
such decisions were clearly concessions to playability
and competitive uncertainty so as not to create a

stereotype situation. Additionally, of course. such
options enabled the players to experiment with
alternative strategics that could improve their per
formance levels in subsequent playings. For the
solitaire gamer. the trick is to devise a method
which would make the game playable for only one
participant whilc retaining a measure of the un
predictability. Not every solo player will emerge
from this process with identical solutions to those
used by others. But every solitaire enthusiast who
wants toenjoy FORTRESS EUROPA on their own
must come to terms with these hurdles inherent in
the design.

My 0"'·1'1 approach is based, understandably,
upon personal judgements and preferences. Each
solo tinkerer will find his or her own level of
salisfaction of these matters, conten! to apply a
method that reflects whatever they value and the
time they wish 10 devote 10 the problem. As for the
panzer deployment. I generally use one of twO ap
proaches. Either the hidden placement will be dis
carded outright and the units positioned on tile map
as part of whatever placement I felt ""as compatible
with the historical options, or various districtl
sectors will be numbered. If the numbering is used,
panzers are placed based upon a random die roll
once all other set-ups of pre·determined units have
been made. This latter method is not entirely irra
tional, as the German Command itself was some·
what undecided on the proper positioning of these
forces and Hitler was given to sudden and erratic
changes of mind on the subjecl. In fact, panzer
units were in transit to new sectors when the actual
invasion occurred, which suggests that a continuing
re-evaluation was taking place in June t944.

Similarly, the site of the initial Allied invasion is
also left to die roll determination. Each possible
beach area is assigned a number and the onslaught
comes with neither side able to guarantee its loca
tion. Generally the die roll is weighted somewhat in
favor of a cross--ehannel assault and slightly against
the likelihood of a first·strike in Southern France.
This does still leave the possibility of a Southern
France invasion, however, as the Germans them
selves were unwilling to totally discount this pros·
pect. In any event. the element of surprise is re
tained and play eommenccs as usual.

With regard to air-allocation missions, a dif
ferent perspective is used. My reading of the cam·
paign for France in 1944 has led me to believe Ihat
the success of the Allied (especially American)
operations was due in large part to ajudicious usage
of air power coupled with a limited range of
counter·options for the German commanders.
Berlin's multiple worries over the threats and needs
of other theatres, including protection of the home
front from strategic bombing, meant that the Luft
waffe was incapable of concerted action. Admittedly
100, there was no knowledge thalthe war in Europe
would be over in about nine months and all avail
able air units could not be committed in tOO
arbitrary a manner.

As such, it seems appropriate to permit the
Allies freedom of selection on the usc of their air
mission assignments, but not the German com
mander in the West. Once I decide on how best to
distribute my Allied planes, the German com
mander's commitments are randomly determined
by allocating a die-roll number to possible Axis air

missions. The German must live with ,,·hat he gets
with little or no ability to pre-determine this. Under
the circumstances, this will mean that the Allies
must position their own air resources to cover any
variety of potential German responses without cer
tainty of what these may be. The German, mean·
while, must conduct his operations on the ground
witll the altitude that, if periodic air suppOrt
becomes available, it comes as a pleasant surprise
bonus. Understandably this method handicaps the
German and reduces his maneuverability as far as
slrategic (and even tactical) options are coneerned.
Historically I would suspect that most Gerntan
commanders would recognize this predicament as
closer to the reality of the silllation than free Ger
man allocation.

In all other respectS, FORTRESS EUROPA is
quite easily played solitaire. Essentially the gamer
will perform as best he can for both sides. The die
rolling in tile land conflict will largely determine the
now of events, and I permit the Allied player to
select his second invasion site based upon what is
best from his vantage poii'll. E'·en the air allocation
issue will lend to remove itself ""hen weather in·
tervenes and grounds the planes on all sides.

There are, of course, more sophisticated ap·
proaches 10 all of this. Some solo players may
prefer to wrile orders for certain army or army
group objccti\'es or randomly roll on a self
designated table for such mailers as obligatory
withdraws from a ddense line. obligatory standfast
entrenchment, and so forth. How intensely one
may choose to explore such varieties of uncertainty
in the playing of the game is limiled only by time
and desire. My suggestion, ho"'·ever. would be to
consider certain factors whene"er randomization
techniques arc employed. One would be Ihatthe im·
pact generated by the design adjustment not
arbitrarily force the conflict being simulated into
grossly unhistoric or unrealistic directions. (If the
gamc in question is not a historical event one may
feel somewhat less restrained in this area. But if the
conflict is hypothetical, remember that the designer
undoubtedly ga"e considerable auention to ereat·
ing at least a measure of play balance into his work.)
Randomized decisions applied exclusively to one
side or the other ""ill likely cause dislocations in Ihe
balance. It is always possible, of course, that you
will consider this to be acceptable. A lack of aware
ness of such impact, however. may otherwise
destroy a large portion of the enjoyment in play and
rob the outcome of much of its mystery. Like
solitaire in card games. much of the auraetion is
tied to the uncertainty over which card will turn up
or estimates as to where or when a card might
appear. In board-wargaming. repeated play of a
design is often tied to the interplay of your own
decisions with occurances you cannot fully control.
Once a game becomes too one-sided or stercotyped,
you will probably find yourself playing it less than
you had hoped.

Secondly, what may work effectively for one
game mayor may not be usable in other designs.
Each simulation ought to be treated as a distinct
entity despite similarities to others in matters such
as lOlleS·of·conlrol. supply rules. etc. Today it is
less common to find designs that arc virtual
duplicates of previous games done merely by trans·
posing a geographic locale or time period. Addi·
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UnBrmed

MERCHANT

CONVOY
A Scenario for NAVAL WAR

still in play, unbalance the game to an uncontroll
able extent; the Convoy player will almost certainly
lose. From the Ship deck, give each player the cards
specified below-dependent upon whether he is the
defender or the attacker.

The objective of the play is elemental, as befits a
gamethat is perfectfor introducing the next genera
tion to the joys of wargaming. The attacking player
must eliminate all merchant ships by the end of
play. Play ends normally on the draw of the last
card. No score is kept, each hand being a separate
affair (although players may play the best of a
series, switching sides and nationalities).

Merchant ships (shown above) have no gunnery
value, and can absorb only two hits before sinking.
The defending player should always be given four
of these to commence play. As with Aircraft Car
riers, these are placed in the rear of the task force
and may not be fired upon by normal gunnery until
their escort has been sunk. Regardless of damage, if
even one remains afloat at the end of play, the
defender has won. (These are desperate convoys to

embattled but critical points-Malta, Leningrad,
Bataan-or invasions given heavy escort; even a
pyrrhic victory is cause for celebration.) As usual,
enemy fire may only be directed on one ship per
turn. Air strikes may select Merchant ships as
targets, as may submarines and torpedo boats.
Merchant ships may perfonn all tasks that a war
ship may-except fire. Thus, even if reduced solely
to Merchant ships, the player may place smoke,
play additional damage, repair, minefield and all
other cards.

For four-player games, simply add another eon
voy and attacking fleet. These may operate either
independently, or as fleets. Note that to win, the at
tacking players must sink all enemy Merchant ships
of both opponents. Between themselves, the at
tacker sinking the most Merchants (not warships) is
adjudged the superior. Alternately, one ofthe con
voy partners may opt to float five warships (drawn
at random from the remaining ship cards) in a
desperate attempt to "ambush" lhe attackers.

Obviously, strategy (as discussed in Mr.
Dobson's fine article on the game in Vol. 19, No.6)
is little changed by this variant for the attacker.
Take every opportunity to destroy the critical Mer
chants before the last card is drawn. It is not as easy
as one might think, for dilemmas on applying flIe
power against the defending warships come fre
quently. Advice for the defender is to try to
eliminate ships-especially carriers, if at all possi
ble. Do not spread your attacks across the attacking
fleet· concentrate on one until it is going down, then
switch targets. Losses among your fleet will be
great, but if even one damaged Merchant survives
you've won. Try it, it is a great feeling.

Attaclcer
Tirpitz
Scharnhorst
Scheer
Gneisinau
Lutzow

Rodney
Prince of Wales
Revenge
Ramilles
Ark Royal
Shokaku
Kongo
Ise
Nagato
Haruna

Mutsu
Hiei
Akagi
4 Merchants

Texas
California
Missouri
4 Merchants

Duke of York
Warspite
Repulse
4 Merchants

Defender
Bismarck
Gneisinau
Oraf Spee
4 Merchants

Britain

us

Japan

Germany

Enterprise
Pennsylvania
Nevada
Maryland
Iowa

Unless noted otherwise, all rules for NA VAL
WAR remain in force for "Convoy". However,
before plaY, remove from the deck the two Mine
field 2 card and all Additional Ship cards. These, if

The Lifelines of the warring nations of the world
spanned the seas. Loaded into the hulls of thin
skinned merchants and transports, the men, tanks,
guns aircraft, gasoline, rubber, food and muni
tions that were needed for vietory were sent to the
war. The vulnerable ships huddled together in con
voys, herded and protected by escorts. On tbe ap
proaches to Tunis, to Malta, to Liverpool, to Mur
mansk, to Kyoto and a thousand other ports, the
battles raged below and above the waves to destroy
or protect lhese lumbering and ugly ships. Wben the
time came for the tide to turn and the free world to
reclaim what had been lost, the soldiers and
material to break the enemy's hold were carried to
the invasion beaches by these same unloved ships.
In every corner of the far-flung war, the battle of
the sealanes made itself felt-for this was the true
war that had to be won by the eventual victors.

NA VAL WAR, one the finest ways to pass an
evening with the family that The Avalon Hill Game
Company produces, can be readily modified to
bring this prosaic but vital aspect to life. Of course,
some concessions must be made to the abstract
nature of the game, and to the limited mix of ships
available. But, for those jaded by the repeated
round after round of free-for-all sinkings, this can
add some spice. It also gives one a concrete objec
tive as opposed to the rather mundane task of merely
sinking everyone else. With but a few alterations to
the playing deck, and the creation of a new class of
ship cards, the family is ready to try something dif
ferent tonight.

lionally, it appears that designs are now more fully
integrated than was once the case. Each sub-system
has a genuine relationship to its brothers in a game,
and lampering with one ingredient may affect the
performance of other component parts. In most in
stances only actual play will make this apparent.
The point, then, is to accept the notion that one or
two seemingly casual adjustments for solilaire may
require patient ob ervation as to end results. Con
ceivably one may need to consider other alterations
to compensate for the needed change in the game
for solo usage. The natural inclination is to im
mediately turn to those feature in a design which
appear to be stumbling blocks to solitaire. Work
able solo methods are constructed to solve these
handicaps and then play proceeds as per the written
rule. Often, however, the self-made insertions will
have an unforeseen impact on those aspects of play
that superficially seem to be conducive to solitaire.
The result can be assorted dissatisfactions, uproars
over imbalance, and a new du t-collector for one's
shelf.

Obviously the suggestions made here for FOR
TRESS EUROPA are relatively minor adjust
ments. Mostsolo gamer want to play the game that
they bought, not a game of their own creation. The
[ruly creative among us could conceivably turn allY
design into a home-made solitaire vehicle by mak
ing drastic changes in systems. But I have not en
countered many solo garners who wish to do this.
My own rule-of-thumb i always to make the fewest
adjustments neces ary to render a design applicable
10 solitaire play. Excessive alteralion can result in a
"Frankenstein" that lakes on a life of its own and
begins to turn on its creator. Too often this will
mean lhal good games are left unplayed-games
thai otherwise may well have been all that you had
hoped they would be.

Finally, il might be worth adding a comment or
111'0 regarding the position lhat solitaire can enjoy
in this hobby. Clearly solo gaming need not be an
exclusive methodology. I find enjoyment in face-to
face play with a fellow hobbyist whenever the oppor
tunily presents itself. Often, though, my urge 10

play is there, but no other gamer is available. Or, as
sometimes happens, I consciously choose to devote
a week or two to a time-consuming game, but can
nOl always find large blocks of time to devote to it.
The attraction of olitaire is that I can get to a game
when I can get to it, and not feel pangs of guilt for
disrupting the schedule of others. The point is that I
am enjoying this hobby for my own reasons and
have done so for over twenty years. [look forward
to at least twenty more of doing so.

Beyond this lies the queslion of the hobby's
longevity. As board-wargaming evolves into role
playing, non-historical theme, computerization,
and card-gaming, the hobby constituency has
enlarged dramatically. Yet the jury is till out on
whether population demographics will undermine
its continued appeal, or added leisure time will off
sellhe potential losses from an aging gamer crowd.
Opponents may well become increasingly more dif
licult to find. Conceivably, solitaire play may
become more frequent a computerization grows
and traditional board-gaming will rest more and
more with those accustomed to it as a personal
diversion. In either case, 1suspect that competitive
play will cominue, but lose a measure of its dynamic
quality in the hobby. Quite possibly the solitaire
devotee of the hobby will represent the most stable
foundation of consumers and subscribers in the
foreseeable future. If this indeed occurs, we may
want 10 consider the hobby's best interests above
and beyond the date of the next ORIGINS. Not
~verYone enjoys the luxury of taking the "long
view" due to consumer unpredictability and
assorted economic factors. But the devoted solitaire
:nthusiast fully expects to be actively involved in his
ur her hobby for years to come regardless of the
Ivhims of others. They al 0 serve who only play

~~. *



SKORCH THE SKINNIES
Kudos and Kibbitzing for Scenario Three

By Jim Stahler
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Bock in Vol. 20, No.4, the comes! posed (I dif
ficult situation for the Terron player in the third
sallQrio ojSTARSHIP TROOPERS. Mr. Stahler
cra/led that fine challengelor us. Now, here is his
in-depth Qnalysis of the entire scenorio.

I bet that a 101 of you who enjoy STARSHIP
TROOPERS have played "Scenario Three: Inva
sion of Skinny-Five" maybe once and then moved
on to "bigger and better" situations. Let's face iI,
the Arachnids, with their underground tllnnel com
plexes and massive demo charges, aTC milch morc
romantic than the poor Humanoids with their puny
strongpoints and feeble excuses for heavy weapons.
How could a whole planet full of these scrawny
Skinnies ever be a match for a well-equipped pla
toon of Staubip Toopers? When I was learning the
game, I played Scenario Three once. It was a
walkover for the Terrans. I wrote off this situation
as highly unbalanced, an easy Terran win, and
therefore of no interest to competitive wargamers.

This may be the case with the rules introduced
up to this point in the Programmed Instruction
system; but if one adds the rest of the rules, along
with the Scenario Addenda, Scenario Three
be<:omes quite a fascinating game. On the surface
these additional rules don't seem to make much dif
ference. The Humanoids get no additional
strength, while the Troopers' awesome power is in
creased by a couple of deadly nuclear rocket laun
chers. So the Skinnies now have a chance? Yes they
do, be<:ause the Terrans can no longer harrass the
Humanoids for the full 12 turns of the game; they
must return to their transpon via a retrieval boat
before the game ends. This robs them of two to four
turns, depending on where the action is and where
the boat lands. These few turns are critical to the
game; the MI has much to do and so little time.

Exactly what are the advanced rules that make
Scenario Three so improved? First, one can ignore
all the rules concerning Arachnid tunnels and Ter
ran engineers. You only need 10 include thesections
on Retrieval Boats (V.B and V.C), Casualty
Recovery (V.E), and Nuclear Weapons (VI.B). This
last rule helps out the MI, since the Humanoids
have no nuclear weapons. However, whoever fires a
nuclear rocket launcher has his life expectancy
greatly shortened; he will become a prime target of
every Skinny beam and missile in range.

But Retrieval makes the critical difference. No
unit can do anything on the last turn, since it must
board the boat or be left behind. Most units will
have to head toward the beacon on Turn II, losing
another turn. Troopers operating in the boonies
may have 10 head toward the general vicinity of the
pick·up point as early as Turn 8. Since the Terrans
lose the first turn in making the initial drop. they are
left with only 6 to 9 turns to accomplish their mis
sion.

Playing Tbe Skinnies
The mission of the Terrans is to either destroy

all six of the critical installations or get rid of all
Humanoids in the city without losing 25 or more
troopers (a live trooper left behind counts as three
casualties.) The MI has the choice of objectives, but
a good Humanoid player can make both goals very
tough.

The key to foiling the first goal is dispersal, of
course. Put the installations all over the place, in the
most inaccessable regions, everywhere but the
middle of the board. Obvious places for either a
decoy or real installation are the corners of the
board, QQ34, A34, and (especially nasty) AI, deep
in the mountains. Other good places are in the mid
dle of the mountains in hexes Z34, A16, or 113, for
example. If the Terran wants to win by blasting in
stallations, he must investigate every possible site
until he has located every installation. These six
sites can tie upsix or more of his men, keeping them
out of the action for most of the game.

Locating the real installations is nOt enough;
once he has them, he must destroy them. This can
be prevented by stationing a garrison unit nearby. A
decoy should be garrisoned by a worker. A very
clever trick is to put a heavy weapon beam on an in·
stallation in rough terrain. Those eight defensive
faClOrs are very difficult to kill, especially in the
hills. Even a 4·1 (32 factors) yields only a one-third
chance of eliminating the defending unit, who is
completely safe at I-I, and still has a one-third
chance of surviving a 6---1 attack. Of course, if the
installation really is in AI, the Terran had beller be
either very lucky, have the NUC launcher handy, or
be prepared to ignore the installations and go after
the city.

Even a lowly warrior is hard to root out of the
hills, with the die roll modification. Note that war
riors must start directly on the installations they are
to defend if they are in rough terrain, since their
movement is two and it costs three 10 enter a rough
terrain hex. The same applies to workers "defend
ing" decoys. A beam unit defending an installation
in rough terrain does not have to start in the same
hex, but if it doesn't, it is letting the Terran know
that it is a beam unit defending a real installation.
He will then mass force against il. What a surprise if
it turns out to be an immobile worker defending a
decoyl This sort of second guessing is what makes
this game exciting.

In barren terrain, a worker/warrior can reach
an adjacent installation in one turn. Therefore, it
may be wise to increase the defense of the garrison.
However, the Ml may disrupt the garrison and
move into the installation in one turn-pinning the
Skinnies while the installation is destroyed on the
subsequent turn. An advantage of remaining on the
installation is that the unit is doing its job unless it is
eliminated; a disruption is of no consequence.

Other good places for installations or decoys are
within two hexes of nearby strongpoints, and
within six or ten hexes of others. This enables the
Skinnies to put up a fight for these installations.
The warriors in the strongpoints two he;(es away
can move onto the installation, while the strong
points six hexes away can shield heavy weapon
beams, and missile units can be in range of the in
stallation.

The situation here is the reverse of that in the
boonies. In the distant installations, the MI prob
lem is 10 eliminate the one or two units garrisoning
them. Near strongpoints or the city, it will take
courage for a trooper to occupy an installation with
the intent to destroy it. Not only can he be attacked
by nearby warriors, but he can be fried hy enemy
beam and missile units hiding in strongpoints or in
the city. Even a stunned Terran cannot destroy an
installation. Moving a comrade into the same hex
just invites an additional attack with more targets.
A wounded man on an installation is a disaster
ba:ause it prevents Terran HE fire on that hex,
making it possible for the Humanoids to defend the
installation with workers and warriors.

If you think that it is tough to blast an installa
tion near a duster of strongpoints, imagine an in
stallation adjacent to the city. The corners formed
by the city and the board edge are ideal for installa·
tions: hexes QQ4 and QQII. They can be reached
by warriors from up to three hexes away in the city,
and they can be fired on by beams protected by the
city. These installations are likely to be the sites of
furious climactic battles near the end of the game.

Another niee feature about these two key posi
tions is that they can be defended by the city gar
rison, which must be substantial to frustrate the
second of the Terran objectives: the capture of the
city. This is likely to be difficult because the Skin·
nics get a number of advantages in the city. The MI
have greatly reduced mobility in the city, while the
Skinnies move at double speed. Consequently, the
workers and warriors move faster than marauders,
and as fast as scouts and commanders (even with
their extended jump). Because the extended jump
for all MI units in the city is only one hex. if more
than seven troopers stack together to make a dose
combat attack, they cannot completely unstack
during their extended jump phase. They must leave
at least two units stacked together, a prime target
for a Humanoid beam or missile unit. Note that
these ranged weapons are especially dangerous in
the city, since they can zip to any city hex from
nearly every other city hex.

Bmh Terran and Humanoid derenders get the
same benefit from being in the city; but the net
result of this die roll subtraction helps the Skinnies,
since they must by destroyed for the Terrans to win.
The Terrans will undoubtedly have a rough time
going after the city.

A Skinny setup that I particularly like is il
lustrated in Figure I. Strongpoints are marked with
solid red hexes; possible sites for installations or
decoys are marked with blue hexes. I strongly sug-
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gesllhat QQ4 and QQIO both be reallnslal1ations.
Al should also be an installation, and either 51 or
QQ2S. Every decoy should be garrisoned by a
worker, everyone of the isolated installations
should be garrisoned by a warrior. One in rough ter
rain should be garrisoned by a heavy beam
weapon-usually (but not always) AI. Hex G1 is
another charming candidate for the beam, as is
A16.

All the missile units should be in strongpoints.
Warriors should be placed in 53, NN2S. and PP22,
ready to move to the ncarby installations when they

are threatened. Some beams may be placed in
strongpoints, and workers should be used to hold
strongpoinls evacuated by other units, so that the
strongpoints cannot be easily destroyed. The re·
mainder of the Humanoid units are then placed in
the city, preferably not on the edge, to prevenlthe
Terran player from having easy shots before his
troops reached the city.

Note that the strongpoints are generally within
four hexes along the road from each other or the
city. This allows warriors in the farthest strong·
point to move to the city without leaving the protec·

tion of slrongpoints. Units in 53 can move in one
turn to the installation in 51, which can be fired on
by beams in WS and missiles in AA4. Also, QQ2S
can be reached from both NN2S and PP22 by war·
riors or workers using the road. Note that the
slrongpoim in LLl is nicely placed to defend QQ4
with a beam or missile.

On the first turn, beams and missiles wHl be in
position to blast the scauered MI as they land,
before they have a chance to organize. Then the MI
must decide whether 10 go for the city or the in·
stallalions. If they choose the city, the outlying
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units in strongpoints can be withdrawn to the city
via the chain of Strongpoints. If they decide to
destroy the installations, the search of the outlying
sites will dissipate the MI strength, the installations
next to the city will be fanatically defended, and the
suprise beam in the wilderness may secure a
Humanoid victory all by itself.

A devilish tactic is to hide the beams and missile
units inverted in the city among the workers and
warriors, to protect them when there is no inviting
target. .. Inviting targets" are scouts (because of
their vulnerability), commanders (because of their
mobility). and any trooper carrying a missile
launcher, especially a nuclear one.

THE ULTIMATE WAS/VITP VARIANT:
THE TWO-OCEAN WAR

Playing The Terrans
These tactics and tricks certainly give the

Humanoid player a good chance of victory but the
Terran player should not despair, for he has a lot of
strength at his disposal. His platoon has 192 attack
factors in close combat, as against 48 of the Skin
nies. His 12 HE launchers pack a powerful punch;
they can get 6-1 attacks on two strongpoints per
turn, or 3-1 on four strongpoints. He also has 12
OAPs and 6 OARs; and we cannot forget those two
nuclear rocket launchers.

The initial attack should be with ranged
weapons, usually the HE launchers. They should be
carried by commanders or scouts; the scouts' extra
mobility makes up for their vulnerability. The NUC
launchers should be saved for critical situations,
and protected as much as possible. The later the
enemy finds out who has them, the safer they are.
However, it would be an unforgivable waste to not
use all eight nuclear rounds during the scenario.

When the enemy is pinned by ranged fire, he can
be finished off by close combat. The OAPs and
DARs can be used either as hand grenades, by drop
ping them on known enemy positions, or they can
be used as minefields to restrict enemy movement
along the roads or to block off part of the city. The
nuclear rocket launchers are the Terrans' most
powerful weapons. There are only two; don't lose
them. After one fires, the trooper carrying it had
better retreat out of enemy range using extended
jump. Of course, they should be carried only by
commanders. There are three ways of employing
these deadly devices. They can be used against
enemy strongpoints and other enemy concentra
tions; they can be used against enemy mobility due
to the their radiation effects; or they can be used
against especially frustrating installations.

Strategically, the Terran player must decide at
the start whether to go after the city or the instaUa
tions. Trying to do both usually leads to ac
complishing neither. Once the objective is chosen,
everything must be directed toward reaching that
objective. It is nearly impossible to change direc
tions once committed; that is why a beam protect
ing an installation in the distant hills can be so
effective. If the MI discovers that they cannot
destroy all the installations before the game's end,
they must change their objective to the city, and
their mission is almost certainly a failure.

It is tempting to suggest that the Terran should
carefully count how many troopers can be left
behind and still leave him below the 25 casualty
limit. Then, toward the end of the game. he can
designate a few troopers to remain behind to secure
a win by holding the city, or destroying the last in
stallation. If you have read the book Slarship
Troopers, you know that this goes against the spirit
of the Mobile Infantry. They would never knowingly
leave a comrade behind if they could possibly avoid
it. So gang, don't do it.

You now see that Scenario Three is more in
teresting than it appears at first glance. With the
Skinnies trying to trick the Terrans, and the MI
doing their best to harm the Humanoids, it is well
worth a second look. '*

Few wargamers have the playability, excitement
and variant potential that WAR ATSEA and VICTORY
IN THEPAClFIC enjoy. While most wargames con
centrate on a specific battle, these games have given
the game player vicarious control of major fleets
over an extended period of time. Since their introduc
tion, many variants have been offered for these two
games. Variants have introduced changes to the ship
values, new sea areas to contest or the inclusion of
other ships.

Now NMS would like to propose the ultimate var
iant: the addition of every battleship, battle cruiser,
pocket battleship, armored cruiser, predreadnought,
fleet carrier, light carrier. heavy cruiser,light cruiser
and anti-aircraft cruiser of all the major nations that
were available through 1945. We have made the aetual
fleets available to both sides and based the play
around total control of the Axis and the Allied navies.

The first item necessary for such a grandiose var
iant are game counters for ill the new ships. NMS,
through The Avalon Hill Game Company, now
offers I" x I " plastic counters for every applicable
ship from the light cruiser to the battleship for each
belligerent. These counters come color-coded by
nationality and include many ships that never actu"
ally saw service due to the priorities of the actual
conflict, but were in various stages of construction.
These include ships like the German heavy cruiser
Lutzow which was sold to the Russians incomplete,
the Japanese aircraft carriers lkoma and Ibuki which
were almost completed in August 1945, the many
Regolo-class fast light cruisers that were under con
struction when Italy surrendered in 1943; we even
included ships like Vanguard, the British battleship
that was scheduled to be completed in 1944 using
the I5-inch turrets taken off the cruisers Glcrious
and Courageous when they were converted to air
craft carriers, but was delayed when landing craft
became priority construction. SinceThe Avalon Hill
Game Company's versions end in 1945, we have
included counters for ill those ships commissioned
in late 1945. Who knows, maybe you will be able
to extend the war into 1946. You'll find counters
for the British Glory-class light carriers, the many
American Essex-elass carriers, more Baltimore-elass
heavy cruisers, and counters for the never-built
British Lion and U.S. Montana-elass battleships for
those who wish to add these behemoths to their fleets.

The counters come in die cut sheets ready to snap
apart and add to your game. They won't wear out
and feature a detailed silhouette of the ship. On each
counter you will find the ship's actual designated
speed, torpedo tubes, aircraft capacity in the case
of the carriers, as well as the ship values for WAR
ATSEAand VICTORYlNTHEPAClFIC. We have
also included counters for V-boats, submarines, land
based air units, amphibious units and counters for
many ships that had major modifications (such as
the V.S. Pearl Harbor battleships that were con
verted to battleship-earriers).

To be able to offer the "ultimate" variant, we
have provided counters for the ships ofGreatBritain,

Australia, New Zealand, the Netherlands, France,
Russia, Germany, Greece Italy Japan and the
Vnited States. To complete the set we have also
included the battleships of Turkey, Brazil Chile
and Argentina. At your option, use all the ships
in your play-or just use some of them.

Of course, to compliment our new counters, we
had to expand the playing area; so, we have de
veloped world sea maps, divided into areas for WAS
and VITP. The naval war was truly a global war
with a lot of ocean to control (especiilly for the
Allies with their long and vulnerable lines ofsupply).
Most of thenavalengagements during the war were
fought by individual or smill numbers of opposing
ships. To impose this aspect of the war, we have
expanded the world's waters to 39 sea areas.

The maps are 21" x23" and each set includes two
Atlantic maps and two Pacific maps so that players
may assign their ships secretly, thus creating the
"fog of war" if they so desire. The maps them
sieves are made of a unique plastic-impregnated
material that is much more durable andstain-resistant
than ordinary paper. Each map is printed in three
colors for attractiveness and they are shipped in a
tube so that they can be mounted without any creases
in the material to spoil their look.

With each set of maps we include our rules vari
ant which expands on the existing WAS/VlTP sys
tems and incorporates ill the new ship counters and
sea areas. The length of these rules are modest
forty-eight pages-and come complete with a re
vised order of appearances for all ships. In this
booklet, we have included other aspects of the naval
war not covered by the basic games: anti-aircraft
fires, attack planes and fighters, torpedo attacks and
gunflfe by cruisers, strategic withdrawals, shore
bombardment by battleships, and the island-hopping
campaign.

So, there it is, what we think is the ultimate variant
for WAR ATSEA and VICTORY IN THE PACIFiC.
You can incorporate every ship available to the
combatants or just substitute our counters while
playing the basic games. Incorporate only those
rules you need or go all out and play Two-Ocean
War using the greatest navies the world has ever
known. Our congratulations to The Avalon Rill
Game Company for two of the best naval board
games ever created; now they have been carried to
their ultimate climax.

For the variant counters and maps referred to
above, the readers are asked to order direct from:

N.M.S. Games
P.O. Box 5069
San Jose, CA 95150

World War II Ship Counters: $11.50 +$2.00
postage and handling
Maps & Rules (J\vo-Ocean War): $13.50 +$2.00
postage and handling

The above two items must be ordered separately
and will be shipped separately. California residents
please add respective sale taxes.
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GETTING ASHORE
AND STAYING ASHORE

First Tum Allied Strategy in THE LONGEST DAY
By Steve Piotrowski

THE OPPOSING VIEW
By Dan Thompson

A Iways in search of0 unique/armatfor present
ing strategy /Q our readers, 1was more than eager to
formali~e this efforl of Messers. PiQtrowski and
Thompson. In the first of a planned series of Qf

titles on our sole "monster game", the au/hors
begin ai-where else-the beginning, the Allied in
Ytl5ion. Each is lIn accomplished veteran of this
most complex simulation, and each has distinct
riewson the approach that should be taken IV it. In
deed, il is the opposition of these views that pro
~'ides {he dynamism of the following article.
Readers should flole that Mr. PiaLrowski's com
ments are printed in black, while Mr. Thompson's
opposing views are printed in red.

THE LONGEST DAY is a very special war'
game. II is a game that is historically accurate, easy
to learn, difficult to master, and most importantly,
fun to play! Due to the immense size of the map and
the volume of counters, it is a true test of any
wargamer's skill and endurance. The Campaign
Game is a long struggle for both players but as the
name suggests, June 6th is definitely the most im·
portant turn. The first turn determines the type of
game that will eventually evolve. Of course, the
most skillful player will emerge victorious most of
the time; however, the Allies can still lose the game
on the first turn. With this in mind, let's examine
what the Allied player can do to land safely on June
6th.

By way of introduction, I have considerably
more to say than Steve. What follows in this artide
is Steve's detailed strategy for the Allied portion of
lhe June 6 turn of THE LONGEST DA Y, and my
opposing view. Steve's plan is a sound one, but
players usually have opposing views of games and
plans and tactics. Such is the case here. Steve has
worked out a plan of attack using odds and prob·
abilities to insure a successful Allied landing on
June 6. That is one way to view and play THE
LONGEST DA Y. Let me explain my own.

As far as rules, game mechanics and even
general strategy are concerned, THE LONGEST
DA Y is a very simple pme. As SUve has sa.id, it is
acturate in its tendency to follow the ebb and flow
of the historical campaign. However, the game is
also true to the emotions h creates within, and the
mental burdens it places upon. the opposing com
manders. It is this aspect of THE LONGEST DAY
which is its real heart and which so fascinates me.

In THE LONGEST DAY, no matter what plan
is devised and tried, the sheer size of the simulation
means that, barring major tactical mistakes and
bad luck by either side, the game takes on the same
general lines every time. TLD is not a game where
the counters of one side can be mancuvcred in ex
pert and precise ways to defeat the opposing
counters. For one thing, there are simply too many
cOunters. Too, the opposing forces are fairly evenly
matched once you consider the defensive position
the German forces are given to work with.

What happens in the game, as far as the emo
tional and mental factors I mentioned above, is that

because of the large number of counters and the
sheer punishment that forces can give and take and
still survive and because of the time it takes to com·
p/ele a Campaign Game, the forces a player com·
mands become an eJltention of the player's
thoughts and emollons. The game becomes a con
test of minds, a contest of mental endurance. For
eJlample, in game terms the loss of German
Nebelwerfer brigade to an Allied carpet-bombing
attack is an important, but far from critical loss. In
terms of the players however, such a loss can throw
the German player's concentration orr balance and
result in decisive Allied gains elsewhere on the
mapboard.

The victorious player in THE LONGEST DAY
will not be the one who defeats his opponent's
counters. He will be the one who mentally
demolishes his opponent (as Randy Reed hints at in
his notes 10 the game). As Ihe Allied player you
must not only conlinualIy pound at the German line
in unexpected fashion in unexpected places, but
also in expected fashion and expected places. Foree
the German player into believing there is nothing he
can do to improve his position. As the German
commander you must 301 times defend and hold at
all costS those places your opponent wants most
eagerly. For the players the game becomes a baltle
of endurance to see which can continue to hold out
the longest, which side can continue despite the
losses, which side can devise new means of allack
and defense to prolong Ihe fight, which player can
endure the strain in the hope that the other will
break off firsl in frustration or be ~o concerned
about one sector that he will be slow to react
somewhere else.

The single greatest mistake a player can make
while involved in TLD is to cry, "There's nothing I
can do to counter that!" For the Allies there is
always a strategy or tactic to try. As Ihe Germans,
there is always something which can be done to
discourage the Allies. Make your opponent believe
you are capable of doing what you want to oppose
his plans even ifyou are not. Ifhecomes to believe it
you will probably be the viclor. Break your oppon
ent menially and you will easily defeat him on the
mapboard.

Having said all that by way of introduction, let
us move on to our discussion of the Allied forces on
June 6. As far as my own "current" plan i~ con
cerned, simply remember to alter accordingly when
it is to your psychological advantage. Doing the
unexpected and foolhardy in the face of all odds
and probabilities, ifsuccessful, will beadirect launt
and challenge to your opponent to match the deed.
If such a move is unsuccessful, it will probably not
affect the eventual outcome of the game. At the
very least, it forces your opponent to be alert for
such daring jabs in the coming days.

ALLIED AIR DROP
Since the paratroop drop involves only die rolls

and no decisions to be made, there is nothing the

Allies can do except roll and hope for the best. In
most games, the British 6th Airborne HQ will be
eliminated by defensive fire on June 6th, so I
recommend not landing the British build-up
paratroop unilS of June 6th.

While there are no decisions to make, there are
several points the Allied player should watch for.

Remember that if any of the units dropping at
Zone A drift and manage to eliminate 111261
coastal artillery, then the road is open for the
follow-up units to grab the hill near Quineville.

If any of the units at Drop Zone 0 drift on a six
result to La Ham, they will be able to spot for defen·
sive fire over the river to Fresville in an attempt 10
open the road for June 7 movement.

Depending on where the British 6th Airborne
divisional HQ lands, il may be possible 10 save il. If
it rolls a six and lands on the highway one hex north
east of Drop Zone M (for simplicity, north is directly
up the hex rows. so for example, the QUEEN
GREEN landing box is five hexes direclly nOrlh of
Drop Zone Y), simply interdicting the roads in Ihe
area will stop 10/125 from 21 Panzer from reaching
the adjacent woods. On any Olher roll except a four,
the HQ may be saved by hiUing 10/125 with
bombers during the AirlNaval phase in an attempt
to disrupt il. No other German units will be able to
reach an adjacent hex providing there is adequate
air support. If the HQ drifts into the south hex of its
drop zonc, in the Boisde Bavent, its fate is probably
sealed since il would require too much air power to
attempt disruption of 10/125 and 10/155. But il is
always an option.

AIR/NAVAL PHASE
For the Allies here, it's decision making time.

The FB units can be used for road or rail interdic
tion and the MB and LB unilS can be used for air
bombardment or rail interdiction as well. There are
a myriad of naval bombardment targets to fire aI,
and plenty of ammunition to fire with. So then,
how should all this fire supporl be allocated?

AIR INTERDICTION
The Allies should allocate most of their FBs on

June 6th towards interdiction. The reason for this is
that the German divisions are set up quite sporad
ically near where they mUSI move 10 in the ensu
ing turns. Concentrated interdiction in these areas
will disrupt German defensive intentions and may
even leave a few key German units out of supply on
June 7th. There should be 15 American and 15
British FBs allocated. They should be arranged
such that there are eight "two" and six "one" inter
diction counters. Suggested allocations are shown
in Table One with asterisks denoting particularly
nasty spots. Of course, Ihe idea is for interdiction
placement to effect as many bridges as possible so
that the German units must pay an extra MP to
cross as well as increasing the hexes being inter
dicted to one MP per hex.
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RAIL INTERDICTlON
The remaining Allied fighter-bomber units (six

of them) should be alloca!l:d 10 rail interdiction.
The reasoning behind this is the hope of getting at
least ont cut (66'10 of the time). The placement of
this cut is adjacent to the 722nd Railroad Coastal
gun located in the nOrlhwest of the Cherbourg
peninsula. This inhibits that pesky little gun from
laking "pot-shOlS" at the American beaches. Any
remaining cuts can be used from entry hc,;cs A
through K 10 help slow the I2SS Panzer Division on
June 71h.

I have three distinct allocations of Allied
fighter-bombers on June 6. The first two aTC man
datory. The third should vary from game to game.

First, six British fighter-bombers are detailed to
railroad interdiction as per Steve's discussion.

Secondly, there are several locations on the
mapboard which must be inll:rdicted. These are
done with the absolute minimum necessary in order
to free as many fighter-bombers as possible for the
third mission.

Of primary importance is the road junction one
hex south of Epron. A single-hex British interdict
gotS here, making certain that 1/192 Panzer
grenadier battalion cannot Mech Move into the
4/1716 Coastal Artillery battery on the Periers hill.
Further interdiction at this point is not necessary.

Way down by Thury-Harcouft, interdiction of
the I[1/155 artillery battalion will prohibit that unit
from assisting in an allack upon the British 8th
Paratroop batlalion, landing at Drop Zone K, dur
ing German combat of June 6. Single British inter
dicts the hill at Barbery and the road two hexes
north of 111/155 start location.

A single British interdiction goes one hex north
east of Drop Zone V in order to prevent the 1111744
Infantry battalion from reaching the hill at
Robehomme should the Canadian paratroops drift
away from the road.

Near Isigny are located twO British interdicts,
both of them single. One is at Osmanvil1e; the
other, one hex nOriheasl of Osmanville on the main
highway. This stopslhe mechanized units of 352 In
fanuy Division from reaching 11/915 and 11I/726
Infantry batlalions ... or even the highway behind
these units. Destruction of 11I1726 and advance
ment of American units adjacent to the 10/1716
Coastal Artillery battery is imperative during June
6 Allied combat.

There are also two-hex British interdicts al Les
Moitiers and atop the 91 Infantry Division HQ. In
tentions here are to keep German units from
reaching the road running from SI. Jores through
Orglandes and onto Valognes.

These are my mandatory interdicts. This leaves
the entire American force of fighter-bombers open
for use. But for what? Already I can hear objections
from Steve over Ihe almost totallacl: of interdiction
in the area of the 21 Panzer Division. Quite simply
stated, it is not n=ry to interdict the area below
Caen. The German Player does not need the units
of 21 Panzer to establish his defense of Caen
(although admittedly he will probably need someof
the mechanized units of the division, notably Ihe
nebelwerfers and armor. to help beat off British at
taeks during June 7) on June 6. As the German
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player I welcome Allied interdiction in this seclor
since it does not affect my defense and it means that
there will be a lack of interdiction elsewhere on Ihe
mapboard where it could be of more use to Ihe
Allies and more of a hindrance 10 the Germans.

So where do the remaining fighter-bombers
deploy? The answer is the area covered by the
German 7f13 Division. Heavy, I repeat, heo"y inter·
diction of 709 division will prohibit the establish
ment of a German defen~ive line running from the
coast at Village-du-Nord or Fontenay and through
MKB MARC along the river to Fresville. Short of
anything bUI a disastrous landing on UTAH, units
of the American 4th Infantry Division will pass the
river line on June 1. The Gennan's fate is sealed if
the weathcr on June 7 permits total interdiction of
this area again. Interdiction of the area around
Valogncs and further west, coupled with the British
interdictions at Les Moitiers and atop 91 HQ, also
promise the potential of a rapid expansion oflhe 82
Airborne Division west towards SI. Sauveur to be
followed by the 90th Infantry Division. Note thaI
there is a single-hex American interdiction localed
one hex northwest of Baupte, near SI. Jores, and a
single-hex Ameriean interdiction three hexes north
of La Haye-du-Puits. Sci: the first illustration for
the interdiction of the peninsula.

A secondary area which could be interdicted in·
stead of the 7f13 divisional area is that of the 352 In-

fantry Division. This includes single hex interdicts
at Balleroy on the highway onc hex northwest of la
Commune: on the bridge near Formigny: etc. A
two-hex interdiction goes one hex north of Cam
pigny. Complete strafing of the road from the posi
tions of the )52 Fusilier batlalion 10 Bayeux and
from Bayeux to the bridge near Formigny will cause
problems in the set-up of the German defense of
Bayeux.

Basically, having interdicted neccssary points 10
achieve direct. tangible results, the remaining
fighter-bombers should be primarily used wherever
they will irritate the Gcrman player the most. If you
feellil:e hilting21 Panzer, then do so. One area you
may want to watch and consider is the British 6th
Airborne drop zones. Air suppan here may greatly
assist that division in sUfl'iving until the arrival
(often lale) of help from SWORD.

STRA TEGIC INTERDICTION
The American Heavy Bomber units should be

placed on the German Strategic tracl: on June 6th
(and probably for the next ten days as well). I
recommend using two Heavy Bomber units in each
of the following boxes; Amicns, Seine River, and
Alencon. Some players may want to use three units
in Amiens and onty one in Seine River. My personal
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Totals
6

16'-----4

Br. I
2
3
4

TABLE FIVE: Bombardment Allocation Groups
Group# Bombardment Factors Totals

DD CA BB
26 5
26 5

24 5--......
32

Assault & Follow-up Phases Build-up Phase
DOG GREEN FOX GREEN DOG GREEN FOX GREEN
to EASY RED to EASY RED

o 0 7 0 0%
.."..,.~---",-",,..o----~3J1"'-o:-----nn.co-~---.,y.,::r--...

93% 60% 56%

TABLE THREE: Revised Probabilities for German Shots on OMAHA Beach.

Assault & Follow-up Phases Build-up Phase
DOG GREEN FOX GREEN DOG GREEN FOX GREEN
to EASY RED to EASY RED

....,.,--...;.;;.= 1% 7% 4% 22%
2 0 ~Ofo 28-.,o;----~5<"oO/o

'---81% 60% 68% 22%-------

TABLE TWO: Probabilities that German Player Will Distrupt OMAHA beach
landings.

TABLE SIX: Expected Allied Casualties to German Coastal Artillery.

UTAH OMAHA GOLD JUNO SWORD
I 2 I 1 I
2 3 4 --"----2

AIR BOMBARDMENT
The use of all American and British medium and

light bombers for air bombardment on June 6th is
absolutely critical. Air bombardment is the only
weapon that the Allies have against the inland
German coastal guns on June 6th. Since German
coastal artillery fires three times in the first turn, it
is in the Allied player's best interest to disrupt as
many guns as are necessary to lower the German's
chances of hitting the beaches.

The single most devastating naval gun that the
Germans have on June 6th is the MKB LONG.
With its range of "11" and its positioning between
OMAHA and GOLD beaches, it is able to hit 12 OUt
of 19 beach landing boxes. Its effects are especially
fell in the built-up phase on GOLD and JUNO
beaches after all other guns have been destroyed in
the preceding combat phase. It can spoil an other
wise unblemished landing in the build-up phase.
Therefore, 1recommend the use of 16 air bombard
ment factors for a 66010 chance of disrupting this
gun.

I would also recommend using four factors of
air bombardment on each of 10/1716 and 2/1260.
Coastal gun 9/1716 is not attacked with four fac
lors because it is out of range of FOX GREEN. The
purpose of attempting (0 hit 10/1716 and 2/1260 is
the hope of disrupting at least one of them (which
will happen 56010 of the time). If one of these guns
can be disrupted by air bombardment, it will flIStly
save precious naval bombardment points that
would otherwise have to be used to disrupt 8/ I716,
lowering the bombardment column for UTAH
beach. Secondly, if MKB LONG is also disrupted,
US units can land at FOX GREEN with only a 17%
chance of being hit by coastal guns and, possibly,
the whole beach will only be subjected to a "one-in
six" chance of being hit. Table 2 summarizes the
cummulative probabilities of each event occuring.

If FOX GREEN is clear of guns in the build-up
phase, all build-up units plus HQ's can land with
lotal immunity. Of course, this will only occur 22%
of the time, although usually there will only be a
17aro chance of being hit-which is not that un
favorable. Another advantage of taking a
beachhead at FOX GREEN is that follow-up units
landing there can move adjacent to MKB LONG so
that it can be hit with naval bombardment on June
7th.

As for the other three air unit factors, I prefer to
use them in the following manner: two factors on
FOX GREEN for direct attack support and one fac
loron Ihe9/1716coastal gun for air bombardment.
There are three reasons for the factors on FOX
GREEN. I) If the DD tanks disrupt themselves
(66aro of the time-see DD Calamity Table), the two
factors raise combat odds to three-to-one. 2) If the
beach is hit by coastal fire but the DD tanks survive
(5·111170 of the time), the two factors raise the com
bat odds to four-to-one. 3) If both battalions sur
vive, the two factors remove the possibility of tak
ing any combat losses in the beach assault phase
(six·to-one with a plus two modifier). The one fac
tor of air bombardment on 9/1716 revises Table
Two as found in Table Three.

Although this placement has no bearing on
FOX GREEN, it gives the rest of the beach a better
chance of survival, something the American player
must constantly strive for. Anyone checking these
numerical probability analyses should note that I'm
assuming that 2/1260 will be destroyed in the com
bat phase regardless of whether it was disrupted or
nol.

prefere,nce is to slow down the 654th and 101st
Heavy Tank Battalions.

I agree with Steve (for once) in having two in
Amiens and twO in Seine River. It is important to
Iry 10 delay [he arrival of [he I S Panzer armor.
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ILLUSTRATION 1: BfilUh po,i'",n, On GOLD "fie, Combat.
AU in an•• ''''1 clean land in,., GOLD B<aoh .dmiUedly, bul

1><)[ unu....... KING RED wu hi, by """Stili ar'ilkry fir•. The 4(7/8
Tonl; banalion and llh EYR Infantry took Iosse< while all ••tin, lhe
"'QJIgpoin'.' La Rivi<r. {,Ilt AVRE ..... "'" arr«t<dj. n.. can.adi.an
CSR al Columbi.'....u.-SeIlII.. ,ook. Sl.p loss in coml>al with Ihe
German nnUth Infantry battalion, which ••" ..,.0 , ...0 h.... 'o iUp,....,' loc.otion ...... as the Olhet Canadian uni, in_DIved, RWR at
Creully, &dv.need in'o 'he VUIln' 11... The M IKE RED landing be,.
wuabo fired upon d",in,'h. run·in. About what on<could "1'«1
,i-.o Dan', u,uaIOClion•.

Some players may argue thai some factors
should be placed on ITEM GREEN to increase
combat odds there. As far as I'm concerned,
American beachheads are much mOTt: important
than the British beachheads. Therefore, as much
suppori as possible should be given to Ihe
Americans. Losing one or two beachheads on
GOLD is no great loss. Mosl of the time, the British
don't even use Iheir entire beach landing capacity.
There is still a fairly good chance that the 47 RM
will get the beachhead anyway (50"10 undisrupted,
66"1~ if disrupted).

I also don't like using air factors at DOG
GREEN so that the Rangers can land at POINTE
DU·HOC. There is no beachhead to be gained and
the risks involved far outweigh any benefits of
"spreading out the atlack·'.

Four British factors assist ITEM GREEN.
While it is true that the British often do not use their
full beach capacity, ITEM GREEN is a critical
point. Successful landing at ITEM GREEN and the
rest of GOLD beach on June 6th is the most impor
tant British effort. I shall elaborate later, suffice for
now that four air factors are needed in support as
well as disruption of the strongpoint by naval gun
fire.

The remaining four British factors can either at·
tempt disruption of 10/125 Nebelwerfer as discussed
above, or join in on the bombardment of MKB
LONG. Silencing of this gun is imperative. I use the
four remaining British factors plus six American
factors. Sblteen factors is far too heavy a commit
ment, even accepting the very critical nature of
MKB LONG.

In support of FOX GREEN: two American fac
tors. Steve has fully discussed this.

In support of DOG GREEN: eight American
factors. These take the place of the Rangers who are
landing at POINTE·DU·HOC (to be discussed
later). While thr~·to-one is not the best odds,
further air support is JUSt not possible. The
American commander can only hope for the beSt
(or at the very least, not the worst).

One factor against each of 10/1716, 2/1260 and
9/1716. Basically this is simply to give you an op
portunity to roll the die against each. I should ex·
plain that I have little faith in or use for probability
and statistics (unlike Steve) and firmly believe in
depending upon luck (at times). Despite the odds
and probabilities, if you are successful simply
because of luck it has a very definite psychological
effect upon your opponent. Should I happen to roll
three hits against the guns (as I have done upon one
glorious occasion), my German opponent's mental
defense will most assuredly drop a point or two. If I
hit none, there is always the hope that Ihe German
coastal artillery fire will be just as ineffective.

You may also consider the idea of bombarding
the coastal stongpoint in Arromanches. Successful
disruption of this unit allows British tanks and com
mandos 10 reach MKB LONG and thus attempt to
destroy it before it has the opportunity to fire on the
American and British beaches should the air bom
bardment have missed it. I would probably use the
following revised bombardment deployment: I)
against ITEM GREEN, twO British faclors; 2)
againsl MKB LONG, six British and four American
factors; 3) againSI FOX GREEN. nothing; 4)
against Arromanches, four American factors; S)
one each on the three coastal artillery batteries.

NAVAL BOMBARDMENT

Naval gunfire should be used asa sort of"safety
valve." Its uses are to disrupt coastal defence forts
and any coastal guns that happen to be on thecoasl.
The main purpose of disrupting the forts lies in
negating their zone of control: and it also adds + I
to the combat die roll. Many beaches will be unable
to function as beachheads unless adjacent forts are
neutralized by naval gunfire. This is the prime
reason that OMAHA beach can become such a
"sticky wicket". Table 4 highlights forlS that are in
such a position.

These forts in the second column must either be
disrupted or anacked and eliminated by assault
landing units before the units landing at beaches in
the first column can come ashore.

Trying not 10 rely 100 hcavily on luck should
persuade the Allies to use most of their naval fire in
groups of 31 or 32 factors in order to get automatic
disruptions. Suggested fire groups are shown in
Table Five.

I recommend using all British and American
rockets firsl before using normal naval gunfire. The
rocket's purpose are to try to disrupt a couple ofim
perative targets by luck rather than by using an
automatic on it.

If all air bombardment fails, then one coastal
gun that can hit UTAH beach must be distrupted in
order to reduce the bombardment table by one col
umn. If the American rockets are successful, some
secondary U.S. targets may be fired upon. Second
ary targets in descending priority are: EASY
GREEN, FOX GREEN, 1/101 Nebelwerfer, or
anything else on the coast that looks ripe for being
disrupted.

Mostly according to SIeve's flowchart, but
don't count on using British naval factors in the
American sector. Instead of the 8/1716 coastal ar
tillery banery, hit the strongpoinl at JIG RED.
Another important secondary target in the British
sector is the 11/744 Infantry banallon in Cabourg.
Taking into account the interdiction of 1Il1744,
disruption of this unit will keep the hill at
Robehomme free of German units (depending upon
the extent of the British drift). You may also con·
sider striking the 1/736 banalion sitting in
Oustreham to prevent its escaping from or interfer·
ing with the development of SWORD beach.

Whether the single American automatic hit
should be against EASY RED or DOG GREEN is
debatable, but I prefer to nail DOG GREEN. Since
the Rangers land at POINTE-DU-HOC, the
number one secondary target becomes the strong
point al that place. Other important secondary
targets are the 1/1261 Coastal artillery and the 795
(>.;1 battalion. Disruption ofboth helps to insure the
rapid expansion of the beachhead by giving tbe at
tackers of 1/1261 a + I modifier in addition to any

others, while disruption of the Ost battalion
prevents it from blocking the road north to MKB
MARC. If the Ost battalion is nOt disrupted by
naval guns, it should probably be hit in the combat
phase by tanks and infantry (providing they are
available) at the expense of attacking the lone ar·
tillery batlalion from 709 division.

BEACH ASSAULT PHASE
BEACH ASSAULT PLACEMENT

I have to discuss the American Rangers landing
at POINTE-OU·HOC. There are two reasons for
the landing. One, if successful, the Rangers will be
in position to move and attack the 9/1716 Coastal
artillery during the Allied combat of June 6. They
will no doubt draw heavy German defensive fire in
the process, but this should be welcomed in that it
mcans less fire against the more important attack
on the 11I/726 Infantry battalion. If forced to
retreat, the Rangers will end up blocking the main
highway. The early elimination of the coastal
Slrongpoint and the coastal artillery gun opens up
OMAHA for a push towards lsigny which the Ger·
mans will find hard to stop. Failure to remove the
strongpoint on June 6 bogs down the advance from
the beach by at lease one day. Secondly, I land the
Rangers at POINTE-DU-HOC because of the fact
that Steve and many others think it wiser to do
otherwise. A foolish but successful attack like this
(and it is not really all that foolish) is useful in the
mental war of THELONGESTDAY. If successful,
it gives the Americans the initiative on OMAHA,
whereas the survival of the strongpoint allows the
German player the luxury of a defensive line behind
the river for one day-one very important full day.
Luxury is something you cannot allow the other
player to experience at your expense. Always keep
him racking his brains for a way to survive.

GERMAN COASTAL ARTILLERY
FIRE PHASE

Using my air bombardment-orientated strategy,
the Allied player relies much less on the German
player's luck for his units to land safely. All the
Allied player can do now is to wait for the German
player to roll the die. Expect the casualties shown in
Table Six. Anything less is a blessing.

I have seen from zero to ten beachheads
disrupted in the assault wave, so Table Six is only a
very average result and anything is possible!

As Steve SayS, anything less is a blessing.

FOLLOW-UP PHASE AND COMBAT
In the follow-up phase, all follow-up units ex·

cept HQsshould be brought in on all beaches except
SWORD and possibly OMAHA. (Remember: HQ
units do not count lowards rule V.C.S.a.) On
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RETAIL OUTLETS

SO THAT'S WHAT
YOU'VE BEEN PLAYING

OhiO-Akron: Lillie Shop or War, Toy, By Rizzi: A rhens: The
pedaJty hops; Beocll .....ood:Toys By Rizzi: Chrl';nnat;; Broad

walk; Cleveland: N.tion.1 Hobby. Toy By Rizzi: Cleveland
Neighls: Heights Furniture- & Toy Co.: Columbus: Graceland
Hobbyl.nd, Drow,y Dragon. Hobbyland To"'n & COUnITY.
Hobbyl~nd orlh, Strele Hobbies, To"," & Counlry Hobby.
land; Doylon: Tin ldier; Lake.'cod: Wings Hobby Shop;
Ra"enna: Jaek & Jill Shoppe; Reynoldsburg: Reynold'burg
Hobbyl.nd; Springfield: Home Hobbie' 'Cran,; Sr.
Clairsville: Toy, By Rizzi, Valley Hobby Ine.• Toledo: Mind
Games; Worren: Trumbull carncra & Hobby; YQUngsrOK'n:
Boardman Hobby.

The appearance of another Victory Game
release-Ihis lime, Ambush-on our listing of rea.der
preferences seems to establish a trend. Elsewhere. UP
FRONT dominates the polling this issue in convincing
form, having one of lhe highesl "Frequency Ratios" [0

date. The unique nature of the gamc and its spreading
repulalion surely comributed to this. Just as surely, lhe
reeem issue of The GENERAL and lhe release of the
gamelle DANZAlalso played a role. Indeed a number of
newer games in Avalon HiU's stable have pulled their way
onto Ihe list, and look 10 be lhere to stay. Besides
AMBUSH, PANZERGRUPPEGUDERlANcomes to
Ollr attention for the first time, while STORM OVER
ARNHEMand CRESCENDO OFDOOM return to the
elile. ot unexpectedly gi en [he subject of each,
FREDERlCKTHEGREAT, BULL RUN, CIVIL WAR
and Empires in Arms all drop from the lofty heights of
the "TopTweOly·'.

Total Responses: 442

Rank TImes
lasl On Freq.

Rank: Title Pub Time List Ratio
1. Up Front AJ-I 10 4 9.2
2. B-17 AJ-I 6 5 3.6
3. G.1. AJ-I 9 12 3.3
4. Squad Leader AH J 22 3.1
5. Third Reich AJ-I 4 22 2.7
6. Civilization AH 12 3 2.4
7. Russian Campaign AH 3 22 2.2
8. Slorm Over Arnhem AH I 2.0
9. Ambush VG 1 1.8

10. Cross of Iron AH 8 22 1.7
II. Crescendo of Doom AH I 1.6
12. WS&IM AH 14 7 1.6
13. Air Force AJ-I 5 2 1.4
14. R.tTop AH 2 3 1.3
15. Diplomacy AH 7 2 1.2
16. Panzerblitz AH 13 5 1.2
17. PG Guderian AH t 1.1
18. VITP AH 15 8 1.1
19. Blilge '81 AH 19 2 1.0
20. Guns of August AH 16 2 1.0

Titles listed 115

Pennsyhllni:l-Allison Por/(: Hobb)' Center; A/loona:
Ballenger's Pet & Hobby Rama: Aldmore: Ardome Hobbies
Inc.; Beuvt:r: Rowlands CUI Rate: Beaver Foils: WM Bonnnge;
Brooll/al/: Hobby City; BUller: Point Plaza Card & Girl; Can
nonsburg: Toy & Gi ft Marl; Chamberslmrg: Uplown Sales Inc.;
Doyleslown: Foster', Toy & ycle Shop. Herb' Hobby House:
Easto".. Hobby Hangout & Crafl Cenler; £xton: Electronics
Boutique: Harrisburg: Allied Hobbies, Kid's; Hermitage: Plaza
Hobbyerart; Indiana: Indi3na Hobbyisl: Jenkintown: Jenkin
town Hobb Ct'.nlc.r: Johnstown: Buck's. Ballenger's PC'I &
Hobby Rama: King ofPrllssia: EIec.'lronics Boulique, Games 'n
Gadge,,; LaflraSler: Flighl Box; Lan~"ortle: Allied Hobbies.
Eleclronics BOUliquc: LOflsdalt: Penn Valley Hobby Center;
Latrobe: Adam & Eve', Pet & Hobby Shop; Monroeville:
Loreski Pho,o & Hobby; Muncie: Ballengel', Pet & Hobby
Rama; atronQ Heiglrts: American Famil Hobbycra(t:

ewlon Square: To)' World; Ookmom: Henry'S; Paoli: The
Hard"'a..e Cenler: Philadelphia: At', Hobby hop, Games 'n
Gadge": Pillsburgh: A.B. Charles Son Hobby Shop, Bill &
Walt's Hobby Shop, Burland, Hobby hop. Game Unlimiled.
John A.•<co Jr.. Inc., S. W. Randall Toy & Gir,,: Plymouth
Meeliflg: Hobbyland or Plymoll,h 1«ling; Reading: Bo,eov',
Dep.rlmenl S,or",; Slate College: Bollenger', Pet & Hobby
Rama. The Game lore; Wayne: Wayne To)',own; West Mif.
Jlln: Hobby Horse; Whitehall: leelron;c, Bou,ique; I'ork:
Race 0 Ramo

All British 6th Airborne units land regardless of
the fate of the divisional HQ. Their primary task is
to inhibit German movement and draw enemy
forces into that area, force which could be u cd
more effectively west of Caen. The 711 Infantry
Division by itself is incapable of rapid destruction
of the Airborne units even if they are out of supply
due to the 10 of the HQ.

All other British build-up unitS land. If the
MKB LONG is still speaking, you may ponder
aboul your HQ , but their ab ence at the beginning
of June 7 movement will be orely felt. The threat of
deep and rapid movement of units of the British
Desert Rats is the most perilou threat Ihe German
commander must face on June 7 (and he mu t take
it into account during his June 6 movement as well).

On OMAHA all build-up units go in. Likewise
on UTAH. The decision whether or not 10 end in
tbe 90th di visional HQ is a tough one to make; while
I tend to leave it off until June 7, I usually want to
end it in. The possibility of rapid movement by

that divi ion on June 7 towards St. Sauveur is very
tempting.

Defensive fire on 2/1255 if it is still in existence
and it is possible to do o. Any German units on the
road one hex outheast of Creully mllsf be removed
from there. Ignore, on OMAHA, the 10/1716
Coa tal Anillery position since it can be silenced by
naval guns on June 7 (unless you have no other
targets). On UTAH, watch for opportunities which
will allow ad vances on June 7, such as against
Fre viJle, on the 1/919 Infantry ballalion wherever
it might be, or, if enough anillery i pre ent, hit

IKB MARC (these last two depend upon whether
or not 11 1261 was removed by paratroopers). tr the
l00lh Armor battalion actually tries to allack,
obliterate it.

CONCLUSION
Generally, my appoach to the Allied landings is

a cautiou one. I would rather playa cautious June
6th turn on route to eventual victory than risk the
entire game by trying to get a "jump" on the
Germans in the first turn. A carefully well-played
game by the Allies should result in a victory-just as
the outcome was historically.

In my opinion, THELO GESTDAYisthebest
wargame thaI exists and I Ihoroughly recommend
all experienced wargamer give the Campaign
Game a try. I think you'll be hooked on this game
ju t as 1 am.

The vast number of die roll during the June 6
lum of THE LONGEST DA Y should ensure Ihat
no game will be quite like any other. Becauseoflhe
length of the game and the number of counters,
minor variations and nuctuation in the Allied
landing should not affect the cour e of the game.
The only real advantage to be gained by either side
is the psychological one over your opponent. Out
fox or outmaneuver him at one place and you have
the upper hand (at least until he does something just
as cunning). either side bouJd welcome a disas
trous Allied landing or an unscathed one. A middle
ground result ,viII set a pace of equal struggle for
both sides. In actuality, June 6, while definitely the
mo t ten e and exciting turn of the game, is far from
the mo t imponanr. Tholtum will come late in the
game when the nerves and will to continue the struggle
of one side breaks. The challenge i to recognize
that poim and exploit it (and to pass beyond that
point yourself without breaking). Enjoy.

Those wishing to take up any of the point
discussed above. or with comments on other aspects
of the game are most welcome to contact either of
us: Steve Piotrowski, 22 Merner Avenue, Kitchener
Ontario. Canada N2H I X2; or Dan Thompson,
Limerick Road, Cllmbridge-P Omario, Canada
N3H 4R6. We hope that our respective views will
have stirred some renection on the opening moves
and look forward to hearing from the readers.*

SWORD beach, I recommend sending in aLI the
commandos, the DD armor, and all of the infantry
baualions from the 3rd [nfantry. On OMAHA, if
there is no German shot on FOX GREEN, all
follow-up units should enter there. If all
beachheads still can be fired upon, do not land the
good artillery units for they are too precious to lose
to coastal artillery on the beaches. All follow-up
unilS should be moved as far inland as possible 10

leave space for the incoming units in the building
up phase. Thi is e pecially difficulL on GOLD
beach.

ost combat target are quite obvious on June
6th. Be sure 10 eliminate as many coastal gun a
possible. Try to push toward 10/1716 on OMAHA
and MKB LONG. Destroy it if possible on June
6th.

On GOLD beach, don't advance onto the road
going south from A nelles- ur-Mer after combat
because tanks from the 7th Armoured should go
there in the build-up pha e.

BUILD-UP PHASE AND
DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE

On UTAH, bring in everything exccpt HQs and
Ihe artillery. Respon e on OMAHA depends on the
coastal gun ituation. If it's clear. send it all in.

On GOLD and JU 0, hopefully the MKB
LO G is disrupted or eliminated 0 that the entire
7th Armoured and 51st Infantry should enter.
Make sure 10 leave room for HQs and aMiIlery.
Avoid landing at NA GREE or NAN RED,
both of which may still be fired upon by 4/1716.
There are no build-up units to be landed at
SWORD.

On SWORD end in aU independent units, half
the infantry battalion. of the Briti h 3rd Infantry,
two artillery battalion from the divi ion and all
units of 6th Airborne. The reason for risking the
tlVO artillery battalions i to either SUppOM elements
of 6th Airborne in attacking 211255 Coa tal r
tillery battery or to have a five-to-one defensi\'e fire
shot (-I modifier) again t that gun.

JUNO: no set pattern, but keep the artillery
away from enemy units so it is not defensive fired by
989 Arliller battalion and it friends.

On GOLD beach, the 46RM land at lTal
GREEN. Meanwhile, the' 030 Crab battalion
move to the beach connected to ITEM GREEN.
The I L30 Crab battalion from JUNO beach moves
to the beach connected to J1G RED. Objectives
here arc to hit Tracy- ur-Mer with a ix-to-one at
lack (+ 3 modifier at least), advance the Crab bat
talion into the hex and advance the R I battalions
and the RMSR adjacent to the MKB LONG (leav
ing one unit in betwecn to form a continuous line).

Thestronpoint in Arromanches must also be hit
and the IUO Crab allows other units to advance
through. An alternalive target for the units in
volved in this combat i the 11916 Infantry battalion
from 352 Division. It hould prove easy to, at the
very least, remnantize this unit if not completely
eliminate it. Also, ifit is impo ible to allack Tracy
slir-Mer (due to the as ault unit being hit by coastal
artillery fire), then a uccessful attack of 1/916 at
six-to-one odds or berter should result in an ad
vance adjacenl 10 MKB LONG. See lIIustration 2
for positions on GOLD beach after llied combat
of JlIne 6.

On the American beaches, all units except HQs
land, regardless of the number of beachheads or ac
tive coastal artillery batteries. If los e. are heavy,
there are back-up divisions coming. If suec sful,
tbe German player has his hand full. The 4 Infantry
Division lakes Careman on June 6, but moves north
on June 7. It place will be taken by 10Ist Airborne.
The 90 Infantry Divi ion will drive west to line up
with 82 Airborne and push for St. Sauveur.
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DIEPPE: CANADIANS UNDER FIRE
PANZER LEADER Scenario

By Mark L. Shannon

"Too large 10 be a symbol, tOO mall 10 be a suc
cess." What else would you call an amphibious
assault involving over 5000 infantrymen and a regi
ment of tanks? Whatever historians may call it, the
operation was to be one of the bloodiest repulse of
Allied forces in World War 2.

The reasons behind the allack are rather dif
ficult 10 comprehend at this date. But early in 1942,
the Kriegsmarine was able to send home two battle·
cruisers and a heavy cruiser from France through
the English Channel with lillie damage; it was a
severe blow 10 British pride and morale. Soon after
this, the Gennan offensive in Soviet Russia once
again picked up momentum and drove on toward
Stalingrad; Leni.ngrad was on the verge of sur
render. Stalin demanded a show of solidarity from
his Western Allies, preferably in the fonn of a
second front. But America and Britain had recently
committed themselves to landings in North Africa
and simply could not devOle their still meager forces
10 such an undertaking as the invasion of Europe.

Fully aware that some attempt to soothe Stalin
shouJd be made, English planners thought 10 try a
larger version of their heretofore successful com
mando raids along the French coas\. Two plans
were proposed-a flanking allack using surprise as
its key element and a frontal assault with a major
bombardment to silence opposition. Either were
aimed at taking one of the mall port town on the
French Channel coaslline. After lengthy delibera
tions and bitter argument, Dieppe was chosen as the
targe\. With the target determined, it was decided
that the flank attack could not work due to the
nature of the coaslline there-almost vertical eli ff
except at Dieppe itself. Too, Allied Intelligence ad
vised that the bridges leading into the town could
not support the new Churchill tank (to be fir t
combat tested in the raid). Montgomery and
Mountballen, the chief planners, were forced 10

accept the frontal assault plan, provisional upon a
massive preliminary bombardment from ea and
air.

The only forces available in the British Isle at
the time were the untried troops of the Canadian
Army, the similarly untested American Rangers and
82nd Airborne, and various veteran commando units.
1\ was decided that the 3rd and 4th Commandos,
with a small force of U.S. Rangers, would take the
German naval guns flanking the porI. The airborne
troops were to be dropped to seal off Dieppe from
reinforcement . The Canadian 2nd Division wa
given the main chore-the capture of the town
itself-and were to be supported by a regiment of
tanks.

Problem first arose with the naval upport
promised. Sir Dudley Pound refused 10 risk either a
ballleship or cruiser in the Channel within range of

Luftwaffe airfields. Then the next blow fell when
"Bomber" Harris refused to lend his heavies
because they could not be pared from the nightly
raids on Germany. But Leigh-Mallory promi ed to
supply close support with Hurricane fighter
bomber, and so the plan was allowed to mature.

In practice landings on the southern coast of
England, it wa found that the naval landing crews
were unable to keep to the schedule or the exacting
placement that was required, but this was blamed
on the stronger tides. Too, the "dry runs' revealed
thaI any mi lake in the complex landing cherne
would spread, causing high ca ualties. The opera
tion was set for the week of July 4-9. Suddenly the
weather in the Channel deteriorated such that the
airborne troops could not be ent in. The operation
was cancelled.

BUI, in Ihe meantime, Tobruk fell to the Afrika
Korps. Convoy PQI7 10 Russia wa allacked and
almost completely destroyed. Stalin's demands for
a concrete show of Allied upport grew shriller.
Polilical nece sity for the operation grew. But
unease held the British planner. Montgomery
stated that the attack should be "off for all time"
and left to take up his new command in North
Africa.

Yet Ihe politics, and Ihe pre sures of the
aUiance, decreed that the allack be resurrected.
Churchill ordered it 10 take place as soon as fea i
ble. This time there would be no paratroop land
ings, but otherwise the a sault would lake place as
planned. The soldiers themselves were not told of
the upcoming show and were kept in their normal
training routine.

Finally, on August 17, the Canadians were put
on alert and boarded their transports. There their
officers found out that they were 10 carry out the
allack that had been previously cancelled. The inva
sion force sailed on the evening of the 18th; so did a
small German coastal convoy bound for Dieppe.
Invariably, the invasion force and the convoy met
and surprise was lost on the left flank where the 3rd
Commando was to allack the guns at Berneval and
the Royal Canadian Regiment was 10 land at Puits
to allack the gun on the eastern headland over
looking the Dieppe beaches. The Germans had
made Dieppe into an independent strongpoint, with
all-round defences heavily guarded with barbed
wire and pillboxes. Machinegun and artillery were
set in concrete emplacements and in caves in the
cliff face.

The landings began with the a saults on the
flanks. On the left, where the vital element of sur·
prise had been lost, the force wading ashore were
massacred. The Royal Regiment lost nearly 500
men. At Berneval, the commandoes were pinned
down on the beaches, except for twenty men under

a young major. These were able 10 circle behind the
battery and distracted the German for the impor
tant hour of the assault. On t he right, the commando
allacks were all successful, but to lillie avail. For
the German defenders were in full readines and
reacted with courage and conviction.

At Dieppe the main landings were thrown into
IOtal confusion. Most of the troops were landed, as
well as the 29 tanks (including three Churchill
flamethrowers. However, many were out of po i
tion, and all en e of formation and purpo e had
been losl. Allied information was now hown insuf
ficient, and it was found that numerous well-sited
MG po ts raked the sand . Dozens of men died on
the beach; most of the rest were pinned down. The
tanks, il was found, could not cross the eawall
separating them from the lown. Following troop
balked when faced with the mas ive firepower
sweeping the beach head and had 10 be forced from
their craft at gunpoint.

At thi point, communications with the com
mander at ea had broken down completely. One
radio set had been mashed by a tank and the others
lost, the operalOrs dead or wounded. Only one
radio still functioned on the beaches, and that was
in an immobilized scout car. Any chance of reacting
10 the mounting disa ter was hopele s without coor
dination. In de peration, the re erves were shortly
commilled. But their landing was badly off target;
in effect, they assaulted a ne\ beach and were in
turn decimated.

After four hours, Ihe order for withdrawal was
issued. The massacre continued as machineguns
and snipers, mortars and artillery cut down the men
running from the beache . Some could not or would
not leave the cover of the eawall. Acts of bravery
were rife in the ad-hoc rearguards that acrificed
them elves 10 allow the others to be picked from the
water. Soon the surrenders began.

Of 4963 Canadian involved, 3367 were killed,
captured or wounded. In the other Allied forma
tions engaged the proportions were smaller, but
still high. Overhead, the greate t air battle to date
raged over the French shore as the Luftwaffe ro e to
turn back the British fighter-bombers. In the end,
Allied ground casualties were a shocking 68070 of
those in action. Almost three Canadian battalions
had been hurled against one German company.
They had been butchered. The raid's true value
tarnished as it might be-was nOl seen until June 6,
1944, when a much better defended position was
assaulted from the sea. Dieppe had been a costly
lesson, but one that, to their credit, the Allies
learned.
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SITUATION 41
DIEPPE FRANCE

MAPBOARD 0 RIENTATION
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AugUS119, 1942: At 0520, over 4000 Canadians of the 2nd Division landed
on the beaches of the coa lal town of Dieppe. They were 10 lake the pOrt,
bring back examples of the new German 20mm-quad anti-aircraft gun,
destroy a torpedo dump and the docks, demolish a nearby airfield, and
seize a coastal radar station for quick analy is by accompanying scientists.
The raid was timed to la t until the tide-four hours later. The Canadians
were met by element of the 302nd German Infantry Division. Within re
action dis ance was the refining 10lh Panzer Division (who did not reach
the ballie in timel.

2 I 2' 2 I r 1 I 2 1 I 1 9 A 5 3 M 8 4 H12 2 C\ll 2' 40 H 1 9 A 5 2 011 2'
~ ~ ~ m * \nwn .... .... ~ ...... .... -r

6 x181 4 X3 1 3 X3 1 6 X4 1 2 X2 0 3 X2 1 4 "'10 2'X2 14 11·" 5 10 X7 5 2 x210 X5
GERMAN GROUPA
3 1 2' 6 1 1 3 r 2 20,1;0 4 H 10 14f O3 M12 20 lHJ28 40lHI32 o e 0

~~ ~~ ~ ffi 2t~ 20(4 81... I"'" ~ ....
8 X8 1 6 X3 1 10 X3 1 1 X2 0 1 X4 0 1 X2 0 3 X3 1 2 X2 0 2 X2 0 1 x312 1 X3 3 X4

GROUPS
6 1 1 2 H 4 12 A 8 2 A 4 8 A 6 11 A 8 2 em 2

~ .. .-- ., .. ~ .,.
6 X5 1 3 • 16 12 8 6 m'10 1 'X2 9 l' .8 4 "10

SET·UP
GERMAN: Set up first, Group A anywhere on Board B. (Group B, if

commitled, will enter from any road on the outh of east
edge of Board C.)

ALLIED: Set up second, as per the Amphibious As ault Rules (Section
XI.)

VICTORY CONDITIONS
Victory is determined through the u e of point, awarded as follow:

Allied - 10 pts. for each German combat unit (not fortifications)
destroyed

5 pts. for each Briti h unit evacuated from the board after
Turn 17

30 pts. for each of the following:

Eliminate the cavern in B·E7 (bridge demolition rules)
Eliminate the radar site in Fratelle (bridge demolition

rules)
Eliminate the airfield in Wi In (bridge demolition rules)
Clear Dieppe of enemy units by the beginning of turn 16.

5 pts. for each German unit of Group B committed to the
game.

German 5 pts. for each British in fantry unit destroyed
10 pts. for each British non-infantry unit destroyed
15 pts. for each British unit left onboard at the conclusion of

play

arginal Allied Victory: score more points than the German
Tactical Allied Victory: score twice as many points a the German
Decisive Allied Victory: score thrice a many points as the German

Marginal German Victory: avoid Decisive Allied Victory
Taclical Gennan Victory: avoid Tactical Allied Victory
Decisive German Victory: avoid marginal Allied Victory

TURN RECORD TRACK

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20

SPECIAL RULES
I. The board will be modified slightly to depict the coastline from the
eastern headland of Dieppe to Pourville. The already existing terrain will
be u ed, but some of them lake on special features:

Dieppe is defined as the hilltop hexes on Board B between rows B·I and
B·O, inclusive (i.e., B·17, B·16, B·15, B·J5, B-K5, B·L5, B-M4, B· 5,
B- 6 and B·06) plus the town of Rieux. Ignore the slope markings ad·
jacent to these hexes.

Cliffs, in addition to those represented on Board B include all hill
slope hexsides of all hilltop hexes on Board B between rows B·A and
B-E inclusive, and between B·R and B·W inclusive. Slopes in hexes east
of hexrow X exclusive do not exisl.

2. A Cavern is located on hex B-E7. This represents the torpedo dump, and
may be destroyed using the procedure for destruction of bridges. When
destroyed, all units in lhe hex are also eliminated. The German player may
not voluntarily destroy the cavern. Maximum stacking in the cavern is IWO
units. Units in lhe cavern are separate from those on the hilltop. Fortifica
tions may not be placed in the hex. Units in the cavern may not be attacked
by indirect fire. Finally, the cavern open only to the west (hexside E7-F8)j
all allacks on or by lhe cavern occupants must cross this hexside.

3. British fighter-bomber unils repre ent Hurricane lIBs. These are armed
with bombs and cannon, so Typhoon values are used. However, the
fighter·bombers may make attacks only prior to landing troops and during
withdrawal (Turns 17-20). Use during any other game turn i not allowed.

4. The Allied player may delay his landing for up to five game turns.
However, the game i not lengthened in any manner by hi decision.

5. Amphibious Assault rule (Section XI) are used in lhis scenario with the
following additions:

As each Canadian units attempts to land, a die is rolled:

1-3: Unillands normally.
4-5: Unit lands dispersed.
6: Unit does not land. (It is not counted for VC determination.)

If the unit lands dispersed, a further die roll is made:

1-2: Unit lands dispersed in inlended hex.
3-4: Unit lands dispersed twO hexes EAST of intended hex.
5-6: Unit land disper ed two hexe WEST of intended hex.

This application is in addition to any results of German fire. Thu unit uf
fering a Special Dispersal could be eliminated if dispersed in landing, and
counts for VC determination.

6. If a Brilish tank is dispersed by German fire (direct or indirect), it is con·
sidered immobilized for the remainder of the scenario. It retains its ability
to make fire attacks. ark such immobilized units in some convenient
fashion. They may not be evacuated.

7. During lurns ]7·20, the British player may evacuate his forces from the
beaches. To accompli h this, each unit must move to a beach/sea hex. If it
has expended one-half or less (rounded up) of its movement, it may be im
mediately removed from the mapboard. These evacuated units are not con·
sidered eliminated; mark lhe VC point value for laler reference.

8. At any point following Turn 10, the German player may commit any
units of Group B to the game.
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It is the fourth round of a close four-player game of NA VAL WAR.
You are playing in the position of South. At the conclusion of the third
round of play, the score stood at: South-78 victory points, West-81
points, North-81 points. East-75 points. In the current round, both
East and West have been eliminated. At this point in the play, each
player has the following ships in his Deep Six pile:

Discard

ADDITIONAL OAMAQ(

Draw

East
Texas
Ark Royal
Caio Duilio
Pennsylvania
Nagato
Akagi

North
Yamato
Repulse
West Virginia

West
Fuso
Ise
Hyuga
Washington
South Dakota

South
GrafSpee
Revenge
Iowa
Gneisinau
Lutzow

South just lost the West Virginia to additional damage. It is the
South's tum to play, and only three cards remain in the Draw Pile.
Although not given to card-counting, you do know that both Sub
marine, both Torpedo Boatand the Minefield cards have all passed by.
Given the situation illustrated, can you predict the winner in your
game? Who? What card, if allowed to play from your hand, is most
beneficial toyourchances?
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The answer to this contest must be entered on the official entry for
(or a facsimile) found on the insert of this issue. Ten winning entries wil
receive AH merchandise credits. To be valid, an entry must be received
prior to the mailing of the next issue of The GENERAL and include a
numerical rating for the issue as a whole, as well as listing the three best
articles. Sorry, only one entry to a contest from each subscriber will be
accepted; entries subsequent to the first will be discarded. The solution
to Conlest #]21 will appear in Vol. 21, No.4 and a listing of winners in
Vol. 21, No.5 ofThe GENERAL.
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Door It... :

"OI>« ...in, ,",'i,h hea., he.". 1,.h pen in
bod '0 IlOl. ,h., ..•" Bo, seriou,ly. Vol. 21.
No. I ......n ••""II.n' i..... TIl< UP FRONT
",id.. ptt.u.od«l m' '0 buy. I.m. I h.d nor
.... ".""id<r<l! purdw.i Th. D-OA YI"id••
"hile ,hin.., .prof",•. '"' I kome >lin ,hi'
.\.>100 Hill r.members ,/la, lher o,he. pm..
II it> ~n< b<sid<s ,he 111<01 ........'ion. SL. PB. JR
lOd TRC.

"h)'n. TRC, The ."iel. by M,. H.""",n
..... """'pl<t........ nffour paJn. E.id.nlly h.
Ill""'" Rul.. 1'.2 Ind lS.l dif(<rCJIlly f,om
..ylllbn ployer 1h.," ...·.r deal, wi'h. For .um·
pk. h< bel ...... (1lJI I ..ad ,h. ankl.) ,h., On<
Slub can be used IIlin« h•• no and h•• 120
Iimuhlnoo",ly by ••lIinl 'n ."..k .11 .10....
(r"", "on< ba"I.· ... A' "HIKS '1'«'i.li" for
THE RUSS/AN CAMPAION (rulinl on di,·
..........." .hou, rul... inl<l]>r...'looo). I,",'ould
il."h. mal,.. <lotil1«1. This Illhe S«OSId ,im. I
wolJ ridieulou, errOf lias Ippeo,«I in. TRC .",
d< (1"< orh.. "'... befo", YOUT 'illl.l. Don', you
b" _ ""ho knows II>< I.m. and eoold
"Id ,Ilol"io!e<!

Fin.ally. if M,. H.,mon would rak. ,h. bai,.
I'ddra!l<O£< him '0' TRCSeri.. R.pl>.y wi,h him
"'"'Ihis C,imeo Def.nse .nd myselfin ,h. "'I< of
to< A,i,. Ei,I><, 'h. C.mpoiJn O.m. or ,he Tour·
......0' Soon",io "'ould .u!fio<.

8iUSal• .,or.
Fall< Chu",h, VirJinl>.

*****
[)wR,,>:

So ",moon••Iteg.. ,hal I Sluk. <an'l be u,«I
ill IIKH. ,han ..,. TRC I,.. Ii .•.• h...w S1ukllJl in
<lear h....). IUe<m"o me th., ,he TRCml.. do
hold th.1: • TRC I"..k ,.n in.olv. mo,. th.n
_ def.ndinl he•• 1lJI1o , all un;" in",l.ed aro
10 OluuWly..dj""", , .nd S«<IIId. thal I
Slot.o is Ippl;«J 101M at/Mit. Th. only ~",i,.·

...... ,ha, l('In f",d in ,h. rules .... ,bat i, m"", be
'Iin&k d«lor«l .".d .nd "i,hin 'h..... raq<
fr... the HQ Unil.

111< S1ukl ."••k> in ,h. ilIu"'''io", brok.
do'oolh..:

OiOJI'.m I: Th. S1uk••" ••hon 'he Collap<ibl.
t..h in.olve b.nl<s .pin" two def.ndinl h.....
To< l,b and 61h T.nk Corp< '0'''' tho .i<1i"" of.
...(1< 7-1 ."..k. plu. S'uk•. So " .... ,h. l,d .nd
100h "'mies••''''1 (uPl'«l to 7·1 wllh Stu'o).

lli>&ram l: Two ."a.k••pin" fou' defendi...
h",....h. Th< fou, Bal'", Mill ..,y Di",i", units
~..e ..hi«< '0 • " ...1<, m... 2·1 .n."k. lepl
ltOd<t,lI<tu1<a:J·1 "i,hS'uka. Th.DOrlh.m four
W"'.." Milit.,~ I)iSl,i<1 units 10' lhe sa"", " ••,.

...., .. ~·I (7·1 wl,h S'uk.): ...in en. UI/ad.

1lI< 'Ila'~ en B,.., '0'" • no,mol l·t. .nd
""uitnu. II ,h...

DiaIt.m l: Three Sluka ."••k•. On In.nd Q24:
Ill< fonn....n "V. 'he 1."" on .n isoilled blllk.
Th<thitd. 1lIb<cqll<t\, to tl>< rUSf AV ........... 0I1S>

1ItI<l; .... Ih. WM 0 s«:ond lin. (no doubled ri.....
.. r""impulo<), wi,h S1uk•• Th....k-offonth.
SoYi<lllh Ann~ and the mopup on ,h. 100h. bolh
0lIII<la>tin ",,"n«,

Now ,II< puncb lin•. TIre Siubs ...."'ploced
"opnI ~.;«> lor //IustFUli". </U';I,. und in ull
..... wtn opplitd 10 finlle .ngottmtn,.. Ob·
riou>Iy",~"r~i< Iho.....t Ihat 'h.y ...... jUst d'ol>"
ptd ,t 'l~dOm••!lldi~1 ,,·hol. Mih'.,y
Diotri<ts. They " ....""'t. This would bv. b«n ob
...... to onyon< ,..di ... ,h. ",,",1< 'h......h
<lfdully. son><lhinl ,bat .i>ould h.... been don.
Odor...IIi". I' ". of pOjl<r".

S..h. aitiO i. sh.llo"·. if on. ,ul< "in,.t-
1"..."",," (off.lar, ' 'hat!) is tbe ha>i._ Su.h
a!l<pIiona a'. no< E'<rnal TTu,h,••nd ,hi> i,n',
lll< "Old Tim< Ooopel Hou'''. f\.s for ,h. ",111<',
np<ti<nce, 'h '•• "ory. perh.p.o .pocryph.l.
Dfa So , 1 '.1 ,,'ho. ,",'h.n ."..,.d durinllh.
PlJrl" i«!. "Bu, I wOn ,b. Ord.. or the R«I
lIaon<rl" On. of th. policemen repli«l. "Th.,.,
IIOI~'" )'Ou're -e::U>«i of, Co""ad.'"

I do ,,'an, 10 poim ou, • t.ll,.nd .Iari....
ria.. in ,~••nlel<: one tb., «nod out ('0 m. at
kas<) Uk.......'.po""r l>r:adlin<. 0iaIr1iIJl1 >ho...
Army GrOllI' 1'Iorth an..kinl' 'acanl ~'" (lhe
'''0 fr....' lin< uni" .......h.... n in no On ,he
!lalli< <OUt). Thl. ,",'1lJI an illu.It.,iv. '''0'. Th.
SoYi<l"'up IlJI >hown in my manuseript. h.d 'he
lu IIICI 7th T.nk Corp< In h.... FlO .nd H2O
,.."",i.<ly. AG1'I."••k, bo'h in on. J·I b.ttl<.

It would be nio. if r••d= w.re willio. to d.·
lraIe la<Ii<al.nd "'''<IIi< ....C<pta. MIn< If. c<r
lIW~op«l ,odehal<. l'd lik. '0 ftndoriJinalityor
boI,,, ideu: tl>< I"kl< WU ,,·,iu.n '0 <lid, tl><m.

Anyon. OU' th.... in'.....ed in ra,iOllal disc"".
<ion!

Rol><n Hlrmon
Bi","p. Californi.

*****
0.., Mr, M.nin:

Th.nk you for publi>hinl Tom Swid.,·, pbm
,ul.. fo, DUNEin Vol. 20. NO.4, OUNEi.ofi""
I.me.•nd on. ,bat I f..1ben.fill f,om ,I>< addi·
Ilon.1 ,i",. fOT diplOmacy betw"", p1.ye" 'ha'
_,.1 ploy .ffOfd•. Ho"".... I ..·•• di..ppoin'ed
Ihat Tom hod .ho><n to .dop' • "muh........'
movem.n, opproaeh to. pme ,ba, is d..i(U<d
round. !<q u<llti.1 mo.....,.." •Y".m. especiall~as
b. h., also <l<vi...... n ..""Uen, ... of rules whleh
leav. ,b...quenti.1 sy".m in' By o.inl
,imullon<Oll' move",.n,. I>< 'I><n to inltodu"
hi. Own lUI.. fo, priorili.. In mo.inl in'o
st'OSIlbold.--eompl;'I'iOSl' ... hkh do nor arise in
the orilinal pm•. I .Iso f••, Ih.t ,h... rcod...
0S<d '0 ployinl DUNEfl<:<·,.,.f..e ,",ill be pul off
by tb••har\f"_ Sur.ly lhe pbm .",<ion of. I.m.
.i>ould ,or'espond as .....Iy ... possibl< witb ,I><
11<e-<.,.fac:.......ion, unless 11><1. is so"", 0""'·
ridi ....dvanlq.,obepin«!! lba•• h<o<nrunninl
• pm.of pbm DUNEusinl Tom', co,H.. ,ules.
• nd p v. Ihe pl.yer, the opt ionofu,i"1 his ru les as
printed in The OENERAL If 'hey pref.rred. All
..id 'hey ",-.n,«I 'o"kk ,",'ilh II>< "'Gu.n,111 mov..
m.n' rul...

GlynL.Roberts
Lonclon. G,n, Britlin

M,. RokrlJ'/o, Ihos...homilybe"IIQ ...."'ol
IMloct.l>lh.ediIO,oIC",& TIt"..,. ,,'untliven
ove, lo-umonl Oilier Ihlflp_p!uy b, muil 01
DUNE. For /tim lInd Olh.... ,hiupe<>minr t<!1<o.S<
o1'h. DUNELipu",ionModulosUr""ldbrinl.n_
couTl1I"",.m. AlXOfdinl 10 Mid: Uhl. AH d..
"'/opY. 111<1. Ut<! '" be '''0 n... "',,'ionls" by
FUlut<! Po.trim.. (f~./oIk ..ho d<S;lned DUNE).
The first. "Tlrt Spic. Hu'v....., ..ill b. on
«onomic ,um. whl.h pt<!ffd« Duke Ltfo',
o";",,lon Dun."nd ,,'hi<h ,im"I<".. II>< inl<_
compelilion 10' spiu omonl Ih. m.mben 01
CHOAM. AI 1M <o""""ioIJ o/'h;" •'pr<-I"""",
,h. >pice ttmO!-Hd <'lin be u>td by Ihe players to
oil<1 'M;' in;1iul..'upo undlor10f<'<S. "TIre$pi«
IIttrwJ'" will ttlso be pIo)WbI<ttJ a sepuro..IU_
in ;f> 0'''" ,i,hl. .,.,.. RrofId .xpo",ion• .. .,.,..
Ou#··. brinl.,oDUNl:: ,h,indi.id""ll<od",co",·
bilt in.oked by "kuniy"-II></o''''oll>loodl.''ds
1><1~·..n mltjo, ho...... /I b inl<nded '0 uUI_n,
ond di""if, IIf< roI. 011huolorI ul ./tu",.,." 01
Fronk IItrhtn in Iltt 10.".. Themodul.s odd new
1_1$ ond '''''''M', ""nblor .... in lit, ori,i",,1
p",•. ~peninl1It<!<ompltxilyandfWlO,iotions.
801h. I U'" ill/ormed. a,. 10 be ,.,-.1 ""Iy In
,~.

*****
0.., Editor:

Th.nk )'OU for , ..""ndi... '0 mypho""eaU in
.u<b I f,;.ndl~ f••hlon ye:".,d.y. h w"lre.. to be
.ble ,o,.lk witb """<0"" from Avalon Hill "Pin.
I ,",'i,h '0 r."".. my eomplai", in w,iti... fo, 11><
r N.mely. I Ihink that ,I><Ofpniz.a'ion of
lo<aI f f."" "'-..p"'in, hllJl t.k.n • n<ll'
I«led b.ck ..at 10 ploy·by·mail for toolonJ.

1' •• pl.",d .dverti,.m.n" in Th.
GENERAL. bo, ,h. , ..pon•• WI' ...Iu" ....ly
fro", PBM .nlh",;.",. Muy pmet, at. by In·
elin.,ion Or I••k of """"OIL apo",,,,,n, 'PO" 0'
di.Hk. of ,I>< ri,ks, or .v."ion to ,h. hook·
k..pinl. "'" unabl< '0 u.. PB~' .nd <anno,
1Iavdlo... di".n"",.

COlUider ,ba, 1.m no,olon. in lam<n,Inl'hi,
i""C1i.i,y ud watchinl ",y A"alon Hill boatd·
pm.. "p,l><r d... ·'. lots of money pOUred in,o
,h. bobby ,urn. ,I>< aff«1ion, of w.,pm",aI
"""0""" sour wh.n they·.... DC Ilv. OPPOn<1l1>.
Solillirc i. only lnod f0' .""Iysi••nd p'Kli~ ,",'I' b
many of ,I>< ,,"rren' I , SO tbi. is no OIItl<t for
ou, fru'"llion•. (1 ha "i«l u'i ... it.)

I "",'n ~ diffe..nt A".lon H;n ,ities. Ev..y
AH WW2 pm. 1d,h.r o,",'n 0' 0S<d '0 ",,'n (hlv.
inl di••• rded .u.h "-led "d.ssie." .. STAL·
INORAD.nd AFRIKA KORPS). sol f..l.ntill<d
to this I<t ... ,Tru,h is. 1','. madel, ",y bu.l..... '0
be 'ho"'Olh in ,h. coU<C1inl of "H prod""ts bit-

by·bit. But fTF pme" "'0 PO" of your saI<s
r.IO'''. H<lp 0' nnd h and orpni,.1

D..id"M.~bh.on
n.n,on. N.... J.rsey

NffdIUS-IO-Stty. I symptt,hi:• ...i,1t Mr.
MrMuhon .n"""y. 110v;", SOUlhl 1......, ..Iil«
oppnll<nts in ,uch Ins-thon-~o,_01 ,If< hobby
u. St, And"w, in SCOllond und H.I.no In
Monlono. 1100 ho'" hod 10 .ndu,. ,h.ln",,,,tion
O/.."t.hinlltt>'Orir."''''<SlIIe"nd",y.ltilbl"'''
nmy. Bu,M,. M<:.\luhon, Iik.hundTtdsulothtrs.
Iuu Hi~ ,It< iniriotiw! lInd Ittlped I"'''' °10t,1f
..""omi~ ."'l1-in hi.> ....... Ih. Mm:<' Adven·
I.." 00""" (.on,o., M,. Leono,d M,llm"n.
6/19-4.J·51J8, ifinr<F<SI<d). UIl/",'u""I<I,. If<I>
9uil<<o',.., t~UI tMhobby p,<;lj h..~n u",tbl<
10 Ii". mo... ,lron limited"'fJPO't 10 fTFlomi~.

Mos, of,It< """"""" """'nlly ho. sum;",ly~n
uimed Ul the soIilui... and b)"lfIQil'fi"""'. The
GENERAL h"<Ol'I,inrt<d lopub/i.>h ~'1lnt.d.>und

dub n."". con,'.nliun do". ond lou,no",.nl
f<sults lOT Iht <O"'pOtili...mindtd FTF tum.".
SUI. pe,hop> Ihot i.> nOI.nOl4h. I'm open '0 '<4'
I."io",.

*****
Dear R.od.,,:

In Volume 20. Numbe, J ofTh. GENERAL•
my ."i<l. 'Nonhfo<ld, the End of.n E",' '"',.,
pu~li,bed. Th. followinl is ,h. solo v."iOSl I
m.deof ,I>< r.,b' 'be y Ilik< ha', Someoflh.
foU"""i"'4" ,ules'ho :.. I><" a" in .ddi,ion'0 ,h. ,ules;

TIl< map< .,. in ''0'0 boti,orn.1 '0"" of 'hr«.
Top I<ft to rid": CC upSid.-down. BB. EE
up<i<l<-d"",'n. Bonom I<ft 10 'ilhl: GG up<id•.
_·n. AA up.oide-<lo,,·n. DO.

BB

00 33

00

"" VV

TI>< James-You...., pnl eOUn«" "",m top
'0 bo""'": Pros"""or· in BB·JI I. US Seout in
ce·1:18. Bord.. Rid,,· in BB·C6. Orin.... • in
AA-L1l. Yankee' in OB·06. T.....• in BO·O.
InnCl«n«' in B8·J12 .nd Guard' in ce.L16.
Th••• .,. ho,... In BB·JII/I:12. CC·KI8/1:19.
AA·L1I/I:II. BB·Jl2II:lJ. CC-LIMLl7. AB.
03/01. HB·H2IHI Ind BB·ll/12. Th. Fou"h
Char••«r i. NCO' in D[)·G1J .nd 'he s.v.n,h
Chot••"r is V.....n··in EE.QS. TIl< ' ......folk
at'" GI",bl<r OOS<Ph H.ywnod)·" in BB·m.
Clerk (A.E. Bunk..)' in BB.c•• B.nk ... (Frank
Wileo,)' in BB·m, 0",,,,, (Elia. Stacy)" in cc.
Pll. Sodbo"., {H.nt}' Wh«ler)·· in "A·RIO.
Run"in, BoyIAUIU" Suborn}'" in BO·H 10. lk.
(".E. Manninll" in ce.Q21 up<'o1", FIlJI'
Eddie·' in [)[)·FI6. Bark••p·· in DD·HIJ.
S",il~ in BB·EIO up".l". Andy in [)OI20
upst.i", C."I. Daron·· in M·M. LlIlI~Etnlc"
in EE.Pl. H.ppy·· in DD·H 16. Lu.k~·· in ce·
M16. Old M.n·· in BB-F4. R.b" in BB·F9.
D'i....r " in EE-OI. Lid"niOl" in OD-EI1,
Quiet Man·· in EE·$4 and Sli"," in AA·M7.

Special rul ddi,iOSlS:

2. Cbar ". of Sid. A m.y only ..i, the boo,d
from h DO·K ll/K I. and EE·K 1/1:2,

4. Th. Bord.r Rid" has .notber C.J in....d of
'I><R4!d.

,. In 101Il.i.. ploy. ,~••ha",C1'" of Sid. B m.y
nOl .,i, • buildinl ~ ben in the LOS of • SOd. "
.h.,o"'<1 unl<ss ,ha, ..m. Sid< A .h.,...... is in
'h....... buildinl.

6. In solilli,. pla~.Oplion.1 Rul<9 mu" be used.
Th. Army and W.nd"..C<lUn""ot. TAC D.nd
,b. T",,'n.folk ond Ror.1 Folk arc T"C C.
Named «>un,,,,. "annor. mOW! until Tu'n ,. The
r<l' of 'he rural.1Id ,0w",fOlk m.y nol move until
Tu,nlO.

7. In solita;" pl.y. lb. numbe' of """...
,ho"'''l<r i y for TAC putpoon i, the lru.
numbet of b divided by II>< '"" ..pon diviso,.
When • "01" is nor witbin LOS, '<II.rdl...ofth.
dill.ntt. oU T"C a..io", m.., be MOVE.
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8. Th< Sid. A "ha,....,. belinninlin ,h. Bank
0SI1loatd BB m..' "avel down lbull<y 010... ,I><
<dies of Iloa,d, CC ond BB befor. ,I><y may",
temp< to ..it 'he m.p\lolr,d.

For Vie'''ry••dd 'he foIlO"'inl:

4. Ea"h Younl" .barae,.. I'" -10 "",,ory
pOin" for ...ilinl the ""pbo.,d wl><n .no,her
Youn.... is woun<l<d or __n wi,bou, a h..... A
James I'" -10 v1<tory poin.. fo, ..illnl ,I><
"",phoa.d ,,'ben ,be ",be, J.mes is wound<d or
down "'i,i>ou, • bot... (Down is considered to be
d....n, eonseio...nd wounded.)

S. E••h Sid. A .ba,..t" Ihot ",ill II>< boo,d
before '" du,inl Tu,n 10 will ... -10 vi<:10ry
pOints.

Th.nk you.

Mkba.IL.. M"rin
Eli",. M.in.

*****
Dear M,. Mat,in:

1 '0'" ftll' inlfodUO<d '0 w"I.",inl w~il. in
coll'I' (I period ,0""pOndi... "'ulllly to when
M.... r«:<i.«I,h. twot.bl<t.). I wu fllJldnated •
hooked on the ",.ny .nd various ,i,I... Gaminl
DC' only fOllowed me beyond ",bool. tl>< <lipan.
aion of my I.i,u« ,im. incr<a>ed ,h. 0ppOnunity
'0 pl.y. If you ('In .."'. iI-I ba". probably
played i,. Now. 'hr« .hilclt<n and '''10 eompute"
la'". I remain loi,hfullo til< bobby 11lIbo,i,u"
fJdd~led .«:ordi"l! '0 my wifel.

H.......'.,. I mo" eonf... ,~ar lba...Iipped
.nd even hOI"",he"wil! follow. WHOA-----don',
1000Ihi.l.u.,. 1'•• tead ,ha, eo"f...iOSl is Iood
for ,h. SOUl b<t:.... i, m.k.. room for more .in.
(.nd I eould 0'" Ih••pat.l. l".nd hu"'bly befo..
you.nd ,h. e",i" pminl eommunity.nd st",,,
.r... IS ~<a" of put< w.tpmi... I ba.... ployed,
not iu« nn<. nor ""... just two. bu, 'h,.. .ok·
ployinl p ......! ISho<ked OUlet}',) And wor... I
.ttioftd rhem_ lSiI..., "''''-IIi of ~e.ds.1

P.h.w ~ou ..y:. po"i fanry ,hOI' iood
round of TIIIRD RE/CII will ,,"re. No. I .m
.fraid 1.hln·l '«0'" ,har ...'Iy. A. I",If" b".
witb the se.r1.. I."." Il.PG branded on my .....'.
pl.....llow m< 10 PO" .10",lOm. infOf"'"lion '0
o,h.r hard eot<pm." ('r><b '" 'I><rabid M.....'_
O.I,'ln .nd P.pe).

F,iend'lr..d th.,_··P"'en'laloppO"","").
it wu no'",y '0 ....k.l "'lUition f,om I.adlnl
pan..r otm;" '0 heinl H Ho,1>< H.lf.()r•. Tobe
blun'. 1had .I...ya ......id<red role·ployinIP"'''
to be the toys of peopl. "'~O ,",'.r< ISO! qui'. hri.h'
""oulll '0 pl.y ".rpmes. EV<1I ,I>< f.ntasy.nd
>cience-f><lion boord'....... ,",'.r< ..in,«I. I ,.....
"TO"'. RPGscan 11<0' .h.aIl.nlinK. ud'inl.nd
fr ...",'inl" .ny w"I.m•. Ala"".." conv.n·
,ion I ob..,ved. demon"..,i.. of LORDS OF
CREATION. 0"" pl.ye" was an .ld"l~ (70+)
wom.n "'ho PO' ,his stuffed ,hin in his plo"". 1
only .. i.h I «>uld eonv.y to you, '<a<k"hip how
.mucd I ,,-as wl><n I finally pon",ipa'ed in u
''0.

Si",. ,bat ,im<. 1 ha.. liv"" """,id.rabl<
lhoulhl '0 II>< di'«1lon IhOl The GENERAL has
tok.n ....... ,I>< PU' 1'0'0 yoa.. under yOll' hand.
M.., of the I."... and ,I>< ""i"" di,Hke ,h. nOSl_
.. m< ma«rlal. M.ny bave '"11..'«1 'h.' ,his
m ri.1 h., no pl••• in Th. OENERAL. I
disaJr«. A' .... elimi""" ,h. "'arpme mat"i.l•
w. belin to OI'll\I.le_,O b<t:om. I fd .... <lemen'
in ali of lIm<dom. no",....lIy",'V!IIObl' kno,",'n
&I the ..... r<lI.. Bunk=" of ,h. IliIJIina "'Ofldl
That i_ "'har we ar. in d...." of """'mi..., If i, I,
no<. his,,,,l<aI '""",pme. ,"" ... in. i,.

I am no, _peaki... only of RPGs. I incl"'"
bo,h 'o"'pu'" II"''' .nd ,h. fin. ad..n,u"
pm......h ... SOURCE OF TilE NILE. In my
opiniOSl, "v.lon Hill is ,I>< I••dina prodllC<f of
adult pm.. of AI..I.. ,y"....nd Th. OENERAL is
,b. naa'~ipof A•• lon Hill. To d.ny ,b... o,h"
p ...... some .ok•. holV<v" limi'ed. is.n '''0' of
..,,,"'" p,opOnlolU. TIl< ob.lou. «Ion Is ,har
thor 0''''' A.alon HiIllIIIJui .... tbll """"
Ih How..". ""'" of u. (myself in·
dud<dl." DCt in,,,..'ed .nOlllh '0 iu"ify 'he
e"ra ,ubs<r1p<ion-but tl><,. I, .. ill In in .......
Would ,1><.v,,"1< ofo""pol.incacb OENERAL
d<vored to non·............ bun ,hat mU<b! E....n
the Woll S',.., }0",,,,,1 inclodes a"kks thal a,.
""n·bu,in...ori""ed. Exdusivilywill pr«<d<the
<I<",i.. of OIIr bobby. God forbid Ihar PANZl::R
BLlTZ.omes,o .it mid. my Rubbi.·. bul>bl«or
wh."v.. lb. 1><11 th., Ihinl ,","') ,.II><,inl dust.
Bu' wi,bou, 'CC<'pti ... tho ..id" hOOzo", of ,he
hol>by. it eould.

OavidSl>api,o
MU"'.uk... Wi><oo,in
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AVALON HILL RBG RATING CHARTS
The following Avalon Hill games are ranked by their reader-generated overall
Value rating. Further aspects of reader response to our titles are indicated by
the ratings in other categories. By breaking down a game's ratings into these
individual categories, the gamer is able to discern for himself where the title's
strengths and weaknesses lie in the qualities he values highly. Readers are
reminded that the Game Length categories are measured in multiples of ten
ninutes (thus, a rating of "1 8" equates to three hours).

E ROPAFQRTR

WAR&PEACE

Q. H.ow does one anack an ally in Ihe same
alliance? When would thaI pillyermove?
A. You must r>rsl kick him out of,healli.ncedur·
ing the Alliance Phase of onl! turn and then you
may auack him on the lIexllum. If a slate is drop
ped from an alliance, it may nOI move in that
alliance's Movement Phase and mus' instead.
move in Ihe neXI cutral Phase. If aUQcked, it

'joins the alliance opposed 10 whoever aH3cked
a,nd may then move in thOI alliance's Movement
Phase, evC!n ir it has already moved as neUlralthat
turn.

Q. Can the British player make Britain a neutral
country?
A. No!

Q. Ifaminorneutrali 3113tked.whichco1l1Uf)'in
'he opposing faction moves il5 units and fighls ilS
baltles?
A. The French or British players decide jf Ihey or
another member of their coalition will comrollhe
unitS of a minor s'ale lhat has joined their alliance
due 10 enemy invasion.

Q. In the r>anl act of conquering Prussia, the
French player auacks Berlin :,lnd advances after
combat ich a single infantry SP whhoUI a leader.
Rule J.S.A. specifies Ihal Ihe conqueror OlliSI
leave the conquered capital on Ihe next Movemenl
Pnase; but the French plnyerclaims that hi, infan·
try unit cannolleave Berlin without a leader .nd
Iherefore the Prussians cannOI receive their Berlin
production pointS. Is thi, legal?
A. No: the French unit must evacuate. Although
il ordinarily hns no independent movemenl, in rnn
Iry does not need leaders to retreat or whhdraw.
The unit i considered H withdr3wn" to an adja.
cem hex during 'he Movement Phase.

Q. May the Allied player .irlift a unit from
Eng.land (0 a city on Ihe continent during the
second impulse of 3 lurn in which the city hasjusl
been caplured (i.e.• the city was nOI in Allied
possession at Ihe sfarl of the turn)? If.50. can the
airlifc.stilliakc: place if the caplurew3s taken by nn
ai rdrop or raid?
A. Yes. Yes.

Q. During the invasion lurn. when exactly is
Allied Ground Support placed on the map
before or arrer the German reveals his hidden
unils?
A. !lefore.

Q. 1, Allied Ground SuppOrt .lIoc.t<d before or
.fter the Allied player has determined the landing
results or his paradrops7
A. After.

Q. Can a blockading neel Iry to iOiercept the neel
thai successfully ran ilS blockade lhatlurn?
A. o.

(2].).»). In effect, tne Allied adv.nee has changed
the "Engaged" result inlO a "Comac:t'J result at
the end of the turn.

1776

Q. Ifunlts areenlrenched in n tOwn hex and a fon
is placed under construction. ;s the enrrenchmenl
removed immedialety or upOn completion of 'he
fort in the next turn?
A. Upon completion of lhe fOrI in Ihe next lurn.

Q. Does a DR factor in C.nadaaffectlhestrategie
area Slatu' .nd allocation fortne Middle tates if
lherearenoother BR in lhat area?
A. No.

Q. On the turn of pl.eemenl of reinforcemenl'
and replacemenls, may they emrench. begin :I

fort, orbetransported bys..?
A. Yes.

Q. May the British player bring replacements,
supply units and/or reinforcements inlO a be
sieged port fort?
A. Ye,.

Q. Mayall decoy cOunicrs allowed be used in one
area?
A. Yes.

STORM OVER ARNH£ I

9.5 Suppose tnree inf.ntt)' .nd. HQ unit oppose
tbree infanlry and 3 HQ unit in Close Combat; can
eit her or bOIh HQs bif' scr~ened?
A. Tha, depends on wnatthe player without the
Tactical Ad\Jantage does wilh his HQ. If he el(.'Cts
to screen his HQ. then obviousl)' he: hasn't e:nough
units 10 allack Ihe opposing HQ iril is screened. If
he doe-sn't screen it, lhen he hasont': eXira unit wilh
which 10 allaek the opposing HQ, regardles, of
wnat the player wilh the TaClical Advantage op,s
todo.

11.5 Ir the Germa.n lakes an area on lurn I. and
loses it on lurn 2. does he still gd the IWO bonus
points?
A. o. bonus poi",s aren't awarded until the end
or the second turn and the third lurn.

13.21 A.ssume an uncommlued AT unit and HQ
unit are in Ihesamearea and lhat the HQ unit calls
in arlillcry. Can lheAT unil allack also in the same
impulse?
A. No~ A'· unil~cannolfirein thesameimpulse as
artillery.

10.3 Does one Brtn C.arrier which "makes it"
cancel 311 of Ihe - Is and In of the - 2 anlmLlni
tion,hort'8e?
A. Vest the erre<:t is not for one turn only, but ror
tne balance of Ihe game.

Ihe nOrlh edge into EupenJ how is the movement
reduced forlheAllie:d unit?
A. Thisans\\'er has IwO possibilities:

I) If the Allied unit doe, nOI enter enemy
ZOC. lhe: movement rate is ligured ~ such: 1/4
plus 1/4 '0 reach Eupen, al which poinr J 3nd 1/2
movement points (or 14 road movement PQinlS)
remain, of whkh half are los[ (i.t .• seven road
movement polnts)~or

2) If Ihe AlHed unit does intend to enter an
enemy ZOC, the movement rate is figured as such:
1/3 plus 1/3 to re.ch Eupen; .t tni, point, 3 and
113 mO"'emenl poinlS (or 10 roa.d movemem
points) rem.in of which nalf.reloSl (Le.. r>veroad
movement poinIS).

23.5.5 In the example of "Ellgagcment" (pg.
20·21), the AlIied)-4 and 4-4 stand faSl after the
German turn. BUI during Allied auacks. an Allied
unit advances adjacentloone oflheGerma.n unilS
(say, to 1J26). In the enain reaction that end, tne
engagement, arc the Allied )·4 and 4·4 immedl·
alely required 10 counterattack1
A. o. The choice to IlstandfaSI" is made arter
movement, bUI before Ihe Allied combat phase
(23.3). The engagements end and, if po"ihlc, tne
Germans arc free 10 move: away on their lurn

Overall Value: 3.88
Components: 3.67
Map:-
Counters: 3.72
Player's Aids: 2.21
Complexity: 1.68
Completeness of Rules; 1.84
Playability: 1.65
Excitement Level: 3.36
Play Balance: 2.20
Authenticity: 6.92
Game Length

Shortest: 33 mjns.
Longest: I hr.,49mins.

Year: 1983
Sample Base: 61

Surprlsin8ly. tne interv.1 belween the
two ranking, (that of Vol. 20, No.2 and ,hi,
one) ,eems not 10 nave gre.tly chan8ed Ihe
readers nip's view of NAVAL WAR. In most
calegories-Componcnls. Player's Aids,
Complexity, Completeness of Rule. Play.
abili'Y-lhe rattngs were very close. Even Ihe
dlffercn-ccs reneel a heighlt:ned appreciation
for the game. The complete rating, follow:

Our firsl allempt at re·rating a nif'W title
blought 61 responses. in the process placillg
NAVAL WAR 16th on the Adventure Gaming
RBG. Too, some intcreslin8 comparisons
came from looking to Ihe reeem survey (Vol.
20, o. 2). Since tne value, below are much
more representalive, they will mark the game:
On the ongoing RBG chart.

The Overall R.ting (J.88) for NA VA L
WAR, which seem, to be neither "r>,h nor
fowl", neithtr wargamc nOr t'anHlSY game,
renects Ihe ambivalence tnal shows through
many of the personal commenas from
readcrs. Many ,..,mcd apologetic and defen·
sive oflhe fact that they found it reall~ rous·
inggood fun. II is a game orenjoyment rather
Ihan skill. run for the emire family, and a
rarity in this hobby of ours. As one father
pointed OUI, evcn quilt young children can
ma.'l.ter it-a dream dear 10 the hell.rts or war·
gaming parenls everywhere. (Who knows?
Next on ,he agend.-B/SMA RCK?j Its
r.ting, for Complexity (1.68), and Com·
pleteness of Rules (1.84) and Playability
(1.6» bear Out the observation. And It is
quiCk pl.ying•• decided asset for a fanlily
looking for an evening's cordial emcrlain
menl. The ··Shonest" game length figure
represeols thai for n single: hand: Ihe
"Longest" Ihal for a complete muhi·hand
game:. Needtess-to·say, Ihe rating for
Counlers is Iha' ror Ihe Cards.

DULGE '81

NAVAL WAR $6.00
Family Card Game of World War 2 Naval Combat

6.8 If a unit leaves: Iheboard during movcment Or
during advance after combat, does the opposing
player receive Viclory Points for unit elimination?
A. No.

35.1, 46.4.1 ond 46.4.2 Suppo,e Germ,n ullits
relreat off Ihe board via an arrow, full'illing Ger
man Victory Condllions and causing British units
to diveTi 10 Antwerp; do they counl as unils
eliminaled for Allied pOint counl?
A. Yes.

13.2 ond 13.3 Rule 13.2 state, that i,olated
artillery unils 3uack at half-slrcngth and ruh: 13.3
slates thai isol::ned artillery units may not provide
firesupporl. Which iscorrc:cl?
A. 80th are correct. Dircxt attack or derense
againsl adjacenl enemy units is dislinel from rire
support. See rule 11.1.

14.1.2.3 Stnce nrc support and dire<:t 3tla<:ks are
nOI the Sllmc, does Ihis mean Ihal German corps
artillery may move at one·quarler point road
movement rale and then parddp3.le in all anack
against adjacenl Allied units?
A. Yes.

14.1.1.1 Whru size boots do Nebclwerfers wear?
IPublished ,,,bali,,,. J
A. 1)0'" 170', or 210's7

14.1.2.2 ond 42.6.2 If. commalldo is not
recogniz.ed by an Allied infantry unil moving rrom

1971

110
117

'Jl
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~~
126
53

86
26
)6

f\
14
127
88

10~
SO
61
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~
!

.. ~ ..;; .. 3~ ;.

COMING UP ADVENTURE GAME RBG
('\ n >n ..

NEXT .. ~~ ?
cg ..
~<0

.., g lll~.. .., c:!. =.• < g .. :r; !!:c; ~. ~ ~
~

TIME
Tith' ""= .. ..
I. C1V T:99 2.IT .17 1.9
2. TT 2.22 2.26 4 2.45 1.95
.0 2.27 2.23 ] 2.45 2.30

4. DIP 2.30 3.18 3 2.41 1.82
5. 2. 2.8 3 _,55 I. 5
6. GSL 2.48 1.9) 5 3.04 2.55
7. M 2.76 2.91 4 2.84 2.47
8. SOT 2.8) 2.98 5 3.71 2.43
9. ],0'3 .Iii 7 '3.11 3.8'3

10. KM 3.0] 2.6) 7 3.60 3.22
I . SST 3.2 2.96 5 3.14 . 8
12. WQ 3.27 2.70 2 2.67 2.21
13. G 3.31 .73 4 .02 2.89
14. MR 3.42 2.01 7 6.01 3.91
I). A~ ].60 3.48 4 2.48 2.33
16. NW 3.88 ].67 2 1.84 1.65
17.0 4"'"35 D.ll .79
18. OR 5.26 3.84 2.73 ].96



Not since "First Impressions" (COD) in Vol.
17, No.2 has an article so dominated our poll as
did Don Greenwood's "Playing Your Cards Up
Front" Iwhich polled 480 of a possible 1200
points). This serves to highlight a point to ponder.
Prior to Volume 17, most lead articles garnered
450 or more points and so commanded the most
attention. Since then, it would seem, there is
more of interest in these pages- more articles on
diverse topics-thus spreading the voting. Also
worthy of note. the Series Replays have con
tinued to score very well in these ratings,
strengthening our resolve to bring more of these
to culmination. Taken together, the fine crop of
articles in Vol. 21, No. 1 brought it a quite
satisfactory Overall Rating of 2.89. The ratings
for the individual efforts of our distinguished
authors are as follows:

PLAYING YOUR CARDS UP FRONT 480
SERIES REPLAY 185
ANVIL OF MY EYE 155
UP FRONT BY THE NUMBERS 140
MEN BEHIND THE CARDBOARD. . . . . . .. 93
THE CRIM EA RIVER DEFENSE 68
THE NIEUWE KADE GAMBIT . . . . .. 40
BLOOD ON THE BEACHES. . . . . . . . . . .. 21
AH PHILOSOPHY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. 10
DESIGN ANALYSIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8

Once again, a SL-related piece brings its
author the Editor's Choice Award for best article
of the past volume year. And the author himself,
Robert Medrow, is no stranger to the honor since
he has twice been voted the award by the reader
ship in the past. In a year of many fine articles, Mr.
Medrow well earns the $100.00 bonus and the
lifetime subscription to The GENERAL the award
also brings. The nominees for Volume 20, ana
their percentage of the totai votes received, are as
follows:

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
by Bob Medrow 31 .2%

CRAFT OF THE SOLDIER-KING
by Deane Sperdakos " 20.0%

ANEW LOOK AT AN OLD FRIEND
byRobertHarmon 15.6%

ZERO!
by Michael Anchors 11 .1 %

SCIENCE FICTION FORTHE WARGAMER
by Nicky Palmer . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.9%

PARA-LEADER
by Oscar Oates. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.7 %

KING OF THE HILL
by David Bieksza . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.4%

SUPPLEMENT TO TH E
COMMANDER'S NOTEBOOK

by John Hunter. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.1 %

The Avalon Hill Game Company's FOOTBALL
STRA TEGY League, which has been an ongoing
institution here at the design offices for the past
12 years, has seemingly fallen on hard times. Cur
rently, there are no players on the waiting list
clamoring to get into the 28-member league. In
evitably, substitutions of one or more coaches
must be made from this list during 'the season.
Area footballers are urged to apply for position on
the waiting list by writing Don Greenwood, clo
The Avalon Hill Game Company.

Aliens! Bugs! Bond! Gadgetsl Scimmers!
Gilbert & Sullivanl (Gilbert & Sullivan?) It's gotta
be the third issue of HEROES. The latest issue of
The Avalon Hill Game Company's bi-monthly
magazine devoted to fantasy and science-fiction
bears articles on all these. Of particular interest to

readers of The GENERAL may be the excellent
art.icle on MYSTIC WOOD by Matthew Pirrone
which concentrates on the strategy of this unique
"boardgame". Individual copies of HEROES are

Infiltrator9s Report

available from The Avalon Hill Game Company for
$3.00 (plus the usual shipping fees).

As usual, at ORIGINS in Dallas the Charles
Roberts Awards were once again presented to the
best of 1983's releases. It was with great
pleasure that Victory Games fulfilled our expecta
tions and "swept" the traditional awards. Civil
War took the nod for "Pre-20th Century Historical
Boardgame", while their unique Ambush was
voted the"20th Century Historical Boardgame".
Victory Games' role-playing system, James
Bond, was presented the parallel H.G. Wells
Award for best new role-playing game on the
market. All in all, it was a banner year for our
friends at Victory Games.

At ORIGINS too, a unique event took place. In
a surprise subscription drive, a drawing was held
which included the names of all who subscribed
to The GENERAL at the Avalon Hill booth before
Sunday afternoon. The Grand Prize, a copy of
every new Avalon Hill game for the rest of the
winner's life, was truly grand. Second prize was a
lifetime subscription to The GENERAL. Third
prize-a copy of every game that The Avalon Hill
Game Company will publish in 1985 free. Mr.
John Hennebry (below) of Mt. Prospect, Illinois,
was the winner of the Grand Prize. Mr. Daniel
Hum of Abilene, Texas, was awarded the lifetime
subscription; Mr. Keith Simons of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, will receive a copy of each game
published in 1985 (which looks to be a banner
year at The Avalon Hill Game Company with the
planned release of ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER,
the redevelopment of the PB-PL system, the
publication of the Craig Taylor's FIREPOWER, as
well as numerous other projects). Once again, to
Mr. Hennebry our profound congratulations and
expectation that he finds his new subscription to
The GENERAL eminently suitable in assimilating
what will soon be the most complete AH collec
tion outside our offices.

Known Game Openings is an independent
hobby service for pbm players of DIPLOMACY.
Each issue lists current openings for play-by-mail
games along with all relevant information to
enable the readers to make contact with the
gamemaster. Copies are available from Mr.
Robert Sacks (4861 Broadway 5-V, New York,
NY 10034) for a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.

News of the recent merger of the American
Wargaming Association and the National War
gaming Alliance has reached us. The new national
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wargaming club boasts over 300 members, the
largest "all-hobby wargaming club" since the
decline of the International Federation of War
gaming more than a decade ago. According to
George Phillies, president of the AWA, by combin
ing the AWA newsletter (published on a regular
basis since 1973) with the vigorous, active of
ficers of both clubs, better service for the entire
hobby is assured. Under the terms of the merger,
the new organization will retain the by-laws of the
AWA, with NWA officers filling vacant slots in the
AWA organizational structure. AWA members
will enjoy uninterrupted deliveries of the American
Wargamer; NWA members will find this monthly
newsletter replacing the rarely-published
"Kriegsrat". The AWA/NWA tournament sched
ule will continue as before. Membership in the
new national wargaming club is $9.99 annually.
For more information, contact Mr. George Phillies,
1139 Nielson Court #3. Ann Arbor, Michigan
48105.

Annually, Games Day is the major gaming
convention/competition for the thousands of
wargamers in Great Britain. There, among the
many other events, is a brief presentation-very
much reserved and quiet-of the Games Day
Awards, Britain's recognition of the best in the
gaming industry. This year Avalon Hill, as usual,
and Victory Games, a newcomer to the British
shores, garnered a fair number of the awards.
RUNEQUEST was named the Best Role-Playing
Game of the year, and James Bond the second·
best New Role-Playing Game. DIPLOMACY was
second in balloting for 8est General Boardgame
and DUNE for Best SF Boardgame. Of particular
pride. The Avalon Hill-Victory Game efforts swept
the category of Best Historical Boardgame. These
were awarded, in order from first to sixth, to:
KINGMAKER, DIPLOMACY, SQUAD LEADER,
CIVILIZA TION, CIRCUS MAXIMUS and Vietnam,
1965-1975.

Our UP FRONT contest proved to be a
challenge it seems. The largest response in some
time brought only ten winning entries. It seems
that most were misled into believing that an
American victory was the most probable outcome
of the best possible play. Not so. The following
who saw through the bluff are awarded a mer
chandise credit voucher by The Avalon Hill Game
Company: Jeff Conner, Pt. Richmond, CA; Chris
Hawkins, Seattle. WA; Kip Kohlman, Minot, NO;
Richard Lake, New York, NY; Andrew Maly, Rolla,
MO; Glenn Overby, Detroit, MI; Jeff Petraska,
New Boston, MI; Paul Tenney, Herndon, VA;
Michael Tullius, Rosemead, CA; and Ray
Winninger, South Holland, IL.

Contest 120 stressed, as so often one must in
wargaming, application of tactical expertise to at
tain a strategic goal. In this case, the readers were
asked to fomulate the best possible organization
and entry onto the field for Napoleon's army as he
faced his greatest challenge in the HUNDRED
DA YS BA TTLES. Given the several tasks ahead,
the French Army is divided into three forces com
manded by Napoleon, Ney and Grouchy. Each
receives a Movement Command. All units enter at
Hex 0107 except Ney (and Dro~ot) who enter at
0105. No Major Generals are brought into play, it
being unwise to yet divide the forces. The final
placement for the units are as follows:

NAPOLEON- 0307
Reille-0307
Vandamme-0306
d'Erlon-0207
Gerard-0309

NEYand Drouot-0405
GROUCHY-0508

Mouton-0509
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The "Opponf:I1U Wa'lled"
(1d~'er,ise.menrs appearing 0" Ihls
page are lnl~nd~d 4f a service 10 Ihe
nodtr.thip oj Ihis p:riodical. This
serv'~ will conlinlle so long as ~e,.·

loin rdilorial reguJafio/U are adhl!.~

10 Slrklly. The Mlton of The
GENERAL~therigh' to udse
anypart 01DrOit enljnad~',nlsmtlrtr
should ,h~ nOl /JItfol'oINM.

Wanr-QtH ...'iII ~ acaplro only
....hen prinl~d 0/'1 ,he aPPTfJp";Qte
form or a retlSQnable.Jacsimi/e. SIi("h
mU$1 be accompcmfed by,IIe appro
prlate!ee, This may loh tht:/orm of
UltlQrla!.lItd US pMtage.. nOle Ihal

jt!Jrelgn postage is not oeaplable. No
r41JlfdJ olfhisjn"'/1/~ mQd~. tvVl
should tJr~ ad not be printed due (0

'IlUurr 10 coliform 10 A H policies.

Plur-r print Dr tl~ the ad copy.
If lh~ tid is nOI ltg{b1~. iI will nor M
prinlN. Too. no addealinr Mith n01'l
A H prOOucls will beprimed andallY
mmtton oJsuc:h wUlIM UdsM. Ads'
ore accepted for (I $rngle priming
only. Should ,he r~du desire tho' ill

spedfl(' ad tnjoy a mullipleprinlil1l.
Q separale numbi!r ofcepit;!; t:qu.allo
Ine numbu oj times the tId u 10 In!
run nam be SJJbmlued-oJthou,1I
only ont IO/~1 payMtm n~ be In·
clud~d to cover Ihe prinlings.

All mQ/~rlallnTh~GENE.R.ALis
prolft:t~ bycopyrig1l1 Qnd reproduc
,Jon 't4,t,h in/~'" 10 sell i.$ .slrictly
forbiddt:n. Ad\·t:ni~ may sdt
phOlocopin 01 ptlrlilufar tlNidts
from SOW OUT bu<k 1»u<5 NO
LONGER in srock (fo" a lisli", of
th~ issuer .still in .stock. ~n$ull th~

lis"ng 01 Ihe bOl(om 0/ this JXlg~),

pro'IJidw thot tlley ~horg~ no mor~

lor this .suv;~ Ihon ,hl!;r Own u
pcnSO. An.vane Qffering such capit!S
for a profit or di.nributiffl ropleJ of
back mila ,Still (lvQi!abll! will be ;n
vlola/km o/Ihe copyri,h, laW5 a/the
Uflil~Slalt::f.

Finall:!, du~ /0 the pres;su~ oj
\·a,.ious deod/{I'l~s. o/trn od~·tr·

tistmtttt.s submlutd "'~k.rbtifon an
mue Qppmr$ will nl)f be prinli!d in
that W'ue. Please be palie7fl; such will
/)I! primed in Iht lmmNlJou!lyfollow
Ing I~ut!. P/~ast! do not ,sPt!C(b Q par
ticular issueJoran ud to ap!JCu,,; such
r~quesls c'cmnotlN Ironorw.

* GENERAL BACK ISSUES *Only the foUo'Wtn& GENERA L back: jgues au ,nill available. PriCt jj $3.00 ~r issue plu$ 10'1. postage
ijlnd handling chllrges (20~. to CanlJda, 30"/0 o\·enea5). M"...yland residents please add Str.. slate sales lax.•
GENERA L po~nse coupons may nOl be used for Ihil or olhu non·game orcle:t'!i. Due (0 lhe low qUi!l1\li(i~

oC .lome bad I$S~ 'We' request Ihat )'OU $prtifY3.hcol3tC' sdC'ClioRSShoutd )'our fiTSt choice be un41vailable.
BeJow is a li5.tins of each issue by 5ubjeet matter: came I.bbre...iaIions are italicized and found in lbe'

Opponenu Wamed .ad i~n in thh ls$ur .\Jnd article lypre;5 are identified as follows: H-Hi.$lgrical
Background. DN-Oesignc:r':li; NoleS. V-Variant. SR-Setie:i Replay (sample' g3me). S-SuiI.tel)'.
Q-Queslion$, P-PBM (paM'll) S')'S1ertis. Sc-5cc.narios. A-Ana.lysi.s, The larlest (fea.turt) artidt:s iUC'
al",';,;)'!" the first onC! li!tecl: in eadI issue'. TbO:K: issue numbers prinled in red indi(;luC' om:-coh;u n:prints of
prc\lioU$ly oUI-of·pnnl issues.

1l-2: T8-H.D : 88-V; 8L-V: PB-SR: PL-D : STAL-S; AZ--Q
I~3: AIW-H. ON. S, Q; TRC- ; JR-S; STAL-SR; WA$--V; PB-5<
14-5: SL-H. A. ON. Q: WS&JM-!\; ~C-S;MD-S; SST-So JIl-S
15-2: PL-V. Sc; STAL-V; JR-V; DD-DN; IlB-S: I'TTP-
15-6: COl-A. ON. S. 5<, Q: WA$--V; AJlV-5; SST-Sc; PL-V
16-1: AZ-Sc• • ON: JR-5; NP-S; PB-SR: 1176-S; DIP-S
16-2: BI$--A, Sc, H. ON. Q: PB-SR; AK-S; 1776-5; WS&IM-5
16-3: PL-A; WA$--S. H: TB-Sc: COI-SR; 1176-5; MD-V
16-4: MR-A. V. ON. Q; COI-S; JR-S: TRC-SR
16-5: TRC-5: SUlJ.-S<; SST-S: WAS-S: PB-V;RB-V; NAP-S; COD-Q
16-<1: DUNE-A; DIP-V; O$--V:AZ-DN. Sc. SR; PB-A. PBM
17-1: W&P-A. ON, V. Q; JR-S; COI-S; MD-V: COD-A: MR-V; LW-S; WA$--SR
17-3; AX-5; JR-S; COD-S. Q;AF-A. ON: TRC-V; I'ITP-V; COI-SR
17-4: FE-S. P.O. V; MD-V. Q; COI-SR: VITP-S; 1776-Sc; WQ-A: SST-V; AP-S
17-5: CM- • v. Q; RW-V; SL-V; STAL-V: PL-S; JR-S. SR; CAE-V; KM-S; MR-S
17-6: STAL-S; IVS&/M-V, Sc; WAS-V; JR-SR; SL-S: TLD--Q; CL-S: VITP-S; TRC-S
II-I: FITW-A. Q; BI$--S; SL-S; DUNE-V; DIP-S: AK-A; PB-SR;AL-S; W,£P-S
11-2: AF-A, Sc, Q: AK-V: JR-DN; TB-V: SL-S. Sc; AIW-V: I'ITP-S; DlP-5; DD-S
11..1: GOA-S, ON. V. Q: AOC-V. Sc: AK-S; VITP-V; SL-S. Sc; WS&JM-SR. P; DIP-S
11-4: GL-H.V.A.Q; SL-5<.A; LW-V; W&P-SR; AQC--S,P: FE-V; WAS-S; AX-S
11-5; JR-S. A. V, ON. Q: SL-S. A. Sc: TRC-V; TB-V; RW-V; CL-A; DUNE-V
18-6: FT-A. Sc. V, ON; VITP-V. Q; MD-S. Q: SOTN-A, Q; SUB-SC: BL-V
19-1: SOA-A. V. 0 • SR. Q; TLD--A. Q: JR-S, Q; DWTK-D : TB-A
19-2: BB-H. Sc. S. ON: TLD--A. Q: SL-V; JR-S; SOA-SR
19..1; GSL-A. Sc. V, SR, Q; DIP-A; RW-Sc: GE-V; 1776--&; LRT-V. Q: SL-A
19-4: CIV-A. v. ON; CM-V; DIP-A; GL-V; AL-V; TR-Sc; WQ-Sc; SL-A;JR-S. Q
19-5: SO A. S, H. Q: W6.P-S. Q; DlP-A; WAT-V; WSd.IM-&:; SL-A
19-6; VlTP-PBM. SR; JR-V, Q; DlP-A; FT-V; BI$--V: NII'-A: SL-A. Sc; SUB-V, Sc
20-1: GI-S. A. ON. V, Q; VIT/L-SR
2ll-2: IT-A. ON, S Q; MR-V; LRH-A: SL-SC; W&P-V; GOA-S. Q: DIP-A; PL-V
20-3: FRED-S. V. Sc. Q; PB-A: 1176-Sc; DlVTK-S. V. Q; DIP-A; CON-V, S
20-4: FlTG-S. A, Q; SST-PBM, V; A 11'-11.; DUNE-PBM; DIP-A; SL-DN, A. Q; BL-S; KM-V
20-5: BR-SR. S. H, Q; LRT-S; DlP-A: GSL-Sc; GE-A: II'SlM-Sc; SON-Q
20-6: B-17-A. V, SR, Q;AF-V; LW-S; DL-S;FE-S; DIP-A; MD-S; 8R-5R: GOA-Sc; SL-A; PL-Q.
21-1: UF-S. A. SR. 0 • Q; SOA-5; Gl-H, S: TRC-S; DD-S.
21-1: AB-S. ON: W,£P-S, A. Q; AP-S. Q; DIP-A; FR-S; FE-S; JR_S: 8FI-S: 1776-S; SL-A.



QUALITY

THE GENERAL

For APPLE® II, ATARI®, COMMODORE® 64 and IBM® PC microcomputers

Strategy, Science Fiction,
Fantasy, Adventure, sports II Iustrated® ,

Educational and even Arcade
GAMES for the HOME COMPUTER from

I mic~QcQm~ute~ ;ames®
DIVISION

The Avalon Hill Game Company
4517 HARFORD ROAD, BALTIMORE, MD 21214 (301) 254-9200

At leading Computer
and Game Stores everywhere

... or CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-638-9292

for store locations
or ordering information

Use the coupon to send for
a full-color brochure

with pretty pictures and
In-depth game descriptions.

The Avalon Hili Game Company· 4517 Harford Road, Baltimore. MD 21214

Iwant to play forever! Please send me your full-color catalog.
(Enclosed is S1.00 to cover postage and handling.)

Name _

Address _

Clty.Stafa.Zlp _

Type of computer _



THE GENERAL

The Civil War Counter Sheet VICTORY INSIDER

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ** **
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

** ** ** ** * * * * * *3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

* * * * * * "* * * *3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

* * * *3 3 3 3

Explorer

Askaris

Mercenaries

Arabs/Boers

Bearers

Boe,Guide

Guide

To,al expedition

n # of Members
Leadership Rating:

Ul: I LR: I LR:

SOURCE OF THE NILE
GAME LOG

Amended Expedition Make-Up

.10

x10

xlO

.10

Transport Capability

Canoe I
Ride Mounl _

Pack Mount -------------- Portage Cost

.300

x5

x20

Rations

Gifts

Muske,s

Bonus Items

People leanoe)

Tusks

Total

.1

.1

.1

.2

.15

.7
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The answer to this comesl must be emer~d on the official entfY form
(or a facsimile) found on the insert of this issue. Ten winning entries will
receiv~ AH merchandise credits. To be valid, an entry musl be received
prior to th~ mailing of the next issue of The GENERAL and include a
numerical rating for the issue as a whol~, as w~1l as listing the three best
articles. Sorry, only one ~ntry to a contest ffom each subscriber will be
acc~pted: ~ntries subsequent to the first will be discarded. The solution
to Contest #121 will appear in Vol. 21, No.4 and a listing of winners in
Vol. 21, No.5 ofThe GENERAL.

Top t~n lists afe seemingly always in vogu~ these days. Wheth~r the sub
ject is books on the Besr Sell~r List, television's Nielsen ratings, or ev~n

games, the public never seems to tire of seeing how their individual favorites
stack up numerically against the competition. Our preoccupation with this
national pastime is almost akin to routing the home team on to victory every
Sunday, So to further cater to your whims (and to satisfy our own curiosity)
we unveil THE GENERAL's version of the gamer's TOP TEN.

We won't ask you to objectively rate any game. That sort of thing is
already done in these pages and t'lsewhere. InSlead, we ask that you merely
listth~ three (or less) games which you've spent the moSt time with since you
received your last issu~of THE GENERAL. With this w~can generale a con
sensus list of what's being played.. nOI just whal is being bough!. The
degree of correlation between lhe Best Selling LiStS and the Most Played List
should prove int~resting.

Feel ffee to list any game regardless of manufacturer. Ther~ will be a
built-in Avalon Hill bias to the survey because you all play Avalon Hill games
losomeextent but il should be no more preval~m than similar projects und~r
taken by other maga2ines with a special inter~st-based circulation. The
amoum to which this bias affects the final outcome will be left to the in
dividual's discr~tion.

The games I'v~ spent the mosttim~ playing during th~ past two momhs
are:

o Westo East

3

Card Play~d:

Projected Gam~Winner:

o North 0 South

THE GENERAL·· ·····..·f····~~·~~· ..·l.········..··..··.H ~ .
HITLER"WAR '''00 ~ H.H,tIL : WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN
The Strategic War In Europe, 1939-45 g;~ i i ~ l i ~ 3". PLAYING?

"'a" "Q,~ •
INSTRUCTIONS i :;; ~ 6! ~ ~ q •

Ral. ncn c.,e~o'v bV piecing. numbe' -= '! !:: '" !<. • ~ .. ~
,0nll"'l1 from 1 t"'''''!In 9 in ,ne appropri.t. f: a 0 1f;'1 :: <>. < C'l •

• 'p"CI '0 ,ne "lIht 11 e"u.tlng ·'.~c.lI.nt·': 5. C' i g~ ;; s i ~ i 0 •

•
".v~.g.": 9, "w"ble"\ EXCEPTION: ROle ~ .. ~ '" ~ _ _:l g&,.

"--e:~o ,...-".m.7••nd7l> ... '.'m.OlminUI•• ne<:.... rv : .. ""-";' ...... _
'0 pl •• the game. '" ten-mo>ut. inc,emenlO. f ~ !: ~ g, g: <; ~ :: +
IEx.mple' It you'"e found I, t •••• twO onO. '" - ~ .. ~ ~ .... ~ ." •
hIli hOUtS '0 plOV thO blok seen.. '" or. 1 i ii"'l i.!! s ~ ~ .!a •
FRANCE '940, enter "15" lor co,ego,y 70.). ;; ,: 5i g, ~ So i ~ I •
For on ••plon.""n 01 ,he C"'"I/O'in. ,"tor '0. 'It .. ;0. _ i-.. ... ':;
'ho /l,H ""do.op!1y of Vol, 19. No, 4 Sub. c: c: ~ ~ j;; ;. il .;; •
CO'OI/O"o, .,. indico,od by i'olico. [n''',. .:; .; <>." il il !:i;7 ~ .9 •

:

<>o~g~i: ~.;;". :
,.'lng.onlv 1or 'hO•• c.'"9'"'I....lev.n'to'h. .;:: It"1:t= O'~ ~ ..
g.mo ;" ~u"''''n, No,o ,hOI AH'o 'alOng. 10' ~ & ~ ? ... ~ :. i" ii
Comple.i'. and Vea, 01 Publl.hlng h.V.l>etIn • a=. ~ ~~ ;:: a 0 •
p,oVlde<!: do nol r.'e 'h... co, ego,,",. : '" . '" ~ ~ C'" a :::l •
1.0•••• IIV.lu. ,-::g>: ;0.0 a.S'" ~

·3"a.~3;'" •
2.Compon.nl' ~Q~ ~":l i-leii' g

:

O'l::r;::: .. e-': •
2a. Mopbo.rd ~o"" -~ .-il (""l •

:il"', ~! l~a ,.
20.Courllers • ;.;,_ zg a~!!; •
2c. Playe,'s Ajds • 1;;'~: M ~ ~ ~ '2. •

-,-: i~;' ~~ ~O'::'. ~ •
3.Comple.iW ""S ",;0. -~ C"l
30, Compjex.ry an .. <> M ~. ~ 10 •

I
.'....L.s.

4. Completene" ot Rules 1 !:.::l 'It ~ !:~ Ii-
".~Q.o",,,"I:l.

5.PI'1·blllty [l. -!~ ';;"'; = •
~_ E.cj!"me,,! Le.el ...: C l!: ~ 06' !!. >::= rl •

i
5b. Pley eela"Ce !. ~ ~ Fi~' j iii i
6. Authenticity :r e •• C

7. Geme length ~; i s. ~ ~ li
7e. B.sicIShor!esf .i ~ i i ~ ~? ~ n ••
711 ArJ.a"ce<JILonges! -- 'g U ~ ii: ~," :

1 1983 ~<>.<>.. e"a Yea. or Publlc.tlon ;:; ~ ::. <> ... g ;

.·~~~~:~~~~!:~ro~·~!.~~~~,~.~ :":~~~!~·r·"·c··o···N···T··E··S··T····#·t··2··t···
pan",d bYo SO< token fee No.<fond, Poym.n, m.yb< m.d. In o"C.n..U.d U S posl'i' ,t.mpo
2. fo, Sol<. nod<. 0' Wonted To noy .d, will be ''''''P'<d only wh.n d••li,.. wi,h <011«10,', •
it.m, (ou' of prin, AH pmrs) and at••<:<ompanled by. $1 ,00 ,ok.n fee. No refund<. •
1. In_ <opy on lin.. previd<d (25 ~o'''' maximum) and lII"int n.m•. add'.....nd phon. •
numb<, on ,he app,opri... lin... :
•. Pl.... PRINT. If ~ou. ad Is iIl"ibl•. it will IlOl b< printed.
,. se,h., a, manyod'., possib~""nb< prin,ed within ou' limil<d,pa«, w. f<QUts' ,h.t you u..
offici.l "a.. 00<1 iOm••bb.""i.,ion,. Don', Ii" you, .nli,e <011«1100. lIll only ,hos< y<>u aro moot •
int<.ts«d In 10<.'1"11 oppOn<n" 10.-. :
Afrika Ko,po_AK, Ai, Fo'~AF, AI...nd<t-AL, Alph. Om.p_AO, Amoobl War,_AW.
An.io-AZ, Af.b·I ....11 W..._AIW. A>l.ull On CW._AOC. Bi,m'fC~~BIS.

BIIlZkri<._Bl. Ba"~ Of Th< Bu~<---BB. Buli Run_HR. C•..a' AI..la_CAE. C•..a.·, •
LOlion,-CL. Ch.n«lIo..vlll.-CH. CI,"u, Moxlmu'_CM. Civil;.alion~C1V. i
Conqui,t.do.-CON. C'O" Of Iron_COl. C'....ndo Of Doom~COD, D.unll...-Dl.
D-D.y_DD. Diplom",,~_DIP. Do\o'n Wi,h Tho King_DWTK. D,.gonhunt_DH. FI.t
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THE GENERAL

GAMBIT
Scenario Q

MALEME CRETE, May 21, 1941: The ew Zealanders had spent mo t of
20th May pinned down by endle s weep of German fighter aircraft. Com
munications were a shambles, casualties were heavy, and local counteratta ks
simply failed. Colonel Andrew of the 5th ell' Zealand Brigade opted to , ith
draw from the immediate area of Maleme airfield and regroup to the south
east. The problem remained of how to draw back when the German para
trc.opers seemed everywhere.

Board Configuration
2

.....:N
VICTORY CONDITIONS
For the British player to win, he must exit nine squads off the south edge of
Board 2 on or adjacent to hexe 211, 2QI and/or 2Y I. The German player
wins by avoiding the British victory conditions.

TURN RECORD CHART

0 British sets up first

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 E 'D
~ eerman m(n es first

Elements of the 22nd New Zealand BallaHon et up a per Scenario Special Rule Q.I:

t ~ i i " Mt' -1 LMG ATH 6- 9 2-7J, <l> II·' %co Sf.. ,pp
811+ .,

4-5-7 811 +(;)
2 12 2 2

Elements of .he 7th Paratrooper Divi ion et up in any whole hexes numbered 8, 9 and/or lOon Board 4:

;;!Ik
;tr

j-;
(\= kk

8·3·8

2 8

SPECIAL RULES
Q.l The British player may set up any five counters in any whole hexe
numbered 5, 6 and/or 7 on Board 4. The re.st of the New Zealand forces enter
on the north edge on Game Turn 1.

Q.2 No troops have smoke grenades and there are no smoke round for the
51 mm mortars.

AFTERMATH: The Germans swept down from the hill and surrounded one
i olated plaLoon of the New Zealanders. In so doing, they opened a corridor
through which the rest of the 22nd was able to pass. Colonel Andrew was able
to regroup and hoped to retake the airfield the following day. His hopes were
never to be fulfilled.





Turning Words Into Games
There are probably a number of our readers who are also

fledgling game designers. Some of you are waiting to turn in your
finished masterpeices to Victory Games for our delectation and
your publication. But before you do ...

In this "Thrilling Tales" we'll describe how VG produces a
game, and in the next issues we'll examine what editorial and
graphics do to produce a finished product.

First, do not, under ANY circumstances, send in a game
design without sending in a release form first. Before we can look
at a game proposal or game design, we must have a signed release
form. It states that you will let us look at your game proposal or
game design without the spectre of lawsuits hanging over us, and
that the proposal or design you plan to submit is your own brillian
work. It helps protect us from legal hassles that may arise when
you send in a proposal or design which we are already working on.

(The above iron-clad rule also applies to game submissions to
The A valon Hill Game Company and Microcomputer Games.
WEP)

Victory Games has a two-year production schedule for new
products already worked out. We have a number of freelance
designers to contact and assign to projects; once both parties have
worked out the details as to payment and turn-in dates, a contract
is drawn up and signed. We also have our in-house designers at
work on future products. Planning as we do for the far future, we
do not want any possibility for misunderstanding to arise on the
part of freelance designers who send in a game proposal, or game
designers on a topic we have planned as a future game release. So,
never, never, never send in a game proposal or design without
sending in a release form first. If you wish to receive a copy of our
release form, send a stamped self-addressed envelope to:

Release Form
Victory Games, Inc.
43 West 33rd St.
New York, NY 10001

Once we have received a signed release form, we can look at
game proposals and design submissions. As a word of warning:
we normally produce four to six simulation games per year. Our
in-house design staff produces three to four games per year, and
we have a number of professional freelance designers to draw
upon. It is not the easiest thing in the world to break into the
design field, but we are always looking for innovativ~ games and
unusual proposals.

As an aside, among·the many game systems we are not looking
for are general games such as Risk or Monopoly, sports games,
children's games, or recaps of old game designs (for example, an
updated version of Plot to Assassinate Hitler would be right out).

Executive Editor: Mark Herman
Managing Editor: William E. Peschel
The Victory Games Stalf:

Mark Herman, Jerry Glichenhouse, Rosaria Baldari, Robert Kern, Gerry Klug,
Susan Koch, Ted Koller, Michael E. Moore, Paul Murphy, Bob Ryer, Eric Lee Smith,
Jim Talbot.
Project Oversight: W. Bill

Contents Copyright If. 1984 by Victory Games, Inc.

We are looking for military simulation games In particular, and
for games we think will sell. A World War I design may be the best
of its kind, but the topic itself is financial death.

From MEAD to SEAD
Once a game is submitted, it is put through playtesting. The

game system must be complete and understandable by us. All of
the rules necessary to play the game must be included; a designer
cannot get away with a Line of Sight rules that says, "Use any
reasonable Line of Sight rules." Most Line of Sight rules are
unreasonable to begin with, and we refuse the burden of making a
designer's half-finished game design complete.

Assuming the design is complete and understandable, we then
make extra copies of the game and rules and send them off to our
testers. Our out-of-house testers have the delightful assignment
of tearing a game apart, finding the holes in the rules, and check
ing up on the designer's research. Depending on how complete

. the game design is, the testers might be working on fine-tuning the
game system while VG begins work on production. If the game
needs major reworking after the initial test results come in, we will
delay production until the designer has the chance to plug the
holes. .

(Note that in the last sentence, it is the designer, not VG, that
rewrites the rules. A cooperative attitude with the company will
not ensure a sale, but not having it will definately kill it.
"Deathless prose" designers need not apply. WEP)

The completed game design is then handed over to
MEAD - Mobile Editorial and Art Department as we call
ourselves - and therein lies a tale.

When Victory Games first appeared, our design and pre
production (editorial and graphics) offices were in New York
while the production (typesetting and printing) was with our
parent company, Monarch-Avalon, in Baltimore. For the first
year and a half of our existence, it was necessary for editorial and
graphics to travel to Baltimore frequently. We first had to contact
the people in Baltimore who would be working with us, and
dovetail our production schedules to fit it. Since our editorial
staff has expert typesetters, we spent a goodly amourit of time set
ting out our own type at Monarch-Avalon. Hence, we called
ourselves MEAD.

Now that Victory Games is established and profitable, we have
our own typesetting equipment in New York, and have worked out
production schedules tei maximize ease of publication. We are now
considering changing our title to SEAD (Sedentary Editorial and
Art Department). So, if you 'hear things are going to SEAD at
Victory Games, it simply means editorial and art have gotten their
hands on a project.

Victory Insider is devoted to printing articles about the products of Victory
Games, Inc.

All editorial and general mail should be sent to The Avalon Hill Game Company,
4517 Harford Rd., Baltimore, MD 21214. Subscriptions to The General are $12.00 for
one year; $18.00 for two years. Address changes must be submitted at least 6 weeks
in advance to guarantee proper delivery. Paid advertising is not accepted.

Articles from the public will be considered for publication at the discretion of
our Executive Editor. Articles should be typewritten, double·spaced, and written in
English. There is no limit to word length. Rejected articles will be returned if submit·
ted with a stamped·self addressed envelope.
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Finding the Tunnel's Light

Winning the Vietnam Campaign Game

By Tony Curtis

Who out there among us has not felt that the U.S. could
have - should have - done better in Vietnam? That tired old
phrase "now you can change the course of history" takes on added
power when talking about a Vietnam simulation. Most of us would
dearly love to see that part of our military history altered.

I helped to playtest Vietnam's campaign game and found that the
US player can win, but it's a tough fight. Not surprisingly, the US
player has to use a different strategy than the one we lost with
historically.

Simply stated, the US player must seize the strategic initiative and
win the pacification effort. Every action by the US player has to be
directed towards increasing the number of population points under
South Vietnam (SVN) control. There are two advantages for the US
when he wins the battle for controlling the hearts and minds of the
population.

First. Not only does the US player get to fully form and upgrade
the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN), but it allows the for
mation of a large pool of replacements for a long war of attrition.
I've never lost a US unit, and seldom any ARVN units, but the
ARVN has absorbed large quantities of replacements due to heavy
fighting. The ARVN has to sustain a major part of the fighting and
casualties in order to prolong the US presence past 1971-1972.

Second. By reducing the amount of Viet Cong (VC)- controlled
population, the US player dramatically curtails the effectiveness of
the VC. Not only is the VC hard to catch and kill, they are the force
most able to slow and halt the pacification effort. The cost to form
VC units increases proportionally to the ratio of the VC draft level to
VC-controlled population. The VC draft level increases when VC
units are formed or replacements are created. The more the US
player hurts the VC, the faster the VC draft level rises.

The level of VC-controlled population determines how many VC
combat units can be built in each province. Each population point
allows the expenditure of one supply point. Since a single VC bat
talion costs two supply points to create, it's apparent that high levels
of VC-controlled population are needed to create a meaningful
number of VC units.

Thus, as this ratio increases, so does the cost to the National
Liberation Front (NLF) player to form VC units (see the sidebar
'The VC's Problems With Pacification' for more information).
Keeping the South Vietnam provinces swept free of the VC deter
mines how quickly the VC-controlled population falls. Not only
does it become costlier to build VC units, it becomes much harder to
field them inside of South Vietnam.

Of course, VC units can still be created at will in Laos, Cambodia
or the Ho Chi Mihn trail boxes, but their effectiveness is impaired
because many of the highly populated areas in South Vietnam are
outside of even strategic movement range. They can cause a lot of
trouble in the border provinces, but because of their location, they
can only look on while the populous coastal provinces are pacified.

Winning the pacification effort requires more than saying "go
beat the VC and occupy territory." We need to look closely at how
much force is required, what areas of South Vietnam must be
secured first (and why), and how to most efficiently fight and defeat
the VC and NVA.

Part One: Initial Deployment

"All US involvemenr in South Vietnam hinges on two key indices: US morale and US
commilmenl. Morale represenlS the nation '5 willingness [0 become involved in
Southeast Asia, to send tTOOPS and economic aid, to deal with inrernal dissent, and to
sustain losses. Commitmenr represents the degree to which the US is already involved. So
long as US morale is higher than commitment, the nation remains willing to conrribute
more to the war effort. Bur when commitmenr exceeds morale, the counrry is more deeply
involved than it would like to be, and its participation in the war must be reduced."

- from the Vietnam rulebook

The US player has to make two important decisions regarding his
force levels: how much to create or bring in, and when to do it.
Duplicating the historical deployment will bring the historical result:
the US forces will do a decent job at pacification, but the strain on
the US morale levels from the large amount of forces committed will
force a total US pullout and a South Vietnamese collapse during
1973-1975. Letting the ARVN go it alone with minimal US ground
support never gets pacification off the ground. In fact, with the
ARVN doing most of the work against the VC, the government
controlled population will start to slide into the VC camp.

The best course for the US player lies somewhere in between. The
US build-up must be more rapid than historically, but stop short of
historical levels. The ARVN has to take up the slack by assuming an
active role in the fighting from the outset. The US player has no real
choice other than to hit the ground running.

Consider the situation before turn one of the first season begins:
the NLF player has 90 supply points available for VC formation.
Regardless of what the US player brings in as reinforcements, the
NLF player will also have 18 commitment points (the original 10
given in the scenario, + 3 for current US commitment, and + 5 for
NVN morale 40 or less). Assuming the US player bombs the north
and the trail, the NLF player still will have in the neighborhood of
120 supply points which could be created and sent down the trail.
Not all supplies will go for creation of VC units: replacements must
be created, and supply must be reserved so that units can be created
in the coastal provinces at the start of the second season without
resorting to inefficient sea supply. .

So at the beginning of the game, the US player will be looking at
almost all of the 70 VC battalions in the countermix. That many units
cries out for a large initial US reinforcement so that destroying the
VC units can begin in earnest.

An even more compelling reason to bring in a large force is that
each of the VC battalions not eliminated or forced out of populous
provinces will affect the pacification die rolls at the start of the
second season. The more of them left, the greater the negative effect.
Consequences for the US player are grim. There is the outright loss
of population and the delay in repairing the damage done. Provinces
losing population to the VC will make it harder for pacification to
work.

The following is a schedule of reinforcements which allows the
US player to go after the VC immediately. Note that no more than 50
commitment points are introduced per season. The SVN morale does
not benefit from anything over 50, but the NLF does in two ways.
They get 20010 of all new US commitment as NVN commitment. On
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seasons 2 and 3 they would earn 6 extra commitment points because
commitiTIent would be over 75 and 125, respectively. US morale can
not stand the pounding of season after season where new commit
ment is substantially above 25. Up to 25 costs 2 morale points. Each 5
new commitment points thereafter costs 1 each.

Season one
Unit (commitment points)

Remainder, 3d Marine Division (4)
Entire 101st Airmobile Division (10)
Entire 1st Air Cav Division (9)
3 155mm Artillery Battalions (3)
33 air points (11)
8 airmobile points (4)
21 replacement poi nts (7)
2 SVN aid programs (2)

Season two
Unit (commitment points)

Entire Americal Division (11)
Entire 25th Division (9)
30 ai r poi nts (10)
6 airmobile points (3)
24 replacement points (8)
2 SVN aid programs (2)
49 ARVN supply points (7)

Seasons three thru ten
Unit (commitment points)

Entire 1st Marine Division
Entire 4th Division
The Battleship New Jersey
6 to 8 175mm Artillery Battalions
2 to 4 155mm Artillery Battalions
130 to 150 air points
60 to 70 Airmobile points
3 Riverine points
Replacements as needed
SVN Supplies as needed
1st Brigade, 5th Mechanized Division (optional)

The first two seasons are giant killers, requiring 100 commitment
points. Seasons 3 through 10 require between 10 and 25 commitment
points each, with the higher amounts occuring earlier and then taper
ing off. The divisions listed above are my personal preferences
because of their strong brigade artillery.

I listed the 1st Brigade, 5th Division as an optional unit. I use it
mostly against massed North Vietnamese formations. I keep it com
bined as a brigade because it has an awesome pursuit modifier, and
can accomodate up to 48 artillery, air or naval points. It's pretty
good for security operations too.

There are two gentlemen's agreements players should agree to
before the game. We know that dedicated artillery is more effective
than independent artillery, and much more so in the Division HQ ar
tillery. A player interested in gamesmanship can bring in more of
these than allowed by introducing single brigades of divisions with
HQs and their ar/ar cav battalions "attached." The commitment
point cost is identical to introducing independent artillery, but the
benefit to the US player is much greater. US divisional HQs, then
and now, are located with the bulk of the division. To introduce
them with what amount to independent brigades is wrong and should
not be allowed. Agree that at least two brigades or regiments of a
division have to be introduced in order to bring in the HQ. Personally,
I bring in all three. When it comes to our stalwart Free World Allies,
take them all gladly except for the Thai Black Panther Division. It's
not very strong, and the three commitment points required to bring it
in can be better used elsewhere. The rapid US build-up does yield a
small dividend for the US player - the Free World Allies (FWA)
units become available for use sooner.

Playtesting has shown that a US force of 6 or 7 divisions plus
generous support levels is optimum for the campaign game. More
ground troops drains US morale unnecessarily. If most of the US

countermix is employed, a lot of units are going to be
underemployed or unemployed by mid-game, when the VC unit den
sity is lower. You spend precious commitment and morale points
every time you introduce US units; don't waste them by bringing in
too much. But don't bring in too little ground strength. Past ex
perience proves that six US divisions are more than twice as effective
as three. South Vietnam has a lot of territory which must be secured,
and it will require American ground troops in a lot of places to deter
the Vc. Let's face it: the ARVN, with its low pursuit modifiers and
built-in VC alert bonus, will never do well fighting the VC alone. In
addition to having enough units to go after the VC, a six or seven
division density provides enough units to utilize as reserves and fire
brigades. There are sufficient units to "checkerboard" contested
provinces, and make search and destroy operations more effective,
since US units not in the operation can block avenues of retreat, and
serve as offensive reserves.

This large initial build-up will make more commitment points
available earlier to the NLF player, but not enough to build the VC
and NVA simultaneously and do justice to either. Your rapid build
up will force the NLF player into relinquishing either the pacification
fight early, or delaying the 1968 Tet offensive.

So with the large initial US presence, the level of VC forces needed
to contest pacification starts high and remains high. If the NLF
player chooses to build the NVA and go for an early big offens.ive, the
VC cannot infiltrate South Vietnam effectively. The US player will
clear the critical provinces easily, and pacification will proceed more
quickly than it did historically. What the NLF player gains is a North
Vietnamese regular army possessing considerable firepower. It is this
firepower which inflicts the majority of US/ARVN casualties. It is
also this army which makes possible a truly crushing offensive. Backed
by replacements and aided by the VC, the NVA has the staying power
to launch enough attacks during an offensive to cause a drop of 20 to
25 US morale points. It does not take many such offensives to close
the gap between US morale and commitment.

Or, the NLF player can completely ignore the NVA and concen
trate on a strong VC for the first few seasons. Not only is pacification
slowed, but in the first two or three seasons there may well be a small
net gain in VC-controlled population. The US player will be forced
to use free fire extensively, and three or four worthwhile provinces
will probably be driven into VC control because of it. Assuming you
expended 50 commitment points in the first season, the NLF player
will have 18 commitment points for second season VC production.
You will be looking at all 70 VC battalions deployed again. The NLF
player will have around 24 commitment points for season three, so
you can expect to see no reduction then either. By now you are think
ing "Why did I go for the fast build-up? Pacification is stalled, and
the VC just keep coming back." Don't panic. The VC are at their
strongest during the first two seasons. Beyond their battalions, they
can create some expensive VC regiments. They can increase their in
itial strength only marginally.

As each season passes, add large amounts of firepower, upgrade
the ARVN, and introduce enough US ground units to bring the force
level up to that six or seven division level. This will enhance your
search and destroy capability and produce higher VC unit and
replacement losses. You will have locked the NLF player into a battle
he can't win, and you'll be pacifying provinces despite the high levels
of VC units fielded. The NLF player will be forced to put almost all
commitment points into supplies and, by season four at the latest,
personnel points for the VC draft. When the VC come out in strength
and contest pacification, their losses will be high, and the original
143 VC personnel points will go quickly. The longer the NLF player
concentrates on the VC-only strategy, the better it will ultimately be
for you.

There are pitfalls to this strategy which are not obvious at first.
The large VC losses raise the VC draft to ever higher levels. This plays
into your hands as pacification picks up steam. The VC-controlled
population starts to dwindle, making that ratio between VC draft
level and population ever larger. Ultimately, pacification is not
harmed, but the VC are. They become too expensive to build. The
harder the NLF player fights with them early in the game, the sooner
comes their demise.

Tactically, the NLF player always keeps some initiative because
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he decides who runs the operations. Strategically, however, you have
taken the initiative away with the rapid build-up. A slower historical
build-up would let the NLF player keep pressure on pacification, but
losses would be lighter and replacement costs less. There would be
commitment points available to start building the NVA regulars. The
rapid US build-up forces the NLF player to counter your moves, but
without enough commitment points to do so adequately.

One last point about this build-up. The reinforcements brought
in from season three onward are mostly support or artillery units.
They are brought in because the old maxim "Firepower kills and
more firepower kills better" holds true. Take a good look at the
CRT. You can gain odds for an attack two different ways. You can
mass bodies (ground strength points), or you can use some ground
units and make up the difference with air, naval or artillery points.
For example, pit 36 NVA ground strength points and 12 NVA ar
tillery points against 12 US ground points and 36 air points. Both
sides are evenly matched in total points. Assuming that terrain is not
a factor and that a four is rolled, the NVA takes a 6-point loss and the
US a 2-point loss. (NVA: 36 ground strength points plus 36 US air
points to determine casualties; US: 12 ground strength points plus 12
NVA artillery points to determines casualties.) It doesn't take a
massive number of ground units to prevail against the VC and NVA.
It does require massive firepower.

The other side of our force equation is the Army of the Republic
of Vietnam, the ARVN. We made a serious mistake historically by
carrying most of the weight of the war on our shoulders for the first
three years. People conform to expectations. We didn't expect very
much out of the ARVN, and they didn't disappoint us. Belatedly, we
started "Vietnamization," and got a glimpse of an army that could
fight.

Letting AR VN take a larger share of the fighting earlier pays
dividends for the US player. Never forget the fact that the US player
starts the campaign with 520 very finite morale points, and they go
quickly. Defeating the VC/NVA requires sufficient ground forces,
firepower, and replacements. The US player can provide enough of
all three if he builds up to historical levels and neglects the ARVN for
the first three years or so. The US player will also lose in much the
same manner as occurred historically. Even using the US force levels
mentioned earlier, commitment and NLF offensives will force the
start of US withdrawal somewhere between seasons 20 and 24.
Larger US force levels would only hasten the departure date. Even
tually the ARVN has to be upgraded. If done sooner, it means that
less US forces are needed initially, and some US forces will stay on
far longer than historically. This is significant because VC units will
never fare well so long as US battalions are around to chase them
down. ARVN units are not well suited to killing VC because of its

The VC's Problems With Pacification

- Tony Curtis

battalion costs 2 supply points to create,
up to 4 VC battalions could be placed in
Quang Gnai, assuming no VC battalions
were there during the initial placement.
Several seasons later, if there are only 4
VC-controlled population points in
Quang Gnai, only 2 VC battalions could
be formed.

Neither of these examples takes into
account the doubling of capacity through
the use of VC supply conduits. When
fewer VC battalions can be formed, it
becomes easier for the USIARVN forces
to hunt them down. This enables the
pacification die rolls to shift more
popu.\ation over to the government, mak
ing formation of the VC units inside of
South Vietnam even harder. The entire
pacification process becomes a vicious
cycle for the NLF player, and a bright
spot to be enjoyed by the US player in
what will be a long and often frustrating
war for him.

about twice as expensive to produce than
the stronger NVA regulars. It also
becomes harder to deploy the VC where
they are the most effective - inside of
South Vietnam. With the exception of
the starting VC set-up, from season one
onward, supply expenditure for VC unit
creation is limited to the amount of VC
population controlled on a province-by
province basis.

For example, in the Summer 1965
season, Quang Gnai province has 9 VC
controlled population points. Since a VC

VC Population Ratio
143 Less than 1 to 1
126 1+ to 1
105 2 + to I
74 5 + to 1
55 8 + to 1

it feeds upon itself. When the SVN
government reaches the 140 morale point
level and pacification gets a beneficial
column shift. As provinces have more
population shift to government control,
the columns used for pacification become
more favorable, speeding the loyalty slide
to the south. The 4 to 1 ratio is the hardest
to reach, with the 6 to 1 and 8 to 1coming
easier because as the population controlled
decreases, it affects the ratio much more
dramatically than the gain in the VC draft
level. Here is an example:

Season VC Draft Level
1 75
5 204
10 309
15 402
20 498

By the 20th season, the NLF player
will be receiving a 35- to 40-point morale
increase per season, but, to keep up the
pressure on the US player, most and
maybe all of this will have to be used for
commitment. If by season 20, one VC

battalion costs one NVN commitment
point, the NLF player has a problem. To
field even 30 VC battalions, plus the sup
plies to build them, plus replacements,
would eat up all of the available commit
ment points. There is also the NVA
regular army, far more battleworthy than
the VC, which has to be built, upgraded,
and supplied with replacements.

As the pacification goes against the
VC, it becomes harder to justify building
VC units which, counting supply, are

A NVN Commitment Point Buys
4 VC personnel points
3 VC personnel points
2 VC personnel points
1 VC personnel points

VC Draft Level: VC Population Ratio
Less than 4 to I
4 to 1 - 6 to 1
6 to 1 - 8 to 1
8 to 1 or higher

To have a successful pacification pro
gram, you must defeat the VC and drive
them out of as many provinces as pos
sible. What may not be apparent is that as
pacification becomes more successful, its
success will be more harmful to the VC
than the US and ARVN forces deployed
against them. Pacification and the VC
are irretrievably linked with the relation
between the amount of VC-controlled
population and the VC draft level.

The draft level begins at zero at the
start of the campaign game, and increases
with the expenditure of VC personnel and
commitment points. They control 143
population points, yielding them 143 per
sonnel points. These points go pretty
quickly and then, as happened histori
cally, NVA "volunteers" began filling
the ranks. But, according to the rules,
one NVA commitment point purchases 4
VC personnel points so long as the ratio
of VC draft level to VC controlled
population remains at less than 4 to 1.
This purchase price will change. Keep the
following ratios in mind:

In theory, one NLF commitment
point will always buy 4 VC personnel
points regardless of the ratio. But, as the
draft level increases over the population
ratio, more and more points are lost
through higher desertion rates, falling
South Vietnamese recruitment, loss of
sanctuaries and higher casualties caused
as fresh, inexperienced troops are thrown
into battle in place of experienced VC
guerillas.

Then, as pacification picks up steam,
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"The most important problem experienced by
American forces in Vietnam was not taking territory;
US forces were strong enough to go anywhere that
they were required. The problem was engaging the
enemy. NLF forces could hide among the people, or
melt away into the jungle when US forces arrived.
The AR VN had been heavily infiltrated by NLF sym
pathizers; VC units frequently knew about an im
pending operation before the AR VN troops actua//y
involved in it. "

- from the Vietnam rulebook

low pursuit modifiers, but when fully upgraded are capable of
defending against the NVA regulars. A US/upgraded ARVN in the
last 20 seasons is a winning combination, able to keep the VC under
control and the population gains under government control while
holding off everything the NVA can muster.

US casualties are a constant drain because they require
replacements which raise the commitment level and decrease morale.
It only makes good sense to use the ARVN whenever possible to ab
sorb losses. There will be enough cases where there are only US units
available to take losses, so whenever possible, start operations with
ARVN units included. This is essential when slugging it out with
large NVA forces, where losses can be several strength points per
round, and combat can last several rounds. Taking losses of that
magnitude with US or FWA forces is unacceptable. The ARVN has
to absorb the majority of the losses to prolong the presence of US
ground forces. To do so, the ARVN must have enough SVN
controlled population to draw upon an ample replacement pool.
And in order for the ARVN to remain strong throughout the cam
paign game, pacification has to succeed. The US player must boost
the population under SVN control from the original 217 up to the
300 to 320 level during the course of the game.

When seeking to get the most out of each US commitment point,
think about this: one commitment point buys seven SVN supplies.
These supplies can upgrade three ARVN regiments and one ARVN
armored battalion. For one commitment point you receive seven
extra ground strength points (two per regiment and one for the bat
talion.) and six extra artillery strength points (two per regiment).
Bringing in an equivalent amount of US strength would require at
least two commitment points. The cost of ARVN artillery is
equivalent to US artillery units, and will be needed when US
withdrawl occurs. If the US player has neglected to form them he will
pay an extra price during withdrawal. First, he will have to remove
the US units he introduced in lieu of the ARVN units, then, he will
have to remove additional units to lower commitment enough to pro
vide supplies for building and upgrading ARVN units.

When starting the campaign game, the US player has 110 SVN
supply (100 provided at the start and 10 for the 217 SVN population
controlled). The US player can expend these to "create" an ARVN
from the countermix. For the first season, the the ARVN should de
fend vital areas and supply assistance to arriving US forces. This
means occupying all provincial capitals and major cities, and occu
pying Saigon with enough strength to prevent a game-winning coup
d'main against it. Towns located off of roads should be occupied,
but those on roads can be left open because towns occupied by the
NLF count against pacification only if held by the NLF at the end of
the season. NLF units place themselves at a disadvantage if they
occupy towns on roads; the US player can run security operations
against them before the end of the season. (Remember, there is no
alert movement for the VC in a security operation.)

The initial countermix for the ARVN can take many forms, but
don't create any augmented units on turn one and don't create any
Rangers either - they just cost too much on turn one with the
limited amount of supply available. Creating 3 ranger units on
season one would only assure a 50'chance of their use in search and

destroy operations (die rolls of 4 or above would keep them out) and
would cost the equivalent of 10 regiments and a battalion or 21 bat
talions you couldn't form. Here is a sample of availabl~ units and
what can be formed:

UNIT Inf Dn Inf Rgt Div
HQ ArCav Ar

Available 18 41 13 17 12
Formed 18 35 0 6 12
Supply Cost 12 70 0 6 12

105 155 175 Ranger Replacements
12 5 6 5 N/A
0 0 0 0 20
0 0 0 0 10=110

No artillery was formed on turn one: too expensive. The large
number of battalions formed frees most of the ARVN regiments
from occupation duties so they can join US units in search and
destroy missions.

On seasons 2 through 4, the remaining armor or ar cavalry bat
talions are formed and the rangers are built. Seasons 5 through 10 are
used to form HQ's and upgrade all of the infantry and HQ's units.
Some artillery is formed. Seasons II through 20 are used to form the
remainder of the artillery and activate the last 2 ARVN divisions (the
divisions may be activated sooner in place of forming the artillery or
upgrading the existing regiments). Five years into the campaign
game, you will have a full-strength, augmented ARVN on the
ground by the time any US withdrawals begin.

Now that you have your initial ARVN countermix, you are in for
a real treat. Actually, it's the NLF player who will get the laughs.
You have to determine the loyalty and ability levels for your one- and
two-star SVN leaders. The system requires keeping track of each
leader's current loyalty on the map, but it is well worth it. Nothing
else conveys so well the can of worms we opened when we started do
ing business with an often corrupt and inefficient command struc
ture. Ability levels range from abysmal to very good for one- and
two-star levels, with most falling into the mediocre range. The US
player gets the luxury of being able to assign ARVN divisions to
corps as he sees fit, making it possible to compensate for poor corps
commanders by placing good quality division commanders under
them, and doing the reverse with good corps commanders an bad
division commanders. If this were as far as it goes, there would be no
real problems, but each one- and two-star leader also has a loyalty
rating. Murphy's Law decrees that there will be at least one or two
leaders with horrible ability ratings, but super loyalty ratings - in
other words, you will never be able to get rid of them. I always had at
least one division, and often two, permanently garrisoning province
capitals or major cities. Conversely, I always had to replace at least
one officer of above average ability because of loyalty ratings of 6 or
below. Usually I was also able to replace at least one terrible leaders
because of low loyalty.

The most important SVN leader to worry about is the ARVN
chief of staff. He controls two divisions: the Rangers and the
Paratroopers. They are swing units capable of going to Corps Areas
requiring assistance, or where no division can function effectively
under the Corps Commander due to low ability or low loyalty. Of
equal or greater importance is that the C of S controls all ARVN ar
tillery: itself a very powerful force.

Now, a bad corps commander can be worked around by some
judicious division switching. Bad division commanders can be
assigned to areas where at least their divisions defend vital cities or
capitals, if nothing else. But a bad C of S is a serious problem. It
turns your two swing divisions from assets into liabilities - just two
more divisions suitable for garrisons. Worse yet, all the ARVN ar
tillery becomes useless for most, if not all, offensive operations. For
tunately, chances of this happening are remote. Historically, the
troops under the C of S were among the best in the ARVN, and you
may want to make a second gentleman's agreement to ensure that the
C of S has decent ability and loyalty ratings, even if it means increas
ing the odds that one or two of the Corps Commanders come out



below average.
The US player has another problem to take care of as quickly as

possible: raising the SVN morale level to 140. First of all, as SVN
morale rises, the loyalties of one- and two-star leaders will tend to
rise, making a coup less likely. The US player does not need coups:
they render most of the ARVN ineffective for the season and cost the
US morale points. They decrease SVN morale by eight, costing the
US additional commitment points. At a morale level of 140 or more,
the pacification die rolls are shifted one column to the US player's
advantage accelerating the slide of provinces into the government
camp. It means that any province under VC control will be converted
to government control over time if VC/NVA units are eliminated or
forced out.

How can the US player help get SVN morale up to 140 as quickly
as possible? First we have US commitment. Rapid build-up in the
first two turns alone yields a 20-point increase to SVN morale (taking
the first two turns representing 100 commitment points -'- 5).
Another facet, overlooked often, are the US aid programs. The first
two aid programs per season cost one commitment point each and in
crease the SVN morale by 1/2 a die roll each. The average increase per
season is 3 to 5 morale points; a very effective use of commitment
points for the first two or three seasons. They shouldn't be needed
after that, since any aid programs past the second per season yield
only one point each. The commitment points used to buy them could
be better spent elsewhere.

One other means of boasting morale is by not allowing provincial
capitals to fall. It doesn't add morale to the SVN, but it prevents
negative deductions. Progress in pacification also increases SVN
morale. Once over certain levels, SVN morale increases. One method
I found useful was unrestrained strategic bombing of the North for
the first ten seasons; the 40 morale points was invaluable to the SVN
efforts.

The strategic bombing of the North holds other benefits for the
US player. During the first ten seasons, the NLF player's biggest con
straint is in commitment points. He has the dilemma of trying to
maintain the VC while building up the NVA. Why not add to his
problems? Unrestrained bombing of the North eliminates 3 or 4
commitment points of supply each season from the amount being
sent south. If the NLF player wants to form 50 VC battalions in the
next season, he will be forced to allocate 13 or 14 commitment points
so that he will have the necessary 100 supply points to send after the
bombing is over. Upgrading the anti-air defenses will either lower the
supply losses or raise the amount of US airpower necessary to keep
them high, but upgrading costs commitment points. After 10 to 12
seasons, the South Vietnamese don't need much more help on their
morale. The morale loss on the American side can't take much more
either. In short, it's no longer cost-effective.

Bombing the trail has nothing to do with raising SVN morale, but
while we are on the subject of strategic bombing, we should cover it.

Low-level trail bombing is used from the start. Eight air points
guarantees one hit on the trail, reducing the first season supply
capacity from 9 per commitment point to 8 per point. Assuming 15
commitment points are spent on supply, that reduction is the
equivalent of 7 VC battalions not formed, or 45 replacements not
created! If the NLF player wants to increase supply flow to where
light trail bombing cannot cause any reductions, 8 valuable commit
ment points will have to be spent to raise the optimal trail status two
boxes. If the trail status is not raised, keep up the light bombing. Ifit
is, stop bombing for a while. When bombing the North is halted,
recommence trail bombing with a vengeance. There is no morale
point loss for trail bombing, and from the tenth season or so onward,
the Achilles' heel for the NLF player is manpower for the VC, not
supply. Pacification will be causing the ratio of VC draft to VC
population to rise to where the NLF player no longer gets 4 VC per
sonnel points for each commitment point expended. When the ratio
reaches 6 to I, only 2 personnel points out of the 4 are available for
units or replacements (a reduction of 2). At 8 to I, there is a 3 point
reduction to lout of the original 4. If trail bombing inflicts enough
hits to lower personnel capacity to 3 per commitment point instead
of 4, a reduction of 2 at a 6 to I ratio means only I personnel point
gets through. At an 8 to I ratio, the reduction of 3 means that none
make it. The intensive trail bombing will force the NLF player to
spend more commitment points to increase the trail status by several
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"In most wars, there is a line or front, across
which opposing forces face one another. Each com
batant tries to hold onto his territory and push or
maneuver the other into surrendering ground. Viet
nam was different. Even at the height of us involve
ment, there were simply not enough US troops to
hold a line along the entire length of the country and
to prevent the infiltration of men and equipment.
The result of this was very fluid combat. "

- from the Vietnam rulebook

boxes and avoid the personnel reduction.

Part Two: Where Pacification Begins
In guerilla warfare, the side that defends everything ends up

defending nothing. As the US player, you need to remember that
even with the AR VN, you will never have enough forces to
simultaneously pacify the entire country - so don't try. You do
have enough forces to pacify what is vital initially, and then spread
out for the rest as the campaign progresses. Never lose sight of which
provinces are most vital in terms of population points. Compare
your population control sheet with the government-controlled
population levels at the start of the campaign game. Notice that none
of the provinces with nine or more population points is so firmly in
VC control that pacification is hopeless from the outset. Of the
eight-point provinces, only Tay Ninh and Vinh Binh are solidly Vc.
The VC will be out in force from the first season onward, so not all of
the big provinces will be saved for pacification from the start. The
VC can't be everywhere either. They may field 65 to 75 units, but if
they opt to overload several key provinces, they will be weak in many
others. Your task becomes one of identifying the provinces to "let
go" in the first season, and the provinces to fight for regardless of
VC presence.

Starting with I Corps, here is an analysis of the provinces showing
which should be defended and where free fire can be employed.

I Corps (5 provinces, 54 population points)
Quang Tri and Thua Thien are pro-government, the remainder

are mostly VC-controlled. Quang Tri is vulnerable to attacks because
of its proximity to the DMZ and the trail. In both Thua Thien and
Quang Gri, you can use free fire, but for different reasons. First of
all, I have developed a rule for free fire: any province where there is
enough government-controlled population to let you roll for
pacification using the right-hand (most favorable) column, you can
use free-fire when necessary (lots of targets or NVA regulars in divi
sion strength or more) because even with the -2 for free fire, it's
very hard to come up with more than small adverse results. Don't
make a habit of using free-fire in firmly controlled provinces, but if
you need strength elsewhere, or the province is being overrun, one or
two seasons in a row is usually OK.

For other provinces where pacification rolls are made on the 2nd
through 5th columns, free fire has to be used more selectively. You
have to weigh the impact of a - 2 for free fire against what the
VC/NVA will have left in the province at the season's end if free-fire
isn't employed. If not using free-fire would leave enough VC/NVA
units alive to shift pacification by - 2 or more, you may want to use
free-fire as a one season stop-gap until you can get more ground
force and firepower into the area. There are four provinces - 
Quang Tri, Tin, Nam and Gnai - where this applies. Additionally,
there are two provinces - Quang Tin and Quang Nam - where it
may be necessary to use free fire for an extended period oftime, driv
ing both into the least favorable, pro-VC pacification column.

Should it become necessary to "write-off" an area for pacifica
tion initially, this will be one of the prime candidates because of the
above reasons.
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If the VC do concentrate in Quang Tin and Quang Nam, they are
thin elsewhere, so you can afford to sacrifice a couple of otherwise
desirable provinces in order to maximize the killing of the Vc. Your
pacification efforts in the areas the VC have left alone will more than
ultimately offset your population loss. Later, with the one column
shift, plus sufficient forces, these can be won back. Isolated from the
trail, Quang Gnai will have to depend upon VC sea supply or pool
supply. There is no border safe haven for the Vc. If kept free of the
VC, this 14 point province will slide over to the government side. Try
at all times to keep enough ground troops and firepower in Quang
Gnai where all VC can be eliminated without using free fire. This
province should get "kid-glove" treatment.

The Provinces of South Vietnam

I CORPS
(5 provinces/54 pop. pts.)

II CORPS
(7 provinces/57 pop. pts.)

III CORPS
(7 provinces/47 pop. pts.)

IV CORPS
(16 provinces/131 pop. pts.)



II Corps (7 provinces, 57 population points)
This region is divided into four coastal provinces, which must be

secured, and three interior provinces which may be turned into free
fire buffer zones. Binh Dinh, Phy Yen, Khanh Hoa and Binh Thuan
account for 39 of the 57 population points. All are isolated from the
trail. The main VC efforts will usually be in Binh Dinh and Khanh
Hoa. It is vital to keep enough force in these provinces to preclude
free fire, if possible, while completely clearing them of VC each
season. Of the other three provinces, Phu Bon can be saved fairly
early because it has only a small border with Cambodia and the trail.
The border is easy to block and only a couple of VC battalions can be
created there per season. Kontum and Tuyen Duc total only 11
population points. Both have substantial borders close to the trail.
Both can be used for free fire early in the game while most available
forces are used to pacify the coastal provinces. These two provinces
are second of four areas where the US can "sacrifice" small amounts
of population to gain more elsewhere.

III Corps (7 provinces, 47 population points)
Two provinces, Long Kanh and Bien Hoa, are so firmly in

government control that the VC seldom bothers with them. Tay
Ninh and Phuoc Long are so firmly VC that free fire is the order of
the day for the first few seasons. Both have extensive borders with
the trail. Both are subject to massive VC/NVA overloads. We are
talking about 13 population points of which the Government starts
with 2! Until the one column shift applies, it is not going to be pos
sible to swing these provinces out of WC control anyway. This
doesn't mean abandoning the provinces to the VC, it means killing
them as economically as possible, allowing larger forces to clear
more sensitive areas without free fire. Hau Nghia and Long An fall
into the category of places to clear without free fire whenever possi
ble.

IV Corps (16 provinces, 131 population points)
The provinces fall pretty much into two camps: a central core of

highly populated provinces which have to be preserved for pacifica
tion, and exterior provinces which can be written off depending
upon the presence of the Vc. Here is how I divide them:

KEEPERS Pop. Pts. Govt. Cont.
Chau Doc 11 5
Kien Phong 8 6
Kien Tuong 8 6
An Giang 12 8
Sa Dec 6 3
Vinh Long 11 7
Sa Xuyen 9 4
Dinh Tuong 9 6
Kien Hoa 12 4
TOTAL 86 49

WRITE·OFFS Pop. Pts. Govt. Cont.
Kien Giang 8 3
Chuong Thien 6 2
Phong Dinh 7 1
An Xuyen 5 0
Sac Lieu 7 3
Vinh Sinh 8 1
Go Cong 4 0
TOTAL 45 10

At first glance you might say that writing off 45 population
points is too much, but the sad truth is that those seven "write-off"
provinces could not be successfully pacified anyway. It would take
an incredible amount of luck to swing Vinh Binh or Go Cong into the
government fold until the one column shift is available. A large part
of the ten government-controlled population points in those prov
inces would probably be lost through normal pacification die rolls
before considering free fire. Depending on how the VC are deployed,
provinces such as Kien Giang, Chuong Thien and Bac Lieu might be
pacified early on. On the positive side, however, you are going to
control 9 provinces which will eventually yield 37 additional popula
tion points versus the 10 you are losing on a temporary basis. I say
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temporary because terrain and geography work heavily against the
VC in the Delta. Most of the firmly controlled VC provinces are
coastal provinces; isolated geographically from the trail and across
border sanctuaries. Supply must come either from the pool or by sea.

The terrain is also not favorable. In the entire IV Corps there are
only two hexes providing more than a-I defensive shift. The exten
sive marshlands and river system often act as detriments to the VC
because US units using airmobile or amphibious points can pursue
faster than the VC can run. The initial US position in the central core
of provinces allows your forces to expand outward, pushing the VC
across the border in one direction, and into the sea in the other.

Deploying Your Armies
The ARVN is fairly straightforward: for I Corps and II Corps,

five divisions and half of the battalions. Only the provincial captials
in the II Corps "write-off" provinces should be garrisoned. Place
+ 2 divisions in III Corps and Saigon; + 3 divisions in IV Corps. The
rest of the battalions will garrison provincial captials in both Corps
areas. The majority of divisional units in III Corps should be in the
Hau Nghia/Long An area. The majority in IV Corps should be in the
"Keeper" provinces.

Of the US units, place the remainder of the 3rd Marine Division
at Qui Nhon. The 1st Air Cavalry has the Divisional HQ and one
brigade in Saigon, one in Vung Tau, and the third at Cam Ranh. The
IOIst Airmobile Division deploys into both Can Tho and My Tho in
IV Corps. Deploy one 155 battalions with the IOlst Division, one at
Cam Ranh, and the third in Qui Nhon. On the second season, deploy
the Americal Division in the I Corps/II Corps area, and the 25th
Division in the Delta. Subsequent reinforcements enter as the situa
tion dictates.

Initially, the units you bring in should deploy in second status
(headquarters on map and battalions without artillery attached).
You will need the units deployed as battalions to go after the
numerous VC units. In second status the pursuit modifier is one
greater than if the artillery is attached directly to the battalions.

Later in the game, when the NVA regulars start to appear in
force, some of the brigades will be recombined into first status single
unit brigades to receive the enhanced combat power and pursuit
necessary to take on the NVA.

Always take the war to the VC or the NVA. Remember that there
is no place inside South Vietnam where the VCor NVA can hide from
US/ARVN forces. You have the mobility and firepower to crush
anything in sight, so use it. When you write-off a province to the VC,
don't pull out permanently. Go after the VC there too. You job in
this case will also be easier, since you can use free fire and make your
interdiction, air and artillery strength all the more potent. You can
utilize true economy of force by dispatching the VC in the write-off
provinces with a smaller force while reserving the majority of your
forces for the non-free fire sweeping of the critical provinces. In 10 to
15 seasons, the pacified coastal and populous provinces will allow
you to move your campaign into the border and fringe provinces.
The preponderance of US/ARVN forces along the border will allow
pacification to proceed even here without using free fire. Those few
VC units which can be deployed in the interior or coastal provinces
can be hunted down by small airmobilized forces. You are collecting
the much-needed population points in a highly efficient manner,
beginning with those provinces which can be won without the one
column shift.

Fighting the VC and NVA
Given the US commitment point and morale level constraints,

you will find yourself playing not only against the VC and NVA, but
also against the clock. You need a good dose of fighting smarts,
because your opponent controls two entirely different types of
forces. The VC units are not very combat worthy, but their ability to
make reaction movement requires large amounts of force to trap
them. When in clusters of four to six units, they are difficult to sur
round and destroy. They can use strategic movement not only to
escape from dangerous situations, but also to position themselves at
the end of a season to affect the upcoming pacification die rolls.

The NVA units cannot react, but they are far stronger, especially
in artillery. It takes a great deal of firepower to amass favorable odds
against them, particularly in the mountains. Their primary value to
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the NLF player IS to inflict casualties on the ARVN and US forces.
Although good on the attack, the NVA units are at their best when
occupying terrain that the US player must retake.

Conduct efficiently your search and destroy operations. This is
obvious, but vital to note since these operations will account for
destroying ninety percent of the VC units. This operation is impor
tant and complex enough to warrant coverage in a separate article.
(See the next issue of the Victory Insider. Editor.)

While you must be aggressive against the VC and NVA, this does
not mean taking foolish risks which cause excessive casualties or cost
morale points. Do not fall victim to the "attack at all costs" syn
drome, especially when only US or FWA units are involved. Every
replacement point consumed in combat brings you closer to the point
where withdrawal has to begin. Be very sure that there is an offsetting
benefit for the losses you take.

Then there are the times when you will be able to bring over
whelming strength to bear against the VC/NVA. Your chances of
taking casualties can be reduced if you leave some ground units out
of the attack. Throwing your results into a lower column will lessen
the odds of destroying or chasing off the target units, but trading
losses is an attritional game that the NLF will ultimately win. So long
as the NLF player has uncommited units within striking distance of

US units, it is the foolish US player who allows his replacements to
fall to zero. There is no situation where a three-point US morale loss
for a unit loss is justfied. It is better to lose a provincial captial or take
a temporary setback in pacification rather than lose a US unit. It is
also a foolish US player who uses units of the Ist Air Cavalry and
JOist Airmobile after all airmobile points have been used. Any air
mobile loss suffered would cost an entire morale point. You will have
a hard enough time against the NLF without providing aid and com
fort to the enemy in the form of costly errors.

Keep ground, arti//ery and air points reservedforemergencies. In
this game you must keep reserves. If you commit everything and the
NLF player still has units uncommitted, you can bet they will be used
during the last part of each second seasonal turn to disrupt the up
coming pacification die rolls in the ensuing seasons. Here are two ex
amples: In IV Corps you have used all available US and ARVN
units in the second turn to clear the Delta, and you have done a good
job. But there are five uncommited VC units just across the border
from Chau Doc. With no US or ARVN units to interfere, the NLF
player runs five consecutive strategic movement operations to place
these VC units in five cultivated hexes of An Giang province. Score a
5 on the pacification die roll. The US player will be very lucky not to
lose any population, and the 5 makes it certain that none will be gain-

USING THE FLOW CHARTS
The procedure of Ihe Operalions Phase is somewhal complex and dif
ferenl from mOSI olher games. These chans. or schemalic represenla
lions, have been provided 10 clarify and summarize Ihe evenlS of Ihe
Operalions Phase. Like Ihe Sequence of Play, Ihese charls specify whal
must be done, and Ihe order in which il mUSI occur. To use Ihe charls,
sIan allhe lOP of the general Operalions Flow Chari (below) andfollow
Ihe arrows, answering Ihe queslions posed in Ihe limed boxes eilher
"yes" or "no"; in each gray box, follow Ihe inslrUCIions. If you are

underlaking a securily, search and deslroy, or clear and secure opera
tion, Ihe general Operalions Flow Chan will direci yOll 10 Ihe ap
propriale specialized chan on Ihe following page. When you come 10 a
box marked "Relum 10 Begin Operalion, " sIan again wilh Ihe general
Operalions Flow Chan. The Operalions Phase has nOI ended unlil you
reach Ihe "End Operalions Phase" of Ihe general charI. NOle Ihallhese
chans are merely aids, and Ihe rules themselves are final aUlhorily in any
dispule.
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ed. To add insult to injury, the NLF player runs five consecutive
strategic movement missions at the start of the next turn, moving the
VC units back over the border in safety.

In I Corps you have again done an outstanding job of clearing the
VC and NVA out. As the second season closes, two uncommited
NVA divisions come across the DMZ and attack Quang Tri City.
You are out of air points and your artillery has been committed
elsewhere. The only uncommitted ground units are too far south to
enter as defensive reserves. The NVA enter the city, taking heavy
losses that are offset by the fact that next turn, Quang Tri's pacifica
tion die roll will be modified by -II! Chalk up a major population
shift, and many seasons of careful pacification have just been blown
away. Again, the NLF player conducts strategic movement opera
tions to get the NVA regulars far away from the scene of the crime
while you stand by powerless to halt their flight.

But, there are ways to counteract this end of turn threat from the
VC and NVA. First of all, leave some ground, air and artillery units
uncommitted near threatened areas. There mere existance of these
reserves will discourage all but the most massive and determined
NVA attacks. When the VA or NVA units threaten to head for
cultivated hexes, use your reserves to play cat and mouse with them.
The larger the number of uncommitted VC or NVA units, the more
you keep uncommitted. If the NLF player has five uncommitted VC
units, but see that you have the strength to destroy the first four that
come across, the gain he can get out of the fifth unit will not outweigh
losing the first four. Another way to counter VC and NVA units that
have successfully moved is to make it impossible to strategically
move back on the next turn. Place USIARVN units between the
VC/NVA and the border on patrol operations in the special opera
tions designation phase. Also, units can be strat moved during the
USIARVN strategic phase to interpose themselves between the
VC/NVA and the border. Both types of operations can be carried
out before the NLF player gets a chance to perform operations dur
ing the next turn. This way, the offending units will pay the price for
the damage they did.

There is a more passive means to discourage VC/NVA strategic
movement. In particularly vulnerable stretches of the border, posi
tion some of the chronically ineffective ARVN regiments. Among
their few redeeming virtues is that they still possess a zone of control.
Place them 2 hexes inside the border with 2 hexes between each unit.
With 5 ranger units in the holding box the border will cost terrain + 2,
and each of the next three hexes will cost terrain + I to exit. Even a
VC unit with 21 movement points will find it tough to go too far.
Most of the desirable coastal cultivated hexes will be out of range.
These slow-down units placed near the border make the NLF player
think twice about creating units further inside Vietnam, especially in
the mountains, because USIARVN units inside the borders don't
just impede entry, they also hinder or block retreat. FWA units such
as the Koreans or the Queen's Cobra Regiment are even better
because they can be put on patrol, making movement cost terrain + 2
to exit. Left alone, they are vulnerable to casualties, so try to stack an
ARVN battalion with them to absorb the losses.

It is far cheaper to occupy some hexes within South Vietnam with
a single unit than it is to use several units apiece to drive the VC out of
each one.

In the Delta some of these troublesome hexes are 1373, 1775,
1966 and 2066. In the mountains of I Corps and II Corps, some of the
hexes you might want to deny to the VC are 5631, 4919, 5548, and
4734. Each of these hexes gives a VC unit a terrain movement factor
of + 3 on an alert roll. The hexes surrounding the above hexes
generally cost less to enter, making escape easier and requiring more
USIARVN units to block the escape routes. Much of the time you
can use final round pursuit bonuses from nearby operations to posi
tion units in these "perfect" VC hexes to deny them to the VC in the
next recruitment phase. If you don't have the units to pursue, then
use ARVN battalions, ineffective ARVN Regiments or the Philip
pine unit to occupy these hexes. Another way to advantageously use
final round pursuit is to create a couple of stacks of ARVN or
ARVN/FWA units on roads using final pursuit. These will be
available for security operations on the following turn. They will be
strong enough to crush the average VC battalion caught on a road,
and powerful enough with air strength added to do the same to any
NVA units found. If the units are not needed for security operations,

simply move them out as needed to nearby search and destroy opera
tions.

The NLF player can heavily contest a province by using a supply
conduit to double the number of VC units created in a province,
forming them into clusters. As many additional units as possible will
be strat moved across the border to form additional clusters. Once
established in clusters, the VC are very hard to displace, and cause
adverse pacification results. The US countermeasure is to "checker
board" these contested provinces so that VC clusters cannot
develop. Picketing the border is a good way to start. Augmented
ARVN infantry battalions are good also. They have no zones of con
trol, but they can deny hexes and block retreat. The US armored
cavalry squadrons placed on patrol status often provide an effec
tiveness to this "checkerboarding" out of proportion to their low
ground strengths. Again, the NLF player may have second thoughts
about committing large numbers of VC units to areas where they
cannot cluster or escape. Deploy your ground units where they will
be most effective. Mechanized battalions and armored battalions
work best along roads, clear hexes and grassland hexes where their
high pursuit bonuses can be exploited. They do pretty well in hills,
but become very marginal in most other types of terrain. Your air
mobile units can be used to greatest effect in the mountains, forested
hills and, surprisingly, the marshlands of the Delta (where they
weren't employed historically).

Speaking of pursuit in the Delta, there is one method which beats
airmobile, and that is the amphibious point. They are expensive to
acquire, but you only need two or three of them since they cannot be
destroyed.

Use your dedicated artillery, primarily the division HQ's and the
Americal DS unit. These units can support any operation in range
without being tasked so long as at least one of their respective subor
dinate units is taking part. This is one of the greatest force multipliers
in the game if you use it correctly. You have to do a little planning to
make sure that these units will be within supporting range of two or
preferably three operations per turn. Because you will need more
firepower in the mountains of I Corps it only makes sense to employ
the Americal Division there where the multiplier effect of its
dedicated artillery can be put to best use, freeing support points for
other needed areas.

Don't be afraid to invade Cambodia or Laos. The best time to do
so is immediately preceding an NLF offensive. This allows you to
destroy a lot of potentially destructive units cheaply on the other side
of the border, where free fire has no negative consequences. This is
especially true of the open terrain opposite 1II Corps and IV Corps.
Often enough damage will be done that the entire offensive will have
to be called off in order to rebuild units and replacements. Figuring
out when an offensive will commence is not as tricky as you might
think, assuming of course, that the NLF player is planning on throw
ing a full-fledged one. The first tell-tale sign is a really large ac
cumulation of NVA, and possibly VC, replacements. Offensives re
quire a great number of replacements to be truly effective. This is
because an offensive's success is proportional to the number of at
tacks made, and NVA/VC attacks, relying more on ground strength
points than artillery, are expensive.

The second clue is that many NVA units generally wait in the safety
of the trail holding boxes until an offensive is imminent, and emerge
the turn before an offensive is declared. If the US player has collected
air points as he should have, the NVA forces will be forced into
hiding or lose 20 to 30 SP's per turn to bombardment attacks. Pay
special attention to what the NLF player does during each winter
season. If an offensive comes, it will usually be in the spring season
because of the 25UJo reduction in US air and airmobile points due to
monsoons. Invasions to destroy NVA units retreating during or after
an offensive can be very effective also.

In summary, the 1965-1975 campaign game is winnable for the
US player, but the victory won't be cheap or easy. Start big with the
US forces, use the ARVN as much as possible, accumulate firepower
instead of ground troops, put priority on securing the areas yielding
the most population points to the SVN government, and take the war
aggressively to the VC and NVA wherever they may be. You will be
able to hold the strategic initiative from turn one and never relin
quish it.



Battle-tested
A Leadership System

For The Civil War
By Glenn Rahman

Part One: Untried Leaders
During the Civil War, both sides, but particularly the Union,

were plagued with many incompetant generals. Disasterously,
there was really no objective test of a leader's capabilities before
he was delegated responsibility. John Charles Fremont, "The
Pathfinder," had earned an impressive name for himself in
Western exploration. He had also been instrumental in the
bloodless conquest of California in 1846 during the Mexican
War. Why should anyone have suspected that when placed in
charge of a theatre of war, his office would become a bottleneck
of passivity and misdirection?

Although it is probably that few games deliver their subject
better, Victory Game's The Civil War suffers from the old prob
lem of having to give too much information to the players in some
cases. To be realistic, Leaders have to be rated in respect to their
historical performance, as the game does. But in rating them, the
player knows before the first shot is fired how skillful a particular
Leader is. He therefore enjoys a kind of "hind
sight" that Presidents Lincoln and Davis never possessed. What
player would ever take Fremont out of St. Louis, except to keep
him out of the way of an advancing Confederate army before he
messes things up. The hapless B.F. Butler, who historically was
granted important commands, is destined never to be removed
from Ft. Monroe, where he can't do much harm.

Wouldn't it be more authentic and interesting if each Leader's
abilities could come as a surprise to all concerned
- especially the player to whom the Leader belongs? Wouldn't
this better approximate the dilemma of the wartime
presidents - as well as add an element of surprise that most
gamers like to see?

THE VARIANT
Preparation: A set of alternate Leader counters for both the

Union and Confederate forces has been provided in the card
board insert to The General. If you have that sheet, skip on to the
next section.

Just in case you've lost your insert, complete instructions are
provided below. Do not make alternate counters for the three
Union Naval Leaders. At all times they are governed by the stand
ard rules.

The counters should be blank, except for being identified by
the national color and a number of stars to denote the rank of the
Leader each represents. The variant counters that represent the
Cavalry Leaders shall have the cross-swords symbol printed on
them.

The Confederate set of variant counters shall be comprised of:
Six 3-star Leaders
One 2-star Leaders
Fi fteen I-star Leaders
Four I-star Cavalry Leaders

The Union set of variant counters shall be comprised of:
Eight 3-star Leaders
Six 2-star Leaders
Fourteen I-star Leaders
Five I-star Cavalry Leaders

These alternate counters represent the "untried," unrevealed
Leaders.

Set up
1861 Scenario: In 1861, all Leaders are untried. Each player

provides himself with four wide-mouth cups. Take the Leader
counters provided with the standard game and place them in the
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cups, separated by rank.
From the supply of variant counters, place a unit of equal

rank (in terms of stars) upon the map where a Leader is supposed
to be deployed. For example, a blank 3-star Confederate variant
counter should be placed in Nashville. That is 3-star Leader's
Albert S. Johnson's deployment hex.

Place the remaining variant counters on the turn record
track in place of the leaders due to enter the game. Differentiate
between Cavalry and ordinary Leaders.

1862 and Later Scenarios: In these scenarios, some of the
Leaders may be assumed to have been tested in combat. These
are the Leaders which the scenario starts already deployed on
the map. Variant counters should be used on the turn record
track.

How to Use Untried Leaders
An untried Leader may serve only one function before he is

revealed: movement. All Union untried Leaders are assumed to
have an Initiative Rating of 3. All Confederate untried Leaders
except Cavalry Leaders have an Initiative Rating of 3. Con
federate Cavalry Leaders have an Initiative Rating of 2.

An untried Leader may take on all functions of movement
normally, including entering enemy-occupied hexes and con
trolling hexes.

Within a rank, there is no superiority amongst untried
Leaders. A revealed Leader always outranks an untried Leader of
the same rank.

When to Reveal Untried Leaders
The rule of thumb is to reveal the minimum necessary for

each game function.
I. If one or more untried Leaders is present in a hex with a

demoralized force and no Leader of the highest rank present is
revealed, one Leader of the highest rank is immediately revealed.
At that time the player must expend Commands to rally the force,
unless he does not have sufficient Commands remaining. To
reveal an untried Leader in this situation, the players must have
the following number of commands: 3-star - Confederate 2,
Union 3; 2-star - Confederate 3, Union 2; I-star - both
players 2.

2. If an untried Leader is in command of an Army and the
army must React to enemy movement, the Leader's identity is
revealed. If other untried Leaders of the same rank are with the
army, they are not revealed (even though one may later turn out
to "rank" the revealed Leader).

3. If a Leader commands a force which is not an army in com
bat, his identity is revealed (even though one may later turn out to
"rank" the revealed Leader).

4. If an Army becomes engaged in combat, aI/untried Leaders
in it are immediately revealed. After the revelation, the highest
ranking Leader in the army is assumed to be in command of the
Army.

Other Rules:
I. If a Leader is up for promotion, he must be revealed.

2. If an untried Leader is killed, he is immediately revealed.
3. If an untried Leader is wounded and hence ineligible for

promotion, he remains unrevealed. His variant counter is placed
on the turn track and, later, in the Leader Pool.

4. Once a Leader is revealed, he functions according to rule
2.5.

Part Two: Cavalry Leaders
Despite the usually high quality of the simulation in The Civil

War, the Cavalry rules fall somewhat short of the desired end.
Taken as a whole, the rules hamstring Cavalry operations by

making them too expensive relative to the rest of the action. It is
hard to understand the reason for this, since Cavalry is further
restricted by the rules governing the control of hexes, and the
strength which each Cavalry Leader may command.

The effect of these rules is to allow very little of the daring and
far-ranging cavalry raiding that was typical of the War Between
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The War of Nerves
A New Scenario For NA TO: The Next War In Europe

By Bruce Maxwell
Designer of NATO

The War of Nerves scenario examines the problems that the
Soviet Union would face in deciding how to launch an invasion.
There are a great many different approaches that could be taken,
some aimed at maximizing surprise and others aimed at maximiz
ing preparation. The Soviet Union would have to decide which
units to mobilize, and how long to mobilize, before striking. It
would have to decide whether it wished to attack out of barracks,
or under cover of a massive maneuver exercise. It would have to
decide which minor allies it could trust to alert ahead of time and
which would be best left in the dark until the last minute. It would
have to decide how many reinforcements could be sent to the for
ward Fronts without unduly alarming NATO's intelligence agen
cies. These, and a great many other factors, would make for a
very complicated planning job, especially considering the dif
ficulty of estimating NATO's alertness, and the countermeasures
NATO might take. In this scenario, the Warsaw Pact player must
lay his own plans.

The War of Nerves scenario is played with its own set of
special rules. The basic concept is that play begins in peacetime,
as in the other three scenarios. However, unlike those scenarios,
war does not automatically break out on the second Game-Turn.
Rather, war breaks out only when the Warsaw Pact player
chooses to declare war. The key feature of this scenario is the rela
tionship between the Tension Level and NATO's Alert Level.
The Tension Level is determined by which preparations for war
the Warsaw Pact player has initiated. The more preparations, the
higher the Tension Level. The Tension Level in turn affects
NATO's Alert Level. The higher the Tension Level, the greater
the chances that NATO's Alert Level will improve. NATO's
Alert Level determines NATO's readiness to meet an invasion.

NEW MARKERS
In order to play this scenario, five new markers are required:

I) a Peace-Turn Marker, 2) a Soviet Mobilization Marker, 3) a
Warsaw Pact Minor Ally Mobilization Marker, 4) a NATO
Mobilization Marker, and 5) a French Activation Marker.

WAR AND PEACE
The scenario starts during peacetime and remains there until

the Warsaw Pact player declares war. At the start of the Game,
the Peace Marker is placed in the Game-Turn One box of the
Game-Turn Track, and advanced one box at the start of each new
turn of peace. The box currently occupied by the Peace-Turn
Marker is referred to as the Peace-Turn. During a Peace-Turn,
no unit belonging to either player may enter enemy territory, nor
may either player execute any form of combat. During Peace
Turns, both players are subject to additional movement restric
tions which vary depending upon NATO's Alert Level and the
various pre-war preparations that the Warsaw Pact has initiated.

The Sequence of Play during Peace-Turns is reduced to only
three phases for each Player-Turn: the
Reinforcement!Activation/Declaration Phase, the Detraining
Phase, and the Movement Phase. In addition, the NATO Player
Turn is skipped entirely when NATO is at certain Alert Levels.

The Warsaw Pact player may declare war at the start of any
Peace-Turn from the start of the game onwards. The Warsaw
Pact player must declare war by the start of the Fifteenth Peace
Turn or he forfeits the game. Once the Warsaw Pact player has
declared war, all normal rules of play apply. The Peace Marker is
removed from the Game-Turn Track and the regular Game-Turn
Marker is placed in the Game-Turn Two box. The box currently
occupied by the Game-Turn Marker is referred to as the War-

Turn. The scenario is then played from Game-Turn Two through
the end of Game-Turn Eight, or Game-Turn Fifteen, as the
player's desire.

NATO ALERT LEVELS
There are four possible NATO Alert Levels: 1) No Alert, 2)

Alert Condition One, 3) Alert Condition Two, 4) Alert Condition
Three. NATO starts the scenario at No Alert. At the start of each
NATO Player-Turn before war has been declared, the NATO
player rolls one die. If the result is less than or equal to the current
Tension Level, NATO's Alert Level increases by one. Once war
was been declared, all peacetime restrictions associated with
NATO's Alert Level end. However, NATO's Alert Level at the
instant the war is declared does affect the point allocations and
reinforcement schedules that apply for the remainder of the
scenario.

No Alert
During each Peace-Turn that NATO is on No Alert, NATO's

Player-Turn is skipped. However, the NATO player may roll to
increase his Alert Level after each Warsaw Pact Player-Turn. As
soon as war is declared, the NATO player may execute normal
Player-Turns.

If the Warsaw Pact player declares war when NATO is on No
Alert, the scenario is played according to the following rules:
* The Warsaw Pact player uses the Organic Supply period listed in

the Tactical Surprise Scenario.
* The Warsaw Pact player receives the Airstrike Bonus listed in the

Strategic Surprise Scenario.
* The NATO player uses the Initial Point Allocations and Activa

tion Schedule listed in the Strategic Surprise Scenario.
* The NATO player receives reinforcement units and transport

points for the current War-Turn as per the Strategic Surprise
Scenario.

* The NATO player receives Victory Points for Chemical Warfare
as per the Strategic Surprise Scenario.

* Both players receive Air Attack Points and Chemical Warfare
Points for the current War-Turn according to the Strategic Sur
prise listings on the Game-Turn Track.

Ale.tt Condition One
During each Peace-Turn that NATO is on Alert Condition

One prior to the initiation of Warsaw Pact Maneuvers, NATO's
Player-Turn is skipped. However, the NATO player may roll to
increase his Alert Level after each Warsaw Pact Player-Turn.
Once the Warsaw Pact player has initiated Maneuvers, the
NATO player may choose to activate all non-French NATO units
in West Germany at the start of any subsequent NATO Player
Turn (see Maneuvers). NATO's Player-Turn is then executed
normally within the restrictions of peacetime play. Once war has
been declared, there are no further restrictions on NATO's
Player-Turn.

If the Warsaw Pact player declares war when NATO is on
Alert Condition One, the scenario is played according to the
following rules:
* The Warsaw Pact players uses the Organic Supply period listed in

the Tactical Surprise Scenario.
* The NATO player uses the Initial Point Allocations and Activa

tion Schedule listed in the Tactical Surprise Scenario.
* The NATO player receives reinforcement units and transport

points for the current War-Turn as per the Tactical Surprise
Scenario.
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* The NATO player receives Victory Points for Chemical Warfare
as per the Tactical Surprise Scenario.

* Both players receive Air Attack Points and Chemical Warfare
Points for the current War-Turn according to the Tactical Sur
prise listings on the Game-Turn Track.

Alert Condition Two
During each Peace-Turn that NATO is on Alert Condition

Two prior to the initiation of Warsaw Pact Maneuvers, NATO's
Player-Turn is skipped. However, the NATO player may roll to
increase his Alert Level after each Warsaw Pact Player-Turn.
Once the Warsaw Pact player has initiated Maneuvers, the
NATO player may choose to activate all NATO units in West
Germany at the start of any subsequent NATO Player-Turn (see
Maneuvers). NATO's Player-Turn is then executed normally
within the restrictions of peacetime play. Once war has been
declared, there are no further restrictions on NATO's Player
Turn.

If the Warsaw Pact player declares war when NATO is on
Alert Condition Two, the scenario is played according to the
following rules:
* The Warsaw Pact player uses the Organic Supply period listed in

the Tactical Surprise Scenario.
* The NATO player uses the Initial Point Allocations and Activa

tion Schedule listed in the Extended Buildup Scenario.
* The NATO player receives reinforcement units and transport

points for the current War-Turn as per the Extended Buildup
Scenario.

* The NATO player receives Victory Points for Chemical Warfare
as per the Extended Buildup Scenario.

* Both players receive Air Attack Points and Chemical Warfare
Points for the current War-Turn according to the Extended
Buildup listings on the Game-Turn Track.

Alert Condition Three
If the NATO player enters Alert Condition Three before the

Warsaw Pact player has declared war, the following effects oc
cur:
* The NATO player may start to execute normal Player-Turns

within the restrictions of peacetime.
* All NATO units except French units in Franch are automatically

activated, regardless of whether the Warsaw Pact player has in
itiated Maneuvers or not.

* The NATO player immediately receives the Initial Point Alloca
tions listed for the Extended Buildup scenario.

* The NATO player immediately places the NATO Mobilization
Marker in the Game-Turn One Box of the Game-Turn Track and
the French Activation in the Game-Turn Four box. At the start of
each subsequent Game-Turn, the NATO Mobilization Marker is
advanced by one box. The box currently occupied by the marker
is referred to as the Mobilization-Turn. During the NATO Rein
forcement Phase of each NATO Player-Turn, the NATO player
may enter the ground unit and transport point reinforcements
listed in the Extended Buildup scenario for the current
Mobilization-Turn.

Thus, on Mobilization-Turn One, the NATO player may enter
the Game-Turn One ground reinforcements listed in the Extended
Buildup Reinforcement Schedule. On Mobilization-Turn Two,
the NATO player may enter the Game-Turn Two ground rein
forcements listed in the Extended Buildup Reinforcement
Schedule and the Game-Turn Two transport point rein
forcements listed for Game-Turn Two on the Game-Turn Track,
etc.

* When the NATO Mobilization Marker is moved into the Game
Turn Four box, all French units in France are activated.

If the Warsaw Pact Player declares war when NATO is on
Alert Condition Three, the scenario is played according to the
following rules:
* The Warsaw Pact players uses the Organic Supply period listed in

the Tactical Surprise Scenario.
* The NATO player receives Victory Points for Chemical Warfare

as per the Extended Buildup Scenario.
* Both players receive Air Attack Points and Chemical Warfare

Points for the current War-Turn according to the Extended
Buildup listings on the Game-Turn Track.

WARSAW PACT STARTING CONDITIONS
At the start of the scenario, the Warsaw Pact player receives

the Initial Point Allocations listed for the Tactical Surprise
Scenario. In addition, all Soviet and East German units onmap
are considered to be activated. Note, however, that these units
may not .move until the Warsaw Pact player has initiated
Maneuvers.

SOVIET MOBILIZATION
At the start of the scenario, the Warsaw Pact player should

place his Soviet Mobilization Marker in the Game-Turn One box
of the Game-Turn Track. At the start of each subsequent turn of
peace or war, the Soviet Mobilization Marker should be advanc
ed by one box. During the Reinforcement Phase of each Warsaw
Pact Player-Turn, the Warsaw Pact player receives the Soviet
reinforcements, only, that are listed in the Tactical Surprise
Scenario for that Soviet Mobilization-Turn. In addition, the
Warsaw Pact player receives any Transport Points listed for that
Turn on the Game-Turn Track.

Thus, on Soviet Mobilization-Turn One, the Warsaw Pact
player receives the Soviet ground reinforcements listed for Game
Turn One in the Tactical Surprise Reinforcement Schedule. On
Soviet Mobilization-Turn Two, the Warsaw Pact player receives
the Game-Turn Two Soviet ground reinforcements listed in the
Tactical Surprise Reinforcement Schedule and the Game-Turn
Two Transport Point reinforcements listed on the Game-turn
Track for the Tactical Surprise Scenario, etc.

THE TENSION LEVEL
The Tension Level stands at one at the start of the scenario.

The following Warsaw Pact preparations increase the Tension
Level as indicated. All increases are cumulative.
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* Maneuvers: + 2.
* Minor Ally Mobilization: + 1.
* Intra-Bloc Movement: + 1.
* Reinforcement: + 1.

WARSAW PACT WAR PREPARATIONS
The Warsaw Pact player may take four steps to prepare for

war before war actually breaks out: 1) mobilize his minor allies
(the Poles and the Czechs), 2) initiate Maneuvers to position his
units along their national frontiers, 3) initiate Intra-Bloc Move
ment to allow his units to concentrate along the West German
frontier, and 4) initiate Reinforcement to augment front-line
forces. Each step enhances his ability to overrun West Germany
in the early stages of the war. However, each step also increases
the Tension Level, and therefore the chance that NATO's Alert
Level will improve,

Maneuvers
Before the outbreak of war, the Warsaw Pact player may not

move any of his activated units unless he initiates Maneuvers. He
may initiate Maneuvers at the start of any Peace-Turn. Once he
has initiated Maneuvers, he may move all activated units within
normal peacetime restrictions. If the Warsaw Pact player initiates
Maneuvers before the outbreak of war, the Tension Level is in
creased by two. Once war has been delcared, the Warsaw Pact
player is not required to initiate Maneuvers in order to move his
units normally.

If NATO is on Alert Condition One or Two at any point after
the Warsaw Pact player has declared Maneuvers, the NATO
player may activate all non-French NATO units in West Ger
many. These NATO units may then move normally, provided
that they do not leave West Germany.

Minor Ally Mobilization
At the start of any turn of peace or war, the Warsaw Pact

player may mobilize the Czech and Polish armies by placing his
Warsaw Pact Minor Ally Mobilization Marker in the Game-Turn
One box of the Game-Turn Track. At the start of each subse
quent turn, this Marker is advanced by one box. Thereafter, dur
ing the Reinforcement Phase for each Warsaw Pact Player-Turn,
the Warsaw Pact player receives the Czech and Polish ground
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the States. Who is so lavish that he dares expend three Commands
on Stoneman's Cavalry, a force of only three strength points at
maximum, while at the same time it takes only two commands to
allow Sherman to move an entire army of, say, twenty strength
points? Surely the resources needed to send Stoneman's little
troop raiding cannot compare to that required by Sherman's
March to the Sea.

While acknowledging solid reasons for limiting the capabil
ities of Cavalry, we offer the following rules to allow the possibility
of some cavalier audacity.

1. To order any Cavalry Leader to move requires only one
Command.

2. To see if the order is obeyed, roll a die. If the result is higher
than the Initiative Rating printed on the Leader's counter, the
Leader may move his strength points that Pulse.

3. If the die result in #2 is not higher than the Initiative rating
of the Cavalry Leader, the Leader's troop may not
move - unless additional Commands, enough to bring the total
up to the printed Initiative Rating on the counter, are
immediately spent. If the additional one or two Commands are
not spent, the original Command is lost to no effect.

4. Repeat the procedure in each Pulse that Cavalry Leader
troop movement is desired.

reinforcements, only, listed in the Tactical Surprise Scenario for
the current Minor Ally Mobilization-Turn.

All Czech and Polish units onmap are considered to be ac
tivated at the instant that the Warsaw Pact player declares Minor
Ally Mobilization.

If the Warsaw Pact player chooses to mobilize his minor allies
before he has declared war, the Tension Level is immediately in
creased by one. If the Warsaw Pact player has not'mobilized his
minor allies before he declares war, mobilization is automatic at
the instant that war is declared.

Intra'Bloc Movement
Before the outbreak of war, the Warsaw Pact player may not

move any units from one friendly country to another, until he has
initiated Intra-Bloc Movement. He may initiate Intra-Bloc
Movement at the start of any Warsaw Pact Player-Turn, provid
ed that he has also initiated Maneuvers simultaneously or
previously. If the Warsaw Pact player initiates Intra-'Bloc Move
ment before the outbreak fo war, the Tension Level is increased
by one. Once war has been declared, the Warsaw Pact player may
move units from one friendly country to another without restric
tion.

Reinforcement
Before the outbreak of war, the Warsaw Pact player must

withhold all available ground unit reinforcements offmap until
he initiates Reinforcement. He may initiate Reinforcement at the
'start of any Warsaw Pact Player-Turn, provided that he has also
initiated Maneuvers simultaneously or previously. Once the War
saw Pact player initiates Reinforcement, he may enter all current
and previously withheld ground unit reinforcements as fast as his
transport capabilities allow. If the Warsaw Pact player initiates
Reinforcement before the outbreak of war, the Tension Level is
increased by one. Once war has been declared, the Warsaw Pact
player is not required to declare Reinforcement in order to enter
his available reinforcements.

VICTORY CONDITIONS
In this scenario, victory always is determined according to the

Victory Condition schedule listed in the Tactical Surprise
Scenario.
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"TenSHUN! The Lieutenant's asked me to say that
we're looking for volunteers to fill the ranks of the
Victory Insider. This mission requires split·second
timing, in·depth knowledge of the latest games
from Victory, and a willingness to get the job done.

"The Lieutenant also says that this job will pay
the same rates as The General. That's $18 per
magazine page, $27 per page if you want AH or VG
products.

"So who's volunteering? Moore! Ryer! Koller!
Herman! Report to the Lieutenant at 0300 hours in
full field pack and typewriter. On the double!"

"DISMISSED!"




